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Abstract

Two-dimensional free-space optical interconnects (2D-FSOls) promise to deliver tre

mendous gains in bandwidth and architectural freedom for applications such as telecom

munication switches and massively parallel computing systems. One major obstacle

preventing the commercial deployment of 2D-FSOI systems 1S the problem of optical

alignment, which is further exacerbated by the requirements that these systems be field

serviceable and able to sustain the barsh conditions ofindustrial environments.

This thesis proposes a broad range of solutions to alleviate this alignment problem.

One important aspect ofthis work concems the development ofa generic packagjng strat

egy, which consists ofpartitioning an optical system into separate modules in such a way

that the loose tolerances are between the modules while the tight tolerances are between

the components inside the modules. To accomplish this, novel alignment techniques are

designed and demonstrated, including the use of integrated diffractive features, CMOS

position detectors, ultrathick photoresist micro-structures, and semi-kinematic fixtures

using do\vel pins. In aU cases, emphasis is placed on approaches that are amenable to low

cost manufacturing and high-volume production.

These techniques were developed in the context of a photonic backplane prototype

experiment that demonstrated 1024 free-space interconnections between four optoelec

tronic-VLSI (OE-VLSI) chips. The design and implementation ofa module integrating an

OE-VLSI chip, a mini-Iens array, a thermoelectric cooler and a heatsink is presented.

Optomechanical, electrical and thennal characterization results are reported.

The other aspect ofthis work aims at identifying the types ofoptical designs that pro

vide more generous misalignment tolerances. This is done by investigating various optical

configurations for the design orthe chip module. The central objective is to understand the

underlying reasons that make one configuration more misalignment-tolerant than another.

A significant outcome ofthis work is to show that the inherent misalignment tolerances of

2D-FSOI systems translates into an aspect-ratio limitation similar ta the one round in elec

trical ïnterconnects.
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Résumé

Les interconnexions bidimensionelles optiques à l'air libre promettent de fournir une

énorme augmentation de largeur de bande et une architecture plus flexible à des applica

tions telles que les commutateurs de télécommunications et les systèmes massivement

parallèles~ Un obstacle majeur à la réalisation commerciale des interconnexions optiques à

l'air libre demeure le problème de l'alignement optique, qui se complique en raison de la

nécessité d'avoir des systèmes faciles d'entretien et résistants aux conditions difficiles que

l'on retrouve dans les milieux industriels~

Cette thèse présente un éventail de solutions àce problème d'alignement. Son premier

volet propose une stratégie générique d'empaquetage optique, qui consiste à diviser un

système optique en plusieurs modules tout en s'assurant que les tolérances d'alignement

faciles à réaliser se retrouvent entre les modules tandis que les tolérances d'alignement

difficiles sont situées entre les composantes d'un même module~ Pour ce faire, de nou

velles techniques d'alignement, optiques et mécaniques, sont conçues et prouvées~ Ces

techniques utilisent des élements diffractifs intégrés, des détecteurs d'alignement de type

CMOS, des microstructures faites de photorésine super épaisse ainsi qu'un dispositif de

fixation intégrant des goupilles de positionnement. L'accent est mis sur les approches

ayant un potentiel de fabrication à bas coût et de production en masse.

Ces techniques ont été conçues dans le cadre d'un système expérimental de fond de

chassis photonique ayant réalisé 1024 interconnexions optiques à l'air libre entre quatre

puces hybrides optoélectroniques-VLSI (OE-VLSI). La conception et la fabrication d'un

module intégrant une puce OE-VLSI, une matrice de mini-lentilles, un refroidisseur ther

moélectrique et un dissipateur thermique sont presentées, ainsi que les résultats de la car

actérisation optomécanique, électrique et thermique de ce module.

Le second volet de cette thèse tente d'identifier les types de systèmes optiques offrant

les meilleures tolérances d'alignement. Plusieurs configurations optiques sont étudiées. Le

principal objectifest de comprendre les raisons sous-jacentes qui font en sorte qu'une con

figuration est plus facile à aligner qu'une autre. Une conclusion importante de cette étude

révèle que les tolérances d'alignement inhérentes aux systèmes d'interconnexions

optiques à Pair libre font en sorte que ceux-ci sont limités par un rapport largeurllongueur

similaire à celui touchant les interconnexions électriques.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Scope orthe thesis

This thesis considers the use of two-dimensional parallei optical interconnects (2D

POIs) applied to the problem of providing Tbit/s data communication between silicon

VLSI chips. The idea of using 2D arrays of light beams to transfer data between silicon

chips was proposed in the early 1980'5, starting with the seminal paper ofGoodman et al.

[1]. Until recently, the physical advantages of2D-POl systems had been offset by techno

logical disadvantages, but 20-POI technologies have now matured to the point where it

becomes possible to contemplate commercial applications within a time frame of 5 years.

This progress is primarily due to advances made in the areas ofoptoelectronic-VLSl (OE

VLSI) and micro-optical technologies. Today, large 20 arrays of vertical-cavity surface

emitting lasers (VCSELs) or multiple-quantum-well (MQW) electro-absorption (EA)

modulators can be routinely flip-chipped to CMOS chips [2]-[5]. Similarly, highlyeffi

cient multi-function diffractive and refractive micro-optical components are now available

commercially [6][7]. Oespite these achievements, the construction ofhighly parallel 20

por systems remains a difficult task, mostly due to the lack ofpractical and cost-effective

packaging technologies which allow for 2D array components to be easily aligned to one

another, similar to the ease with which connectorized fiber-optic components are assem

bled. Sorne even contend that research in this field has now reached a point where the

complexity ofimplementing the packaging technologies far exceeds any shortcomings in

the perfonnance ofthe QE-VLSI and micro-optical technologies [8].

The origin of the alignment problem lies in the fact that 2D-POl systems require mul

tiple array components to be individuallyaligned in three spatial and three angular coordi

nates with tolerances that often exceed the capabilities of standard packaging techniques.

This thesis focuses on the development ofa broad range ofsolutions ta alleviate this align

ment problem. One important aspect of this work concems the development of novel

alignment techniques for packaging components iota modules (intra-module techniques)

and for interfacing modules ta one another (inter-module techniques), with a particular

focus on approaches that are amenable to low-cost and high-volume manufacturing. In
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most cases, the techniques that are presented were developed in the context ofa photonic

backplane prototype experiment that demonstrated 1024 free-space optical interconnec

tions between four OE-VLSI chips. This experimental prototype provided a realistic

framework for developing and demonstrating new ideas, ensuring that these be subjected

to system-Ievel constraints and technological limitations.

The other aspect 0 f this work aims at identifying the fundamental reasons behind the

tolerances of2D-pOr systems in order to propose designs that are inherently more tolerant

to misalignment. This approach \vill initially simplify alignment and May ultimateLy lead

to systems that are passively assembled using "snap-together" modules, a pre-requisite for

their commercial deployment. Research along this direction has lead to the fonnulation of

general guidelines for the design ofmisalignment-tolerant 2D-POI modules.

The remainder ofthis chapter justifies in more detail the motivation behind this thesis.

The next section demonstrates how the sustained exponentiaL growth ofon-chip process

ing capacity is imposing exceeding demands on the bandwidth capabilities ofcurrent elec

trical interconnect technology. The following sections bring forward the fundamental

reasons behind the limitations of electrical interconnections and examine the physical

properties ofoptics that motivate the use of2D-pOr technologies for data communication

between silicon chips. Most of this discussion is derived from a large number ofpublica

tions that address the potential benefits and limitations of optical interconnects versus

electrical interconnects [1],[9]-[20]. The remaining sections address thesis organization

and highlight the author' s contributions to this area ofresearch.

1.2 The off-chip bandwidth bottleneck

The prediction made by Gordon Moore in the early 1970s that transistor connt on

state-of..the-art integrated circuit technology would double every 18 months - a statement

loosely referred to as ~~oore's law" - has held remarkably weil over the past 30 years.

The continued increase in transistor count has been achieved through a combination of

reduced transistor dimensions and an increase in chip size, both subjected to the constraint

ofreasonable yield~There is a large effort in the industry to maintain this trend; this is sup

ported by the periodic publication of the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) road-
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map that identifies the technological developments required over a 15-year horizon. Table

1 shows sorne orthe technology requirements for cost-performance and high-performance

microprocessor market segments, taken from the International Technology Roadmap for

Semiconductors (lTRS) 1999 edition [21].

Table 1.1. Selected performance requirements ofpackaged microprocessorchips [22]~

Year of Introduction 1999 2002 200S 2008
Technology node 180 "n, 130 nm 100 'lin 70 nm

Transistor density logie (Atltransistors/cm2)

2011
50nm

2014

35 "'"

Cost-performance 7 22

High-performance 24 78

Chip size (mm2)

41

142

100

350

247

863

609

2,130

Cost-performance 170 191 235

High-performance 450 509 622

Power consumption for a single-clzip package (Watts)

270

713

308

817

351

937

•

•

Cost-performance 48 75 96

High-performance 90 130

Power supply voltage (Volts)

Cost-performance 1.8 1.5

High-performance 1.8 1.5

Maximum number ofpackage pins/balls

Cost-performance 740 1012

High-perforrnance 1600 2248

On-chip clockfrequency (MHz)

Cost-performance 600 800

High-performance 1200 1600

Chip-to-board (offchip) speedfôr peripheral buses (MHz)

Cost-performance 133 150 150 175

High-performance 600 800 1,000

Cost-performance = < 3,000$ laptops, desktop PCs and telecommunications.

High-performance = > 3,000$ workstations, servers, avionics, supercomputers.
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Although it seems likely that traditional transistor scaling will continue for the next 10

years (with a 30% reduction in [eature size every third year), the data collected in table 1

indicates that silicon technology is beginning to reach fundamental limits. The shaded

areas of the table, which correspond to technological requirements with 00 curreotly

known solutions, are in Many cases within a 5-year reach. The number and difficulty of

the technical challenges continue to increase as technology moves forward. In their 1999

report, the roadmap coordinating group recognized that "it is becoming difficult for people

in the semiconductor industry to imagine how we could continue to afford the historic

trends (u.) for another 15 years" [22].

Large digital systems are often implemented by distributing the amount ofprocessing

across multiple chips. In general~ as the processing capacity of individual chips increases,

so does the bandwidth requirement on the interconnections over which they communicate.

This is especially true for global architectures, where data is communicated across the full

scale of the system. With Moore's law continuing to hold, the sustained exponential

growth ofon-chip processing capacity is imposing exceeding demands on the bandwidth

capabilities ofcurrent electrical interconnect technology. Already today, the performance

of Many digital systems is limited by the electrical interconnections rather than the chips

ateitherend [23]. On-chip performance is often masked by the electrical interconnections.

A simple example ofthis technology gap cao be found inside computer systems, where

data buses operate at rates much slower than the clock rate on the chips.

Using the data of table 1, it is easy to show how the existing technology gap will con

tinue to grow witll time. To do this, the following metrics are defined. First, the product of

the number of transistors and the on-chip clock frequency is used ta parametrize the abil

ity of a chip to perform logic operations (although this does not imply that aIl transistors

are operating at all time). Similarly, the product of the off-chip data rate with the package

pin COllOt is used to parametrize the ability ofa chip to communicate data to another chip

(although this is not to say that aIl package pins are used for data communications). Figure

1.1 shows both metrics being plotted on a logarithmic scale. Results from this fust-order

analysis clearly illustrate how conventional electrical interconnection technology cannot

scale with the growing on-chip processing capacity.
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with 4000 optical 1/0 in a 7 x 7 mm! area in 1996 [31] and ~ 375 Mb/s receiver-transmit

ter in 0.8 J.UIl CMOS with less than 6 mW power dissipation in a 17 x 18 1J.Ill2 area in 1995

[32]. High interconnection density combined with lo\v power dissipation make 2D-POI

technology arguably the ooly interconnect solution able to keep pace with future genera

tions ofsilicon integrated circuits [14].

1.3 Limitations of electrical interconnects.

Before discussing the benefits of optics to the interconnection problem, the physical

reasons behind the bandwidth limitations of electrical interconnects are first examined.

The purpose of this section is ta show that most of the limitations of electrical intercon

nections (limited bit rates, high power dissipation, low connection density and high

switching noise) are fundamentally due to the inherent low impedance and finite resis

tance ofmetal transmission liDes.

1.3.1 Consequences of electricallines baving a fiuite resistance

AlI electrical Iines bave a finite resistance, which is dominated by bulk resistance in

the case ofRC lines and skin-effect resistance in the case ofLC lines. This resistance lim

its the signal rise time which in turn puts an upper bound on the bit rate capacity of the

line. The longer the electricalline, the larger the resistance, the longer the tise time and the

lower the bit rate capacity. The larger the cross-sectional area of the line, the lower the

resistance, the shorter the rise time and the higher the bit rate capacity. Relatio.nships

between length, area and bit rate were Ïnitially developed by Goodman et al. for RC lines

[1] and bave since been elegantly generalized to both RC and LC lines by Miller and Oza

ktas [18] to show that the limit to the bit rate capacity ofan electricalline depends only on

the ratio of the cross-sectional dimension CfA) to the length (l) of the lme - the "aspect

ratio" of the interconnectioD. This limit is given approximately by:

• Cbapter 1: Introduction
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where Ba - 10ls bit/s for Le lines (Le. ort:chip Unes) and Ba - 1016 bit/s for RC lines

(Le. on-chip lines). Note that this aspect ratio limitation is scale-invariant; it applies

equally weIl to long coaxial cables, microstrip traces on a printed-circuit board (PCB) or

short traces on a silicon chip. As an example, consider the bit rate limitation ofa transmis

sion line on a conventional electrical backplane with a horizontal dimension of40 cm. A

typical implementation would use microstrip traces that are 0.5 mm above a ground plane

and pitched al 0.5 mm (limited by crosstalk requirements) [33]. The aspect ratio (AIll) ofa

Hne linking both ends ofthe backplane is then approximately equal to 1.5xlO·6, resulting

in a bit rate limitation of-1.5 Gbit/s.

As sho\vn by the previous example, the "aspect ratio" limitation is already seen as a

practical limit on sending high-speed signais over the length of current electrical back

planes and it is Iikely to become the limiting factor in the design of electronic systems

approaching Tbit/s off-chip bandwidths. In fact, this "aspect ratio" limitation is largely

responsible for the recent emergence of optical solutions to the frame-to-frame [34] and

backplane interconnect problem [35].

1.3.2 Consequences of electricallines having a lo\v impedance

In addition to their finite resistivity, high-speed Le Hnes are usually designed with a

low impedance, typically in the range 30 - 100 ohms. This design range is largely inde

pendent of the specific details of the design of the line; it follows from fundamental con

stants and the fact that line capacitance and inductance vary only logarithmically with the

dimensions of the line [18]. The low impedance ofelectrical interconnects is problematic

because it precludes the use ofsmaIl-size driver circuits (\vith their naturally high output

impedance) for sending high-speed signaIs oft:chip. Redesigning the line to increase its

characteristic impedance can be done but not without creating new problems. For exam

pie, increasing the separation between the conductor and ground plane does increase line

impedance but at the expense of more crosstalk between lines. Altematively, line imped

ance can he increased by reducing the size ofthe conductor, but tms leads to a larger skin

effect resistance with its associated reduction in bit rate perfonnance.
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The typical solution to this impedance mismatch problem is to use large-area output

drivers (to reduce the driver output impedance) along with tennination resistances to

avoid wave reflection phenomena~ This bas a number of detrimental consequences: it

results in large silicon area consumption, large current switching transients and high

po\ver dissipation with the associated undesirable consequences ofground bounce due to

simultaneous switching noise (delta-I noise). Also, the fact that parallel electrical Hnes

must follow planar geometries and are constrained by crosstalk issues limit the density of

electrical interconnections. The above points are summarized in the influence diagram of

figure 1.2

~~_) Zo_=~...,.:_1a_o_n ~.

Imp~anc.e mismatch b~twe~n .. D~sign ~igh-speed
on-chlp dnver and electncal hne dnver wath low Raut -----. large silicon

/ areausage

Pin inductance .lar~e curre~t • H!gh.po~er J
\

sWltchlng translents disSIpation ............ l . t ti

/

\ ow ln erconnec on
.. ~ densities

Del~a-[ EMI issues Constrained to "".,
nOise planargeometry

Figure 1.2~ Consequences ofelectricallines having a low impedaoce~

1.4 Physical reasons for optical interconoects

Optical interconnects are not limited by the aspect ratio ofequation 1~1~ Over the scale

ofan electronic system, optical interconnects do not suffer from distance-dependent opti

calloss or distortion (loss and dispersion in optical wavegujdes start appearing ooly over

larger distances). In other words, if one cao build parallel optical interconnections

between two chips, then one is able to take those interconnections over essentially any

~~machine-scale"distance without any degradation. As a result, optics can provide high

bandwidth interconnections between chips located as far as 10's of meters away with
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transceivers that are no different frOID the ones that would be used over shorter distances.

This opens the possibility for revolutionary system architectures that are physically

impossible to implement with electrical interconnections [36].

Additional advantages ofoptics originate from the electrical-to-optical (E-O) and opti

cal-to-electrical (O-E) conversions occurring at both ends of the interconnect. The OE

devices are used to effectively isolate the high impedance ofsmall-size electronic circuits

from the low impedance of the wave propagation. This is the so-called quantum imped

ance conversion phenomenon descnoed in [11], and it bas many important consequences:

• No impedance mismatcb problem: small-size low-power transceivers can be used to

send and receive high-speed optical data. Wave reflections are avoided byapplying

anti-reflection coatings on the optical surfaces.

• Lo\v power dissipation and low silicon area consumption: dense 2D arrays of OE

devices can be integrated directly on the silicon chip (1000's 0 f channels/cm2), thereby

exploiting the third spatial dimension of the interconnecL This large interconnection

density allows for 2D-pOr technology to keep up with the ever increasing computa

tiooal bandwidth ofsilicon chips [14].

• Voltage isolation bet\veen intercoDnected chips: this results in the absence ofground

bounce and other undesirable effects associated with pin inductance.

• No radio-frequency signal interference: detectors are OE quantum devices that

bebave as high-pass optical-frequency filters, generating electron-hole pairs only for

photons with sufficientiy high energies (-1 eV). AlI other lo\v-energy "photons" - like

the ones associated with RF interference signais - are simply filtered out.

• Absence of frequency-dependent 1055 and distortion: this is because OE sources

automatically convert a baseband electronic signal into an optical-frequency

(-300 THz) carrier-modulated signaL The frequency oflight is very high compared to

the data frequency and thus modulation makes no difference to the propagation of the

signal. This means that an optical system designed for a 100 MHz clock signal will

• Chapter 1: Introduction 9
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continue to work equally well at 100 GHz, provided we can design transceivers that can

mn this fast. This same cao certainly not be said ofelectrical mterconnects.

• Ability to implement wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) systems: it is possi

ble to exploit "a fourth dimensionn (in addition to the three spatial dimensions) by

designing OE devices that convert electrical signais into light beams of slightly differ

ent carrier frequencies (wavelengths) [37][38].

1.5 Applications for 2D-POIs

Target applications for 2D-POIs are ones that require the 1/0 bandwidth (off:chip

capacity) to scale in proportion with the computational bandwidth (on-chip capacity).

There exist numerous examples of such applications in switching, parallel processing,

Fourier transform, sorting, matrix-vector processing, database searches and processor-to

memory applications [1][36][39]. Forthese applications, one significant advantage of2D

POl systems is the ability to input entire 2D data array to the chip \vhile using the third

physical dimension for data propagation.

Successful implementations of 2D-pOr systems have in common that they must take

advantage orthe high optical 1/0 bandwidth ofOE-VLSr chips while not being limited by

their order-of-magnitude-lower off-chip electrical capacity. One way to achieve this is by

using 2D fiber arrays (section 2.6.1) to bring data optically on and off chips [40][41].

Another approach consists ofusing the aggregate electrical off.chip 1/0 capacity ofMany

OE-VLSI chips to fill the optical 1/0 capacity ofeach. A good example ofthis is the con

cept oran optical backplane to interconnect multiple OE-VLSI chips residing on separate

printed-circuit boards [42]. Numerous experimental demonstration of optical backplanes

cao be round in the literature, including [43]-[45].

1.6 Tecbnological Challenges for lD-POIs.

Although optics cao provide Many advantages, there still remains practical problems

limiting the commercial deployment of 2D-pOr systems. A list of the most significant

tecbnological challenges include:
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• better integration ofOE device arrays onto silicon VL8I chips~ Desirable attributes are

high yield, large and uniform arrays, low parasitic capacitance, low thermal resistance

and compatibility with high-volume production at the wafer-leveL

• high-speed, small-area, low-power transceivers. Crosstalk and noise immunity during

large array operation are critical issues that have not been addressed sufficiently.

• dense and uniform arrays of temperature-tolerant emitters/modulators with operating

voltages that can keep up with the scaling ofsilicon technology.

• the development of alignment techniques and cost-effective packaging Methodologies

compatible with high-volume manufacturing. This thesis focuses directly on this prob

lem~

Although the above list is only partial, it is included here to provide a proper perspec

tive on the research problems addressed in this thesis and theit relation with the other

research activities going on in this field .

1.7 Original Contributions

The approach taken in this thesis has been both theoretical and experimental and has

led to the following original contributions to the field:

• First demonstration of a bigh-performance chip module integrating a 32 x 32 array of

OE devices flip-chip bonded to a 9 x 9 mm! CMOS VLSI chip. The module integrates

a microlens array, a high-speed flexible printed-circuit-board and a thermoelectric

cooler. This work differentiates itself from previous implementations in that it simulta

neously addresses optomechanical, electrical and thermal design issues (chapter 4).

• First demonstration ofthe use ofon-chip off-axis linear Fresnel Zone Plates (FZPs) for

achieving six-degrees-o~freedom(6-DOF) alignment of a microlens array to an OE

VLSI chip. This technique offers significant improvements over previous methods by

providing high. sensitivity in all nOFs in addition to minimizing silicon area usage

(chapter 5)•• Cbapter 1: Introduction 11
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• First attempt at automating the packaging of a microlens array to an OE-VLSI chip

using off-axis alignment beams combined with three on-chip quadrant detectors~ This

technique uses the alignment information derived from the detector photocurrents to

compensate for the chip misalignment in aU six DOfs (chapter 5).

• First demonstration of a novel beam alignment technique that improves the accuracy

with which a collimated beam Is aligned orthogonal to a flat transparent substrate.

Orthogonal beam alignment is required when aligning two out-of-plane components,

such as a microlens array and an OE-VLSI chip. The technique uses in situ off-axis dif

fractive features fabricated on the microlens substrate. Angular beam misalignment cao

be precisely quantified simply by reading off the position of the focal line on a litho

graphically-defined mler deposited on the same substrate (chapter 5).

• First demonstration ofa truly robust, kinematic optical module supporting 1024 optical

interconnections. The module can he manually inserted into and removed from a photo

nic backplane demonstrator without upsetting system alignment. Ouring 50 insertion!

removal cycles of the module, the standard deviation of the spots on the OE devices

was measured to be less than 3 J-lm (chapter 6).

• Oevelopment ofa new fonnalism that quantifies the ability ofa given optical module to

be misalignment-tolerant. This is used to identi[y the class of 20 free-space optical

interconnect (20-FSOI) designs that are inherently tolerant to misalignment. Such

designs require little alignment compensation mechanisms, and ultimately, may allow

for modules to be passively aligned to one another. General design guidelines derived

from this work are presented (cbapter 7).

Evidence orthe impact ofthe above contnoutions is manifested by the journal articles

[47]-[50] and conference papers [51]-[58] that have resulted.

1.8 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a wide overview ofcurrent 2D

POl technologies including tlip-chip technology, OE devices (LED, VCSEL, MQW mod-
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lished inter-module alignment techniques, including both mechanical and optical methods

and device array redundancy~Next, the problem ofinterfacing the chip module to the free

space backplane demonstrator is examined and two techniques are proposed~ The first

technique implements a kinematic fixture using lithographically-defined ultrathick photo

resist micro-structures fabricated directly on the optical substrates~ The second technique

implements a semi-kinematic fixture using a pair ofdowel pins and the front surface ofthe

optical substrates to constrain the chip module in ail six DOFs~ Both approaches are

implemented and tested~

The work presented in chapter 7 seeks to identify the types ofoptical designs that can

lead to modules that are inherently misalignment-tolerant~ The analysis focuses on the

design of the chip module and five different optical configurations are examined and com

pared~The first objective is to determine which ofthese configurations is the most tolerant

to misalignment. The second and more important objective is to understand the underlying

reasons that makes one configuration more misalignment-tolerant than another. It is

shown that the alignability of a module can be adequately specified by the product of its

lateral and tilt misalignment tolerances, that this product is an invariant ofthe optical sys

tem, and that misalignment-tolerant modules require a proper balance between lateraI and

tilt misalignment tolerances. This provides general guidelines for the design ofmisalign

ment-tolerant 2D-fSOI modules. A significant outcome of this chapter is the demonstra

tion that practical FSOI systems suffer from an aspect-ratio limitation similar to the one

found in electrical interconnects.

Chapter 8 concludes this work~ It summarizes and reiterates the thesis central ideas~
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Chapter 2: T\Vo~dim.ensional parallel optical
interconnect (2D-POl) technologies

2.1 Introduction

For long-distance optical communications, data is transmitted seriaUy over a single

optical fiber using a technology that is now very mature. The bandwidth capacity of long

distance links has recently exceeded Tbit/s data rates through the use ofdense wavelength

division multiplexing (DWDM), where data encoded on different wavelengths are multi

plexed into a single fiber [1]. To implement Tbit/s links between silicon VLSI circuits

over cm's distances, the same WDM technology does not seem viable because it requires

several components to multiplex different wavelengths onto a single liber, each wave

length being modulated at high bit rates (Le. 10 Gbit/s) using sophisticated electronics.

A better approach to the problem of providing Tbitls capacity between silicon VLSI

chips is to use large 20 arrays ofoptical channels operating at data rates compatible \Vith

rnainstream silicon VLSI technology (Le. 32 x 32 channels operating at 1 Gbitls). Using a

large number of low-bandwidth channels avoids the need for data rnux/demux, thereby

reducing size, cost and power dissipation. In addition, the ability to transfer data in parallel

20 format is a significant advantage for the class ofapplications descnbed in section 1.5.

To support 20 parallel optical interconnections (20-POIs) between silicon VLSI cir

cuits, two enabling technologies are being developed. First, there is a need for the close

integration of large 2D arrays (Le. 16 x 16 and Iarger) ofsurface-normal OE devices with

silicon VLSI circuits. This is commonly referred to as optoelectronic-VLSI (OE-VLSI)

technology [2]. Second, there is a requirement for guided-wave or free-space optical hard

ware, with its associated packaging, to relay 20 arrays ofsignal beams between chips.

The aim ofthis chapter is (i) to provide a good overview ofthe state-ot:the-art 20-POI

technologies and (ii) to focus on the specifie aspects ofthese technologies that may impact

the alignment and packaging of2D-pOr systems.
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2.2 Optoelectronic-VLSI (OE-VLSI) technology

The philosophy behind DE-VLSI technology is to take advantage of the density and

functionality of microelectronics for data processing, while exploiting the quantum

Impedance conversion property ofOE devices and the parallelism ofoptics for data com

munication. What follows is a brierdiscussion ofOE dcvices and the techniques used to

integrate arrays ofthem onto VLSI chips.

2.2.1 Silicon versus rn-v material systems

White silicon bas proven to be the material of choice for VLSI microelectronics, sili

con-based DE devices have very limited capabilities. Photodetectors can be implemented

directly in a standard CMOS process but the relatively long absorption length (-14 J.lm at

850 nm [9]) compared to the shallow depletion region thickness leads to two signifieant

problems: (i) low detector responsivity and (H) slow response time due to diffusive carri

ers generated deep in the substrate, giving rise to long tails in the detector tinte response.

Various techniques have been demonstrated to increase the speed ofCMOS photodetec

tors but ail are limited to moderate data rates (100's ofMbit/s) and very low responsivities

«0.1 AIW) [10]-[12]. In addition, using silicon to fabricate emitters (or modulators) IS

even more difficult due to the indirect-bandgap property ofthis material. Several sehemes

have been investigated (for a review, see [13]) but ail result in very low emission effi

cieney «104 ). The conclusion IS that silicon-based DE devices (other than possibly pho

todetectors operating at moderate data rates) are not viable for 2D-pOr systems.

For the foreseeable future, it seems Iikely that the required speed and effieiency of

emitters, modulators and detectors will require the use of direct-bandgap m-V semicon

ductor materiaL This leads to a heterogeneous environment, where rn-v OE devices are

required to be integrated with silicon VLSI microelectronics.

2.2.2 l'lonolithie versus hybrid integratioD

Integration methods can be categorized as monolithic or hybrid~ In the monolithic

approach t rn-v OE devices are fabricated directlyon top of the VLSI circuits (i.e. the

semiconductor materials are in direct contact)~ The main advantages of monolithic inte

gration is a low parasitic capacitance and a good thermal path to the substrate, which ulti-• Cbapter 2: Two-dimensional parallel optical interconnect (ID-POl) technologies 22
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mately translates ioto higher device performance. A number of experimeots have

demonstrated the monolithic integration of GaAs OE devices on lattice-matched GaAs

microelectronics [3][4]. The main drawback to this approach has to do with the poor matu

rity ofGaAs microelectronics compared to silicon VLSI in terms ofyield, transistor den

sity, chip size, device modeling and availability. Keeping in mmd that the primary

motivation behind OE-VLSI technology is the ability to provide optical 1/0 where electri

cal lIO is insufficient, one May argue that if the electronics cannot be state-of-the-art then

the exercise of integrating OE devices May serve little purpose. For this reason, a major

effort bas been invested in growing III-V materials directly on silicon~ Heteroepitaxial

growth is problematic because of the dislocations tbat are formed at the lattice-mis

matcbed semiconductor interface; these dislocations tend to propagate and degrade the GE

device performance over time. Altbough this does not seem to be a problem for multiple

quantum-weil (MQW) modulators on silicon substrates [5], there still remains significant

practical obstacles to the growth of ill-V devices on pre-fabricated CMOS VLSI chips

[6][7]. At the time ofthis writing, a truly monolithic integration technology ofOE devices

on pre-fabricated CMOS chips has not yet emerged.

A more viable approach bas been to focus on hybrid integration techniques. This is

attractive because it requires no modification of the standard CMOS process. The growth

and fabrication ofDE devices are done separately from the CMOS chip fabrication, wbich

allows greater tlexibility in the choice and design of the DE devices~ Various hybrid inte

gration techniques have been developed (for a review, see [2][8]), but perhaps the simplest

and MOst mature method is flip-chip bonding which is a derivative of the C4 (Controlled

Collapse Chip Connection) process developed by mM in the early 1960'5 [14]~

The flip-chip process (also called bump-bonding or solder-bonding) works as follows.

The starting point is two wafers (one with CMOS circuits, the other with rn-v DE device

arrays) covered with a passivation layer. Both wafers have Metal pads at the locations of

the flip-chip interconnections. Small openings are exposed in the passivation layer on top

ofthe metal pads and a solder-wettable metallayer is deposited over the window. The sol

der-\vettable Metal usually contains a thin layer ofa barrier metal (e.g. Cr, Ni, Pd) that act

as a barrier that prevents solder from diffusing into the underlying devices. Solder is then
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evaporated (or plated) on one or both wafers. The wafers are -then diced ÎDto chips. One

CMOS chip and one OE chip are placed face-to-face and brougbt into coarse alignment.

The solder is then reflowed and both chips are pulled into precise alignment due to the sur

face tension forces of the melted solder. Alignment precision of the order of 1 lJl1l is

achieved routinely. The size of the flip-chip metal pad can reliably be made as small as

15 x 15 J.1m, resulting in high-density area interconnections with a parasitic capacitance as

lowas 50 fF [15].

2.3 Transmitter technologies

Various studies have been carried out to determine the optimum transmitter technol

ogy for 2D-pOr systems [16][17]. There are three candidate technologies: light-emitting

diodes (LEDs), vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) and electro-absorption

(EA) modulators. What follows is a review of these technologies. LEDs are ooly briefly

covered; the main focus is on VCSELs and EA modulators because ooly they have the

potential to provide Tbit/s capacity betweeo silicon chips.

2.3.1 Ligbt-emitting diodes (LEDs)

The main benefits ofLEDs are their low cost, high yield and good reliability due to a

simple fabrication process and relaxed tolerances to process variations. One major obsta

cle to the use of LEDs is their slow response time which is detennined by the electron

hole recombination lifetime. This leads to a maximum modulation rate limited to 100's of

Mbit/s. The modulation rate can be improved by operating the device at high cunent den

SÎties such as to shorten the spontaneous lifetime but this reduces efficiency and increases

power dissipation. A second impediment to the use of LEDs is the poor directionality of

the light emission. Collecting the emitted light and focusing it onto a small-area detector is

difficult to do with LEDs. Attempts at reducing the problems ofpoor efficiency and large

angular spread have been sougbt through the use ofmicrocavities (MC-LEDs) [18]. The

conclusion is that MC-LEOs are a possible candidate technology for low-cost 2D-por

applications with low-density interconnections operating at moderate speeds « 1 Gbit/s).
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2.3.2 Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs)

VCSELs have optical cavities oriented orthogonal to those ofconventional edge-emit

ting lasers [19][20]. This unique attnbute leads to manyadvantages, including the capabil

ity ofwafer-Ievel testing before packaging and the ability offabricating 2D device arrays.

This results in a technology that is amenable to low-cost and high-volume manufacturing.

In addition, VCSELs typically emit circularLy-symmetric Gaussiao beams which cao be

efficiently coupled into an optical system and focused down to a small spot size.

•

top DBR {

gain regiOn----{

circular output beam

Figure 2.L Cross-section ofa selectively-oxidized top-emitting VCSEL.

A cross-sectional drawing ofa VCSEL is shown in figure 2.1; it is composed oftwo

high-reflectivity (-99%) distnbuted Bragg reflectors (DBRs) separated by a thin active

gain region (-l-Â. thick) to form a high-fmesse Fabry-Perot cavity. A DBR consists of

altemating pairs of quarter-wavelength-thick high and low-refractÏve-index monolithi

cally-grown semiconductor layers. The active region usually contains 1 to 5 quantum

wells (QWs) designed for Iight emission at a specifie wavelength. A complete treatment of

VCSELs cao he found in [21].

The pumping current is injected into the metal contact deposited on the top DBR. Cur

rent flows through the DBR layers and reaches the active region where it creates a condi

tion ofpopulation inversion. Two methods are used to achieve lateral current confinement

within the VeSEL cavity [22]. First-generation VeSELs used ion implantation to create
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crystalline damage thereby tuming the region surrounding the laser cavity ioto an ·insulat

ing materiat Although this approach defines an electrical path for the current, it provides

poor optical confinement wmch tends to limit the performance of the device in terms of

threshold current and modulation characteristics. Ion-implanted VCSELs are readily

available commercially from companies such as Honeywell and Mitel with thresbold cur

rents of3-6 mA and 3-dB modulation bandwidths in the range of2-6 GHz. Honeywell bas

reported a yield of99.8% across 3-inch wafers with excellent long-term reliability [23].

Second-generation VCSELs employ selective oxidation of buried AlGaAs layers to

form an oxide-confined aperture within the VCSEL cavity [24][25l The VCSEL drawn in

figure 2.1 is a selectively-oxidized VCSEL. The oxide layers have a low refractive index

which provides both electrical and optical lateral confmement. The advent of oxide-con

fined VCSELs has produced remarkable performance advances: threshold current below

100 fJA [24], threshold voltage of 1.3 V [26], power conversion efficiency greater than

50% [27][28] and smali-signal modulation bandwidthof20 GHz [29]. Modulation rates of

10 Gbitls have been reported [30] and will be commercially available as of2001 [31].

The initial commercial application of VCSELs focused on their use as a low-cost and

high-speed (> 1 Gbitls) alternative to LEDs in local area networks (LANs). VCSELs have

also been incorporated in parallel optical data links (DDLs) wmcb use a linear array of

devices coupled to a multimode fibre nbbon cable to support high-aggregate-bandwidth

data communication over 100'5 ofmeters. Parallel ODLs with an aggregate bandwidth of

30 Gbitls (12 channels at 2.5 Gbitls) are currently available from companies sucb as

Picolight, Infineon Technologies, Agilent and MiteL

The main attractions for using VCSELs in 2D-POI systems is (i) their high contrast

ratio (>10:1) which simplifies the design of the receiver and (ù) the fact that, unlike EA

modulators, no extemallaser source is required wmch simplifies the design of the optics.

Despite this, VCSELs have seen little use so far in 2D-POI systems. The main reason has

to do with the fact that a VCSEL structure cannot readily he used as an efficient detector

and 50 a different technology is typically required to implement the detector array on the

OE-VLSI chip. One approach has been to fabricate metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM)

detectors on the same substrate as the VCSELs [32]. Another approach bas been to use

•
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separately-fabricated p-i-n photodiodes, but fuis requires an additional flip-chip step using

a lower melting point solder. The hybrid integration of256 VCSELs and 256 p-i-n photo

diodes on CMOS has been successfully demonstrated usiog tbis technique [33]. Recent

work has focused on methods oftuming a VCSEL structure ioto an efficient resonant cav

ity-enhanced photodiode [34], thereby avoiding the problem of an additional flip-chip

step. Despite these advances, there still remains a large number ofpractical considerations

associated with the use ofVCSELs in dense 2D-POI systems:

• Thresbold current: dense 2D-POI systems (16 x 16 array and larger) will likeLy

require threshold currents below 100 J.1A. A low threshold removes the problem ofpat

tern-dependent turn-on delay associated with bias-free modulation [35]. The ability to

perrorm bias-free modulation 1S desirable because it removes the need for biasing cir

cuitry with its associated power dissipation and chip area requirements. Bias-free mod

ulation at 2.5 Gbitls has been demonstrated [36].

• Thermal management: a problem with VCSELs is that the heat source is confined to a

very small volume, resulting in a package thermal resistance that is dominated by the

thermal spreadiog resistance in the regjon surrounding the device [37]. The thermal

resistance of a flip-chip bonded VCSEL with a 15 f.Ul1 aperture is >1000 °C/W [38].

Decreasing the aperture to further reduce the threshold current does not help; this

increases the spreading thermal resistance and leads to a still higher operating tempera

ture. High-temperature operation must be avoided because lifetime is reduced by 50%

with every 10 oC iocrease injunction temperature [37].

• Wavelength control: lasing wavelength is a function of the cavity dimensions and

operating temperature. Wavelength unifonnity and stability is an important consider

ation if diffractive optics is to be used in the interconnect. An increase in temperature

increases the refiactive index which shifts the emission wavelength ta longer wave

lengths with a typical sensitivity of ....0.06 mn/OC [39].

• Transverse mode behaviour: at high current injection, VCSELs generally eroit multi

ple transverse modes. This is undesirable because it leads to unstable output optical
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strong change in absorption is what enables the use of flip-chip surface-nonnal QCSE

devices for 2D-POI applications.

A revie\v ofQCSE modulators can be round in [46]. A surface-normal QCSE modula

tor IS a reverse-biased p-i-n diode with the intrinsic region consisting ofa MQW structure,

which is why QCSE modulators are also referred to as MQW modulators. The ~IQW

structure is a repeated sequence of layers of large bandgap and small bandgap semicon

ductor material whose individual layers are so thin «100 À) that electrons and holes are

quantum mechanically confined to discrete energy states in the layers ofthe smaller band

gap materials. This quantization of the electron and hale energies leads to strong (exci

tonie) peaks in the absorption spectrum. The peak closest to the absorption edge is

commonly referred to as the exciton peak; its presence provides an abrupt absorption edge

which increases device performance. The basic principle behind the operation of QCSE

modulators is the wavelength shift of the exciton absorption peak with the application of

an electric field perpendicular to the MQW layers [44]. Associated with the wavelength

shift is a reduction and hroadening ofthe exciton absorption peale These effects are shown

in figure 2.2, where the measured absorption spectrum ofa GaAs!AlGaAs QCSE modula

tor IS plotted for different reverse-bias voltages.
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Figure 2.2. Absorption spectrum ofa GaAs!AIGaAs QCSE modulator at T = 40 oC•
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A QCSE modulator provides intensity modulation by directing a narrow-linewidth

continuous-wave (CW) laser beam (traditionally called a "read-off' beam) perpendicular

to the MQW layers and modulating the voltage across the device. Figure 2.2 corresponds

to a device optimized for operation at Â. = 852 nm and T = 40 oC. In this case, a 5-V mod

ulation voltage swing is applied from 1 V (high reflectivity state) to 6 V (low reflectivity

state). MQW structures based on the GaAs/AlGaAs material system are most often used

because they offer maximum modulation contrast and are easy to grow [47].

In 2D-pOr applications, QCSE modulators are operated in reflection mode because

this simplifies the integration with silicon VLSr. Figure 2.3 descnoes how a reflection

mode 850-nm GaAslAIGaAs QCSE modulator is integrated onto a silicon chip using flip

chip bonding techniques [48]. The first step consists of depositing solder on Metal pads

located on one or both of the chips to be bonded (figure 2.3(a». Chips are then brought

together and bonded under careful alignment and controlled temperature and pressure.

Next, epoxy is flowed between the chips (figure 2.3(b»; this adds mechanical stability to

the flip-chip structures and acts as an etch-protectant for the subsequent substrate removal

step. Next, the entire GaAs substrate is removed using a selective chemical etch (figure

2.3(c». This is required because GaAs is absorptive at 850 om. The last step consists of

depositing an anti-reflection (AR) coating to the top ofthe device (figure 2.3(d».

GaAs substrata

Figure 2.3. Flip-chip bonding ofGaAslAlGaAs modulators onto silicon VLSL•
(c)

~

GaAs substrate
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QCSE modulators have been used in several large-scale 2D-POI system demonstra

tions [49]-[52]. Three factors explain their extensive use:

• Modulators are efficient detectors: the same reverse-biased p-i-n diode structure cao

be used as a modulator or a detector. In fact, it is the underlying CMOS electronics that

distinguishes between modulators and detectors. This property has been used to create

a dual-function modulator-detector device [53]. Device homogeneity facilitates inte

gration with silicon because devices are coplanar and a single flip-chip step is required.

• Large arrays and bigb yields: modulators have been developed for a long period and

cao be reHably produced in large arrays. Researchers at Bell Labs have produced zero

defect arrays containing more than 4000 devices with an average yjeld of99.9% [54].

Lockheed Martin has demonstrated 256 x 256 arrays with an average device yjeld of

99.98% [55] .

• High-speed operation: QCSE modulators can operate at very high data rates. The

QCSE itselfoccurs over a sub-picosecond time scale [46]. In practice, the speed is only

limited by the speed at which the electronics can charge and discharge the device

capacitance. A I-J.lm thick GaAs modulator has a capacitance per unit area equal to

0.12 fFfJ.lnr [46]. Thus, a 20 x 20 f.1m2 modulatorhas a capacitaoce ofonly48 fF and is

conveniently driven with a small-size CMOS inverter. QCSE modulators have been

demonstrated with speeds in excess of40 GHz [56], limited by the driving electronics.

An important consideration related to the choice between modulators and emitters is

the relative complexity of the optical system. Modulators require the external generation

ofa ID spot array; this can be done efficiently using a single high-power laser in combina

tion with diffractive array generator elements [57][58]. The use ofan extemallaser source

is usually considered a disadvantage because it adds to the size ofthe system, increases the

complexity of the optics and requires an additional alignment step. From a different per

spective, the use of an external laser source can be considered an advantage because it is

ooly necessary to control a single laser beam in terms of wavelength, polarization and

modal quality. Modulators also avoids the problem of tum-on delay associated with• Chapter 2: Two-dimensional paral1el optical ïnterconnect (ID-POl) technologies 31
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VCSELs. Finally, the use of a mode-locked laser source allows for centralized clocking

and resynchronization ofsignais at each Dode in the system [59]. The use ofshort optical

pulses is also beoeficial because it improves receiver sensitivity [60].

A major advantage ofmodulators is their low power dissipation which allows them to

be used in dense arrays (1000'5 per chip) [61]. The amount ofpower dissipated is the sum

of the power required to set up a modulation voltage Vm across the device (CmodVm212~)

and the power consumed by the photocurrent (Vrat/ph), where v,ot is the sum ofthe bias and

modulation voltages. The latter term can usually be neglected considering the low optical

power levels (100's ofJ..lW) used in practical systems. For example, a 20 x 20 J.lm2 device

(Cmod = 48 fF) modulated \Vith a 5-V swing at 1 Gbitls (with a 10%-90% rise time equal to

6t -0.3 os) dissipates only 2 MW. In addition, the use of a remote laser source takes the

thermal management problem away from the OE-VLSI chip.

Despite these attractive attributes, there still remains sorne practical considerations

associated with the use ofmodulators in 2D-pOr applications:

• Contrast ratio: absorption rnodulators exhibit poor contrast ratio; for flip-chip devices,

it is typically 2:1 for a S-V swing [62]. Low contrast combined with unpredictable and

non-uniform losses along the optical path complicates the design of single-ended

receivers. This has lead to the use of differential receivers where one data signal is

encoded on two spatially separated optical beams at the expense ofa 50% reduction in

optical [JO [63]. Contrast cau be improved by incorporating a Fabry-Perot cavity in the

structure. A contrast of >100:1 has been demonstrated on individual devices [64].

Lockheed Martin has also demonstrated 10:1 contrast over a 256 x 256 array [65].

• Temperature sensitivity: modulators are usually designed for optimal performance at

a given operating \vavelength and temperature. Any variation in temperature results in

a -0.27 IUIlJ'OC shift ofthe excitonic peak [66] and a corresponding decrease in modula

tion contrast. Under constant biasing conditions and 5-V modulation, the useful tem

perature range is limited to about 10 oC [67]. This limited temperature range may

represent a serious obstacle for adopting modulators in commercial systems.
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Recent work bas aIso focused on the use ofresonant cavity-enhanced (RCE) structures

to provide high-speed and high-efficiency photodetectors. The presence ofan opticaI cav

ity increases responsivity over a certain wavelength range without degrading the electrical

properties of the device. ARCE detector operating at 840 ± 5 nm with a 3-dB bandwidth

of50 GHz has been reported [78]. The ability to tum a VCSEL structure into an efficient

RCE detector (or vice-versa) is an important step in the development of a low-cost emit

ter-based OE-VLSI technology [34].

2.S Optical receivers

The types of optical receivers used in 2D-POI systems differ significantly from the

ones used in long-distance optical telecommunications. This is not surprising considering

that what is important for 2D-POI systems (high channel density, small area, low latency,

low power, moderate speed, low cost) is generally not ofprimary importance to long-dis

tance telecommunications. Desirable characteristics for 2D-POI receivers are [79]:

• Small area: in dense arrays, the size of the receiver circuit is limited to about 40 x 40

f.lm2, allowing it to fit undemeath the detector and solder bump.

• Low power: power dissipation should be limited to <1 mW per receiver. Receiver

power is usually the main factor limiting array scalability in 2D-POI systems [61].

• High sensitivity: a sensitivity better than 10 f.lW (-20 dBm) is required. The higher the

sensitivity, the lower the optical power requirement at the transmitter end.

• Moderate speed: the receiver must operate at on-chip clock data rates.

The most common receiver configuration is the transimpedance amplifier, which cao

be designed as a single-beam or two-beam receiver [80][81]. A review ofoptical receivers

for2D-POr applications can be round in [63].

The speed of a receiver is usually determined by its front-end stage where the signal

rise time ("t) is limited by the Re time constant seen by the input photocurrent. The front

end input signal cise time is given by:
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where Rin and Cin represent the input resistance and input capacitance seen by the pho

tocurrent. The input capacitance Cin is the sum orthe detector shunt capacitanee (CdeJ, the

front-end transistor capaeitance (CFET) and the wiring capacitance (Cwire), the latter being

usually negligible compared to the previous two. The receiver bit rate, B, is limited by the

signal rise time. Using equation 2.1 and the faet that B < lI't, one can write:

(2.2)

•

•

Equation 2.2 illustrates the design trade-off between speed (ce B), sensitivity (oc Rin)

and detector area (ce Cin). On the one band, bigh bit rate operation is realized by minimiz

ing R in and Cino On the other band, lowering R in reduces receiver sensitivity and lowering

Cin (by reducing detector area) leads to a smail spot size requirement and an optieal system

that is difficult to align.

The above constraints can be mitigated by using a current-mode front-end stage [82].

A current-mode receiver offers a very small input resÎstanee. The front-end stage acts as a

current buffer that decouples the detector capacitance from the high resistance of the gain

stage [83][84]. This renders the receiver bit rate almost insensitive to detector eapacitance,

opening the way for large-area deteetors and misalignment-tolerant systems.

2.6 Guided-wave interconnection technologies

One approach at providing 2D optical interconnections between a pair of OE-VLSI

chips uses a flexible guided-wave interconnection, as shown in figure 2.4.

2D guided·wave
interconnect

processing
erectronics

Figure 2.4. ID fleXIble guided-wave interconnections between two OE-VLSI chips•
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• Precision hole arrays: fiber arrays can be assembled by inserting individual libers

through a substrate having a 20 array ofprecision hales. The accuracy of this method

depends on (i) the tolerance on the hale location, (ü) the clearance between the fiber

cladding and the hole and (Hi) the concentricity of the fiber. This approach has been

demonstrated using various substrate materials: etched holes in silicon [91], etched

hales in photosensitive glass [92], drilled hole in stainless steel [93], drilled holes in

thin kevlar [94] and drilled holes in polyimide [91].

• Crossiog grooves in glass plate: titis method consists of inserting individual libers at

the crossings ofhorizontal and vertical grooves grounded in a glass plate [95]. Precise

alignment is achieved by inserting a "fiber jack" ioto an ~~optical plug". The ufiber

jack" is made by partially etching the core at the liber tip and an ~~optical plug" is made

by depositing polymide bumps using a self-align process.

• Microrerrules in a square frame: individual fibers are first inserted into glass microf

errules and fixed with adhesive. Glass microferrules are cheap and highly accurate.

Next, the microferrules are placed inside a square frame made ofzirconia plates on ail

sides. Sufficient pressure is applied on the outside frame in ail four directions, forcing

the fibers to make contact with each other and fonn a 20 array. Adhesive 1S then

injected into the gaps between microferrules. An 8 x 8 array of singlemode polariza

tion-maintaining fiberhas been assembled using this technique [96].

The first three techniques are labour-intensive and typically provide fiber positioning

accuracy ofthe arder of5 - 10 flm, which is appropriate for multimode fiber arrays but not

sufficient for singlemode applications. Stacking microferrules in a square frame simplifies

assembly and provides increased positioning accuracy (2 flm accuracy was achieved in

[96]). 20 fiber arrays are commercially available from companies sucb as Furukawa Elec

tric and Sumïtomo Electric Industries.

2.6.1 Fiber image guides (FIGs)

The alternative guided-wave interconnection technology is the flexible fiber- image

guide (FIG), a technology that was originally developed for endoscopie medical applica-
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tions. FIG·based parallel optical interconnections are being pursued by several researchers

[97]-[100]. A FIG consists ofan array ofdensely-packed fiber cores arranged in a hexago

nallattice, as shown in figure 2.6. Fiber core diameters are usually in the range 5 - 20 J.1m;

their relative position is maintained throughout the length orthe bundle. Core densities in

the range 2,000 - 15,000 permm2 are achievable.

jacket

Figure 2.6. A fiber image guide with 10·f.lm fiber core (after [l00]).

As an optical interconnect medium, FIGs represent an oversampled approach where a

single beam is transmitted over a cluster of liber cores in the image guide. The use ofFIGs

relaxes alignment tolerances and allows for one or more fibers ta be damaged without 10s

ing data transmission. The main drawback ofFIGs is their high attenuation levels (0.4 dB!

meter bas been measured in the 700 - 1100 nm range [101]) \vbicb limits the interconnec

tian distance to about 50 m (20 dB link budget). Total pulse broadening (combining

effects of skew and multimode dispersion) is of the order of 2 ps/m [102], allowing for

Gbitls bit rate operation. A briefdescription orthe FIG fabrication process can be round in

[99]. FIGs are commercially available from Schott Fiber Optics.

2.7 Free-Space interconnection technologies

For short·distance interconnects «10 cm), free-space optics is often preferred over

guided-wave technologies. The main reason for this is due to the cost of manufacturing

and connectorizing liber arrays and image guides. Another reason bas to do with the diffi

culty in realizing parallel multi-point interconnections using 2D guided-wave intercon

nects. While fiber arrays and image guides are efficient at providing parallel pomt-to-point
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links between two éhips, they are not readily suitable for implementing multistage archi

tectures across multiple chips (e.g. broadcast, multicast).

One potential solution to the architectural limitations ofguided-wave technologies bas

been proposed recently; it consists of partitioning the optical lIO area of the OE-VLSI

chip and using segments of flexible image guides bonded together to create a composite

structure [103]. Each optical 1/0 partition can send and receive signais through a dedicated

segment orthe image guide. Image guide segments can be bonded to form various types of

interconnect topologies (4-way fan out, ring, nearest-neighbour, crossbar). Unfortunately,

this approach does not come without the problem of having a dense mesh of electrical

interconnections running across the surface of the CMOS chip. This routing requirement

rapidly becomes a connectivity bottleneck, limiting the scalability ofthis approach.

Free-space optics uses refractive and/or diffractive components to relay dense 2D

array of beams between two or more OE-VLSI chips. Arbitrary interconnection patterns

(space-variant interconnects) can be implemented bet\veen multiple chips. Input and out

put OE devices are usually placed close to one another on the OE-VLSI chip; this mini

mizes on-crop routing requirements while reducing latency and power dissipation.

The ideal free-space 2D-POI system possesses the following attnoutes: misalignment

tolerant (>25 Ilm, enough for passive alignment), large field ofview (>1 cml ), smail spot

size (10 Ilm diameter), low loss (>10% link efficiency), light weight, compact, ease of

integration mto modules, and compatibility with high-volume production. Free-space

optical relays have been implemented using conventional compound lenses, microlens

arrays, hybrid lenses (combining conventionallenses with microlens arrays) and mini-lens

arrays. These choices are described and compared below.

2.7.1 Conventional Lenses

Conventionallenses have been used in several free-space photonic switching systems

[49][51][104][105]. A typical optical relay based on conventionallenses is shown in fig

ure 2.7. The main advantage ofconventionallenses is their ease ofalignment due to their

large clear aperture~Their circular symmetry also simplifies rotational alignment.

The major disadvantage ofconventionallenses is their large size. This cornes from the

requirement ofproviding high.-resolution imaging over a large field ofview~High-resolu-
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tion imaging requires the use of a lowFnumber lens (e.g. a 10 J.lm spot size requires a fl5

lens at 850 nm) and a lowFnumber lens with a large field ofview is necessarily multi-ele

ment. For example, it bas been shown that afl5 lens with a field ofview of8 mm requires

four lens elements; the res,ulting lens is 25 mm in diameter and 80 mm long [105]. The

size, weight and cost ofthis lens make it unsuitable for commercial applications.

Figure 2.7. Conventional lens relay.

2.7.2 Microlens arrays

The size and cost 0 f the optics can be significantly reduced by realizing that high-reso

lution imaging is not required at every point across the image field but only at the loca

tions of the optical lia devices. This is to say that the large space-bandwidth product

(SBWP) of conventional lenses is not being fully utilized [109]. The microlens-based

relay in figure 2.8 is a means by which the required high-resolution imaging is supplied

onlyat the optical 1/0 devices [106]. Microlens-based relays have been used in free-space

system demonstrators [107][108]. The major advantages ofmicrolenses are (i) theirsmall

size and low weight, (ii) their potential for low-cost high-volume production [110] and

(Hi) the fact that they are fahricated on flat substrates, which facilitates their packaging

with chips, beamsplitters, etc.

• Figure 2.8. Microlens relay.
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Figure 2.9. Hybrid lens relaYe

Drawbacks to hybrid systems are that (i) tbey require more components (higher com

plexity, higher losses) and (ii) tbey propagate beams at large off-axis angles through the

beamsplitting element - this especially becomes a problem when polarizing beamspliuers

and retarders are used. Hybrid imaging systems have been used in several free-space sys

tem demonstrations [111]-[113].

2.7.4 Mini-Iens arrays

An alternative approach, which might prove to be superior, is shown in figure 2.10. It

consists of grouping optical devices to fonn small clusters on the chip (2 x 2, 4 x 4, etc.)

and using a lens array with each leos imaging an entire cluster. The lenses are usually

referred to as umini-Ienses" to underscore the fact that they relay multiple beams at once

and thus usuaLly have a larger aperture than the microlenses of figure 2.8. Packing optical

devices into small clusters relaxes the requirement for a large image field, allowing for a

compact and low-cost mini-lens array to be used. The use of mini-Iens arrays in 2D-pOr

systems has been demonstrated recently [33][115].

Figure 2.10. Mini-Iens relaYe

Compared to hybrid systems, the mini-Iens approach requires only two lens arrays,

reduces oft:axis beam. propagation, and avoids the use ofbulky conventionallenses which• Chapter 2: Two-dimensional paralleL optical interconnect (ID-POl) technologies 42
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results in compact packaging. Compared to microlens-based, the mini-Ienses have a larger

aperture which relaxes lateral misalignment tolerances and significantly improves the

scalability in tenus ofarray size and interconnect length [114].

As a comparison, the numerical example of section 2.7.2 (chip size = 10 x 10 mm2,

interconnect length = 50 mm, spot size 2IDd = 10 J.l.m, wavelength = 850 nrn) cao be used

to show that a 32 x 32 device array can be easily accommodated using a 4 x 4 arrayof

mini-lenses (2.50 mm aperture) with a 8 x 8 array ofdevices per cluster. This calculation

assumes (i) a device diameter of3œd' (ii) a device pitch equal to twice the device diameter

(6œd) and (Hi) a mini-Iens that operates ovec a field ofview of320 I-lm.

2.8 Plaoar optics

The ftee-space optical relays described previously have in common that the chips are

located in different planes with beams propagating perpendicular to their surface. An

alternative approach, commonly referred ta as planar optics, consists of placing the chips

in the same plane by mounting them on the surface of a flat transparent substrate. The

optical system is thus folded fito a 2D geometry. Optical elements (e.g. lenses, gratings,

mirrors) are integrated on the surfaces of the substrate to route optical signais between

chips. Optical beams propagate off-axis, following zig-zag paths inside the substrate. The

key feature ofplanar optics is its 2D geometry which enables the use 0 f standard manufac

turing techniques such as microlithography, dry etching, flip-chip bonding, and thin film

deposition. Examples orthe planar optics concept can be found in [116]-[118].

Figure 2.1 L Planaroptical interconnections between multiple chips (after [118]).•
microlenses

modulator chip
fan-in
rens detector chip

t (~~ l
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onto a single fiber is prohibitively high. The cost ofthe WDM approach can be consider

ably reduced by using uncooled laser sources and a wide wavelength spacing (e.g~ 20 nm)

- tbis is the philosophy behind coarse WDM (CWDM) [119]. OVer long distances

(>500 ml, parallel fiber ribbons are undesirable because of their high cost (the intercon

nection medium becomes more expensive than the transceivers at both ends) and their

inability to be field-terminated (Le. ifa fiber breaks, a new fiber array must be reinstalled).

Gânaro~

1 1 1
1mm 1cm 10cm 1m

singlemode
fiber

1 1 1 1 1 ..
10m 100m 1km 10km 100km

•

•

.-i 10 spatial muxing ~ ~ dense À muxing ~

4 , 2D spatial muxing 1 .. ~ coarse À muxing~

Figure 2.12. Optical technology hierarchy as a function ofinterconnection length.

The attributes of 2D liber arrays and image guides (high parallelism, mechanically

robust) make them a good fit for high-bandwidth point-to-point interconnects over dis

tances ofl0 cm - 10 m. Theirhigh parallelism avoids the needofserializingldeserializing

(SERDES) electronics with its associated cost, area, latency and power dissipation, mak

ing them attractive over ID fiber nobon links.

Over shorter distances (1 cm - 10 cm), free-space technologies are likely to be used in

applications requiring highly parallel interconnections between multiple chips located in

different physical planes. An important practical consideration for free-space applications

will be the issue ofchip separability, that is, the ability to remove and replace an OE-VLSI

chip without having to realigning the optical system. A good example is the free-space

backplane demonstrator descnoed in chapter 3.

The attnoutes of planar optics (alignment-free, compact, low-cost) make it attractive

for interconnecting multiple chips lying in the same physical plane~ It is easy to envision

the use of planar optics for inter-chip interconnections inside a multichip module. As an
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and the absence ofa field tennination technology. Over the scale of a multichip module

(1 mm - 10 cm), the attributes ofplanar optics (alignment-free, compact, law-cast) make

it the technology ofchoice for dense inter-chip interconnections.

Somewhere in the range 1 cm - 10 cm exist a variety ofapplications requiring highly

parallel interconnections between multiple chips located in different physical planes (e.g.

board-ta-board interconnects). This niche ofapplications is likely to be fulfilled by free

space technologies. However, unlike guided-wave or planar optics, 2D free-space inter

connections (2D-fSOI) come with a significant alignment problem, which is further exac

erbated by the requirement that OE-VLSI chips be replaceable. A broad range ofsolutions

to this alignment problem are presented in chapters 5 and 6.
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Chapter 3: Design and testing ofa free-space
photonic backplane demonstrator system

3.1 Introduction

This chapter provides an overview ofthe design, implementation and performance ofa

free-space photonic backplane demonstrator system. The photonic backplane project was

initiated in 1996; it is the result ofthe work ofa large group ofindividuals from academia

and industry, aIl ofwbom are gratefully acknowledged at the end ofthis chapter.

The chapter is organized as follows. First, the application that motivated the system

demonstrator is presented (section 3.2). Next, the interconnect topology (section 3.3), the

system specifications (section 3.4), and its physicallayout (section 3.5) are described. An

important objective is to underscore the large set ofcritical engineering choices and com

promises required in tuming a high-Ievel topological description into a hardware imple

mentation. The next sections present an overview of the OE-VLSr chip (section 3.6) and

the design of the optical interconnect (section 3.7), and examines packaging and align

ment issues (Section 3.8). The experimental performance of the demonstrator system is

presented in section 3.9. The last section provides a list ofthe author's contributions.

3.2 Target application: a multiprocessor computing system

The photonîc backplane was developed to replace a standard electrical backplane in a

multiprocessor computing system based on a non-unïform memory access (NUMA) archi

tecture [1]. In the NUMA architecture, processors have access to both local and non-local

memories, so ail processors can access aU of the memory. In order to ensure that one pro

cessor is not operating on memory that bas been modified by another processor, memory

coherency is necessary. Latency of memory is thus of vital importance and a significant

portion of that latency is due to the backplane interconnections. A high-bandwidth back

plane is required to accommodate simultaneous transfer ofdata between multiple process

ing nodes and non-local memories. This results in a requirement for low-latency and high-
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bandwidth interconnections between a large number of nodes, a perfect application for

two-dimensional free-space optical interconnect (2D-FSOI) technologies.
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Figure 3.1. Representation ofan optically interconnected multiprocessor system.
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Figure 3.1 is a high-Ievel representation of the multiprocessor system, showing Npro

cessors being interconnected via a photonic backplane. Transfer of data across the photo

nic backplane is perfonned as follo\vs. Electrical data originating from a processorl

memory is communicated to an OE-VLSI chip where it is converted ioto modulated opti

cal signais. The optical signais propagate in free-space from one OE-VLSI chip to the

next. At each stage, the optical signais are either (i) regenerated on-chip towards the next

stage or (ii) converted back into electrical signais and directed off-chip towards the local

processorfDlemo~.

The transfer ofdata between a processor chip and an OE-VLSI chip is performed over

electricallines. As a result, the amount ofdata that can be transferred on and offthe back

plane is limited by the off-cbip electrical lIO bandwidth (off-chip data rate x number ofI!

o pads). On the other hand, the amount of data that can be transferred across the back

plane is determined by the OE-VLSI chip optical lIO bandwidth (on-cmp data rate x num

beroftransceivers in the array) which is typically 1 to 3 orders ofmagnitude higher. This

apparent mismatch between the off-chip electrical flO bandwidth and the backplane opti

cal 1/0 bandwidth is successfully managed by properly ~~alancing" the system computa

tionai and communication bandwidths. This balance is achieved by using the aggregate

electrical lIO capacity ofNOE-VLSI chips to fill the high optical UO bandwidth ofeach.
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This system architecture is commonly referred to as an external data "lirehose" [2]; the

name "firehose" originates from the fact that the problem of interfacing low-bandwidth

electrorncs to high-throughput parallel optical interconnections is reminiscent to the situa

tion oftrying to drink water from a high.-pressure firehose.

3.3 Interconnect topology

For memory-coherent multiprocessor systems, the interconnect topology is generally

not critical in terms of system performance; what matters most is the interconnect latency

between nodes [1]. Also, the maximum rate ofdata transfer provided by a given topology

might be less ofa concem than the ability to broadcast data. This suggests that the choice

ofan interconnect topology should not only be based on ils ability to optimize system per

fonnance in tenns of latency and bandwidth but also on the ease with which it can be

tumed into a physical implementation using optics. What follows is a list ofkey require

ments and constraints that impacted the choice of the interconnect topology.

• any node must be allowed to communicate to any other Dode.

• the system must be scalable to a larger number ofnodes.

• considering the limited electrical 1/0 bandwidth between a processor chip and the pho

tonic backplane, the interconnect topology must minimize the 1/0 bandwidth require

ment at the processor/backplane interface.

• to facilitate the optical design, a topology offering a high degree ofsymmetry is desir

able, such that it al10ws for identical optical modules to be used between nodes.

• the design of a 2D bi-directional optical interconnect between multiple nodes is non

triviaL Thus, a topology where optical data flows unidirectionally is preferred. This

suggests that nodes be optically interconnected in a ring configuration.

The above has lead ta the choice of the interconnect topology shown in figure 32,

drawn for the case ofa system interconnecting four processors (N = 4).
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Figure 3.2. Interconnect topology for the case N = 4.

In figure 3.2, direct point-to-point optical interconnections exist only between neigh

bouring nodes: optical signais propagate from one black dot to next, in a clockwise direc

tion. Each circular line corresponds to an optical channel. The photonic backplane is made

ofN optical channels and each channel is Mbits wide. At every black dot, optical signais

are detected and either (i) directed off-chip towards the local processor or (ii) regenerated

on-chip and transmitted optically towards the next node. Using this' scheme, optical data

flows across the backplane by ~~hopping" from one node to the next, in a clockwise direc

tion. This allows for data orlginating frOID any node to reach any other node. This topol

ogy can be referred ta as a unidirectional multi-hop optical ring.

An important feature of this topology is that each node has a different channel

reserved for transmission, such that different nodes transmit on different channels. This is

referred ta as a usender-reserve" scheme. In addition, each OE-VLSI chip can receive data

on an N channels simultaneously. Received data is fed into an N:l on-chip multiplexer

allowing only one channel to be electrically routed off.chip towards the local processorl

memory whi1e the other channels are blocked for immediate access (blocking ofdata can
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he properly managed by providing on-chip memory buffers). This approach reduces the Il

o requirements at the processorlbackplane interface to 1 input and 1 output channel port,

each Mbits wide. This ,vay, the electrical 1I0 bandwidth does not have to scale (it is inde

pendent ofN) and is low enough that it can be supported by electrical connections on the

periphery of the OE-VLSI chip. On the other hand, the optical 1/0 bandwidth is expected

to scale with N; this can be accomodated using a dense 2D array of surface-normal OE

devices on the OE-VLSI chip.

3.4 System specifications and requirements

The design of the photonic backplane was constrained by the following set ofspecifi

cations and requirements:

• Number of ~odes: in order to keep the system implementation to a reasonable scale, it

was decided that the backplane be designed to interconnect 4 processors but be able to

scale up to 8 nodes (N = 8).

• Electrical 1/0: each node is designed to inject or extract 32 bits from the backplane.

Consequently, the electrical 1/0 requiremeot at the processor/backplane interface is 32

inputs and 32 outputs (M = 32), resulting in 64 electrical IfO.

• Optical 1/0: in order to support up to 8 nodes in a non-blocking manner with each

oode contnouting 64 electrical I10, the OE-VLSI chip is required to have 256 transmit

ters and 256 receivers for a total of512 optical signal IfO.

• Cross-sectîooal area: in order to have a single OE-VLSr chip at each oode, the cross

sectional area of the optical interconnections must be kept below 1 cm2•

• Interconnect leogtb: the processorfmemory chips are mounted on separate printed cir

cuit boards (motherboards) which are inserted parallel to each other in a backpIane

chassis. The optical interconnect length is constrained by the motherboard separation,

which is typically ofthe order of50 mm.
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• Field serviceability: a technician must be able to remove and insert a motherboard

without the need forrealignment. Replaceability ofthe OE-VLSI chip is also desirable.

This is necessary because the OE-VLSI clip is the only active element in the photonic

backplane; it is prone to failure and is likely to be upgraded with time.

3.5 Physicallayout issues

This section examines the design choices and trade-offs involved in tuming the topo

logical description of figure 3.2 into a physical implementation. The problem consists of

determining the best approach for implementing a scalable, low-latency, high-bandwidth

free-space optical interconnect between the motherboard electrorncs.

A fundamental design consideration concems the packaging of the OE-VLSI chip.

The issue is to detennine whether to (i) mount the OE-VLSI chip directly on the mother

board, next to the processing electronics, or (H) package the OE-VLSr chip in a separate

module that is incorporated with the interconnect optics. The following sections examine

and compare both options.

3.5.1 OE-VLSI chip mounted directly on tbe motberboard

Mounting the OE-VLSr chip directly on the motherboard, a short distance away from

the processing electronics offers a number of advantages: it facilitates routing of the data

paths between the processor and the OE-VLSI chip, it minimizes signal transmission

latency and mitigates signal integrity issues, paticularly those related to transmission line

effects and electromagnetic interference. Another advantage is that it removes the need for

backplane connectors with their limited pin-count and reliability problems.

This approach appears in figure 3.3, where tbree neighbouring nodes are shown.

Because OE-VLSI chips are opaque, they must be mounted face-to-face, on both sides of

the motherboards. The main advantage ofthis layout is the simplified optical design: light

travels along a straight path from one motherboard to the next, avoiding the need to redi

rect the signal beams using mirrors and beamsplitters.

Unfortunately, this layout results in a backplane with very limited throughput_ To see

this, considerthe transferofdata from node i-l to node i+l. At node î, the incidentoptical

signais are detected and converted into electrical signaIs, directed off:chip to the OE-VLSr
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chip located on the other side of the motherboard before being regenerated optically

towards Dode i+l. As a result~ the backplane throughput is limited to the off..chip electrical

I/O band,vidth of the OE-VLSr crop. The physical layout of figure 3.3 does Dot take

advantage orthe high parallelism ofoptics. Simply put~ the problem is that the firehose is

pinched in the Middle.

electricallinks

i-1 i [+1
motherboard

processor/memory

OE-VLSI chip
(Txonly)

•

•

Figure 3.3. Proposed backplane physicallayout showing data transfer from oode ;-1 to
oode i+1. This approach is oot scalabie.

This difficulty can only be resolved byensuring that optical signaIs hopping from one

Dode to the oext along the backplane are never sent off-chip~ unless of course they have

reached their fmal destination Dode. This is to say that optical regeneration must he per

fonned oo-chip~ requiring the integration of both receivers and transmitters on the same

OE-VLSI chip. A physicallayout that accomplishes this is shown in figure 3.4. In this

case, mirrors, prisms and beamsplitters are required to direct light beams from oode ;-1 to

node i+1. At stage i, incident optical signais are detected, converted into electrical signais;

and immediately retransmitted optically towards the next oode. There are several advan

tages associated with performing optical regeneration on-chip. First, signallatency is min

imal, the major contnoution coming from the propagation delay of the on-chip receiver

and transmitter circuits. Second, po\ver dissipation is minimized because no signais have

to be driveo off-chip through power-hungry CMOS output pad drivers. Most importantly,

the backplane throughput is now determined by the optical 1/0 bandwidth ofthe OE-VLSr

chip. Figure 3.4 represents a scalable implementation ofan external data firehose.
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Figure 3.4. Proposed backplane physical layout showing data transfer from node i-l
to node i+1. This approach is scalable but imposes severe alignment contraints.

The layout of figure 3.4 is difficult to implement in practice due to the alignment con

straints it imposes on the motherboards. This problem is easily understood when we con

sider the alignment operations required for optical signais to be received and transmitted

by the OE-VLSI chip at stage i. First, signais arriving from stage ;-1 must be properly

aligned ta detectors at stage i. Second, signais transmitted from stage i must be aligned to

detectors at stage i+1. Also, in the case of modulator-based systems, an additional align

ment operation is required to position the continuous wave (CW) beams onto the modula

tor array at stage i. These operations are not trivial to perfonn since OE devices are small

in size (10's of microns in diameter) and 2D device arrays need to be aligned in all six

degrees of freedom (DOF): lateral (x, y), longitudinal (z), rotational (9J and tilt (9x' 9y).

This problem is further exacerbated by the requirement that motherboards be replaceable:

a person servicing the system must be able to remove and insert a motherboard without

disturbing the alignment of the optics.

For all of the above reasons, attempts at mounting the OE-VLSI chip directly on the

motherboard have been limited to:

• board-to-board demonstrators implementing a low number «12) of optical channels

with a generous misalignment budget [3]-[6]~Unfortunately, this approach rails at dem

onstrating the high parallelism ofoptics which is the principal objective here~
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• systems employing sorne type of alignment compensation techniques such as liquid

crystal steering devices or array redundancy [7][8]. For large-scale 2D-FSOI systems

interconnecting multiple nodes, a large number of individually-controlled beam-steer

ing devices are needed and the corresponding increase in cost~ volume and complexity

makes it unclear whether adaptive optical techniques represent a viable solution. In this

context~ the idea ofusing redundant üE devices represents an interesting strategy (see

chapter 6). This concept essentially amounts to trading off channel density for mÎs

alignment tolerances.

3.5.2 OE-VLSI chip packaged in a separate module

The alternative option consists ofpackaging the chip in a separate module and attach

ing it to the motherboard via a flexible interconnecting medium. This approacb has been

used in several system demontrations [9]-[11] and is shown in figure 3.5. The flexible

interconnection provides the required mechanical isolation of the module from the moth

erboard: it avoids the alignment constraints placed on the motherboards and al10ws for

PCBs to be replaced without disturbing the alignment ofthe optical system. This removes

the need for alignment compensation techniques. Furthermore, OE-VLSI chips can now

be oriented at 90° relative to the motherboards which reduces the complexity ofthe optical

design. Figure 3.5 represents a scalable implementation ofan external data firehose.

i-/ i i+/
motherboard

OE-VL51 chip
(Rxand Tx)

optical modules

•
Figure 3.5. Physicallayout used for the photomc backplane demonstrator.

This approach is scalable and removes the alignment contraints on the motherboards.
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The layout of figure 3.5 does not come without difficulties. The increased distance

between the chip and the motherboard electronics cao potentially aggravate signal integ

city. The limited pin-count of the connector puts an upper bound on the amount of data

that cao come on and off the backplane, although this does not constitute a problem as

long as the connector cao support the required electrical 1/0 bandwidth between the pro

cessor and the backplane. Furthermore, the size ofthe chip module is now constrained by

the motherboard pitch and this May complicate routing ofdata lines to the OE-VLSI chip.

The above discussion serves to demonstrate how the location ofthe OE-VLSI chip rel

ative ta the motherboard has a direct impact on the packaging and alignment of the OE

VLSI chip. Although packaging the OE-VLSI chip in a separate module is certainly not

optimal, it does lead to a practical approach to the construction of a scalable photonic

backplane and it is the scheme adopted in the system demonstrator described in the fol

lowing sections.

3.6 Optoelectronic-VLSI chip

This section provides an overview of the OE-VLSI chip used in the photonic back

plane demonstrator.

3.6.1 MQW modulator technology

At the time the backplane demonstrator project was initiated (1996), a VCSEL-based

OE-VLSI technology (VCSELs and detectors on CMOS) was unavailable. MQW modula

tors were thus selected as the OE technology. This choice satisfied system requirements in

terms of(i) large array size, (ii) high-speed operation, and (iü) the integration ofboth opti

cal input and output devices on the same chip in a single flip-chip step.

The design orthe MQW modulator devices was accomplished by Dr. Frank Tooley

(now with TeraHertz Photonics, Edinburgh, liK) with the assistance ofDr. David Neilson

(Bell Labs - Lucent Technologies, Holmdel, NI, USA) and Dr. Anthony SpringThorpe

(Nortel Networks, Kanata, Canada). A simplified version ofthe layer structure is shown in

figure 3.6. The design was optimized to maximize the difference in reflectivity M = Rhigh

- Rlow under a voltage swing of Vmod = 5 V at Â. = 852 nm and T = 40 oC.
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The top 500A thick GaAs layer (cap layer) is p-doped (5e18 Be); it provides an ohmic

p-contact for the later deposition ofa Ti(400A)/Pt(400A)/Au(1OOOA) metal contact which

is aIso used as the reflecting mirror~ The p region is made of loooA AIGaAs (lel8 Be)

while the n region is made of loooA AIGaAs (lelS Si)~ Because the same structure is

used for both modulators and detectors, the optimal thickness of the MQW region is a

compromise, chosen to balance between responsivity, insertion losses and voltage swing

[12]~ The MQW region is made of60 quantum wells made with altemating intrinsic layers

ofGaAs (90 A) and AlGaAs (35 A), for a total thickness ofLMQW = 750 om. Finally, etch

stop layers are grown between the n region and the GaAs substrate; these are required to

perform the substrate removal step (see figure 2.3)~

sooA GaAs ~ cap layer

1000A AIGaAs (40%) +- Pregion

35Â AIGaÀs.(40%Y· ~ } •_. A'" "-- -- MQW reglan
90GaAs-~ ."-

(repea~ed6ftf~)~~ (60 wells)

1000A AIGaAs (40%) ~ n regian

""-1oool~.À.1GG.:."s.~~.ô.~.·~·)~~~.-.".=."} etch stap" - . . ---\:-.- - - layers
.. ~" (tepeatecffftrn:t@..sF-~-~

Figure 3.6. MQW modulator layer structure.

The layer structure was grown using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) by Dr~ SpringTh

orpe~ Deviees were subsequently fabricated using a wet-eteh process developed by Dr~

Edwis Richard (fonnerly at École Polytechnique, Montréal, Canada). A seanning electron

microscope (SEM) photograph of a fabricated modulator device (prior to flip-ehip) is

shown in figure 3 ~7.

An important design objective was to allow for the measurement ofRhigh and Rlo\t1- on

fabricated devices prior to flip-chip; this allowed for GaAs chips exhibiting poor reflectiv

ities to be discarded prior to hybridization. Unfortunately, perfonning a direct reflectivity

measurement on the device of figure 3.7 is not possible beeause the GaAs substrate is
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absorptive at 852 nm. Insteady an indirect reflectivity measurement was perfonned on a

dedicated test devicey shown in figure 3.8. The test device was located on the same chip as

the other modulatorsy and because both types ofdevices were fabricated at the same time,

using the same processy it was reasonable to assume that their reflectivity spectrum would

be aImost identicaL The test device differs from the modulator of figure 3.7 in that the p

contact covers only a small portion of the MQW region, allowing for a light beam to be

focused on the MQW region (shown in figure 3.8). The physical dimensions of the test

device were also made larger in order to facilitate the alignment 0 f the input light beam.

n-contact

nregion---

~~-----GaAs---

Figure 3.7. SEM photograph of fabricated MQW modulator prior to flip-chip.•

probe at Vmod TOPVlEW

Figure 3.8. Photograph ofa test device showing input beam incident on MQW region..

•
Using this test devicey a direct measurement ofthe diode responsivity was perfonned.

This measurement was carried out using an experimental setup constructed by Mf.

Michael VendittL The setup uses a monochromator to produce the light signal over the
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wavelength range of interest and a lock-in amplifier to measure the generated photocur

rent as a function of incident power, applied voltage and temperature. A detailed descrip

tion ofthe experimental setup and its operation is found in [13]. The responsivity data was

used to calculate the absorption coefficient (aMQW) of the MQW region. This was done

over the range Â. = 840 - 860 nm for voltages 0 - 8 V at T = 40 oC and the results were

plotted previously in figure 2.2 (section 2.3.3). The final step consists of calculating the

modulator reflectivity (RMQW) from the absorption data using:

where the first exponential term accounts for the double-pass absorption in the MQW

region while the second exponential term accounts for the double-pass absorption in the

p-doped GaAs cap layer. The mirror reflectivity (Le. at the interface between the GaAs

cap layer and the Ti/Pt/Au p-contact) was estimated to be Rmi"or - 90% (the same number

was used in [12]). The results ofequation (3.1) are plotted in figure 3.9; they predict that

for Â. = 852 nm and T =40 oC, Rhigh = 82% (at 6V) and Rtow = 37% (at IV), corresponding

to a change in reflectivity ofM = 45% for a SV voltage swing.
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Figure 3.9. Reflectivity spectrum ofa MQW modulator at T = 40°C.
(Calculations based on responsivity measurement data; two data points per nm).
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3.6.2 CMOS technology

Two generations ofCMOS technology were used. In the fust generation (1997-1998),

the chip technology was a p-substrate, SV, three-metallayer, 0.8 }lm BiCMOS process

(although the bipolar capability was not used). The BiCMOS fabrication run was donated

by the Canadian Microelectronics Corporation (CMC) 10cated at Queen's University

(Kingston, Ontario). The oo-chip clock rate for this technology was 300 MHz.

The hybridization of modulator arrays with BiCMOS chips was perfonned by Dr.

John Trezza's group (formely with Sanders Corp., a division ofLockheed Martin, Nashua,

NH, USA; now with Xanoptix, Nashua, NH, USA). The flip-chip process was the same as

the one described in figure 2.3 (section 2.3.3), except that indium \vas used for the bump

metallurgy. Indium bumps were deposited on both GaAs and CMOS chips. The bumps

were not reflowed; instead, the chips were brought in contact uoder sufficient temperature

and pressure conditions for bonding to take place. Sanders also perfonned the steps of

substrate removal and the application of an anti-reflection coating.

The experimental testing of the frrst-generation OE-VLSI chip revealed three major

design flaws (a complete discussion can be found in [14]). First, an error was found in the

layout ofthe BiCMOS chipa The consequence ofthis error was that data received optically

could not be transmitted electrically off-chipa The second flaw concemed the poor sen5Î

tivity of the optical receiver (a clocked sense amplifier configuration was used [15]).

Although simulations predicted high-speed operation with ooly 8 }lW of optical power,

experimeotal testing of the sense amplifier (perfonned by David Roiston) proved that the

receivers were erratic and required over 130 J.lW of optical power to switch, which

exceeding by far the system's optical power budget (31 }lW, in the best case, see section

3.7.3). The origin of the problem could not he isolated, mostly because ofthe large over

head in digital BiCMOS logic surrounding the receiver. The third flaw concemed the poor

reflectivity orthe flip-chip modulator devices~Reflectivity measurements were perfonned

on flip-chip devices using a tunable Ti:Sapphire laseroverthe range Â. = 840 - 860 nm; the

best devices exhibited Rhigh. = 15% and Rlolll = 7% with a S-V swing under optimal biasing

and temperature conditions which is significantly lower than the predictions of figure 3.9~

Two hypothesis were put forward to explain such low reflectivity: (i) the temperature and

•

•
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These disappointing results indicated that the annealing step was not the main reason for

the mirror reflectivity problem. Further investigation was perfonned on different mirror

samples; a description of these measurements along with the conclusion of our fmdings

are presented in section 3.9.2.

The next sections present the layout of the OE devices and provide a basic-level

description ofthe CMOS circuitry. In what follows and for the remaining ofthis thesis, ail

ofthe discussion pertains to the second-generation OE-VLSI chip.

3.6.3 OE-VLSI cbip layont

A photograph ofthe CMOS chip is shown in figure 3.10.

•

•

a cluster

Figure 3.10. Photograph ofthe CMOS chip (before hybridization).
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The CMOS chip dimensions are 9 x 9 mm2• An important feature of the layout con

cems the placement of the OE devices on the chip. Unlike conventional layout

approaches, OE devices are not distributed uniformly across the surface of the chip;

instead, devices are grouped ioto small clusters. As will be demonstrated in chapter 7, the

use of a clustering configuration increases lateral misalignment tolerances and improves

system scalability in terms ofarray size and interconnection length.

In our design, each cluster is composed of a 4 x 4 array ofOE devices. Withio a clus

ter, the pitch between OE devices is 90 f.lm in both lateral directions. Clusters are arranged

to fonn an 8 x 8 array on the chip; the pitch between clusters is 800 f.lm in both lateral

directions. This results in a total of 1024 OE devices on the chip, occupying an area of

6.4 x 6.4 mm2 (a density of 2500 devices/cm2). Halfof the OE devices are used as modu

lators, the other half as detectors. Ali devices within a cluster are of the same type (Le.

either ail modulators or ail detectors). Furthermore, clusters of the same type are orga

nized in columns, with four columns of modulator clusters being interlaced with four col

umns of detector clusters (figure 3.10). This arrangement ensures that light beams

reflected from modulators al one stage are imaged on detectors at the next stage. Figure

3.11(a) is a photograph ofa region of the CMOS chip corresponding to a cluster ofmodu

lators. The location of the flip-chip points are determined by the 10 x 15 f.lmlopenings in

the top passivation layer of the CMOS process. A photograph of the same cluster, follow

ing the steps offlip-chip, substrate removal and AR coating is shown in figure 3.11(b).

(a) (h)

Figure 3.11. Photograph ofa modulator cluster (a) before and (b) after hybridization.
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The active area of modulators is detennined by the size of the p-contact mirror; it is

circular in shape with a diameter of52.5 J.Lm. Detectors are square with dimensions 66 x

66 J.LIll. The size of the modulator is chosen to he a compromise between device capaci

tance (detennining switching speed) and misalignment tolerance. Detectors were made

larger than modulators to further relax misalignment tolerances; their maximum size is

limited by the fabrication design rules which specify the minimum separation between

adjacent devices.

The design ofthe OE-VLSI chip is based on dual-rail encoding, where one data signal

is encoded on two spatially separated optical beams [15]. Dual-rail encoding is required

because OE-VLSI receivers are DC-coupled (2D arrays ofAC-coupled receivers would be

prohibitively large), modulation contrast is low (about 2:1) and the OC component of a

single-ended detector photocurrent is difficult to control (it depends on the input optical

power and lasses along the optical path due to reflections, clïpping, polarization and mis

alignment). The strategy behind dual-rail encoding is ta use a pair ofneighbouring optical

beams with the data on one beam being the complement of the other; these two beams

experience approximately the same lasses as they propagate through the optical system

and the DC component at the receiver front-end cao be nulled by taking the difference

between the two photocurrents. Dual-rail encoding ensures robust receiver operation

under low modulation contrast but requires a pair of modulators and detectors for every

optical signal 1/0. In our design, the OE-VLSI chip has 512 modulators and 512 detectors,

256 dual-rail transmitters and 256 dual-rail receivers, a capacity that matches the optical Il

o requirement listed in section 3.4.

3.6.4 CMOS chip functionality

The CMOS chip has three modes ofoperation: (i) incident optical data can be detected

and extracted off-chip electrically (extract state), (ii) data originating from the processor/

memory elements can be injected electrically and transmitted optically towards the next

stage (inject state) and (Hi) incident optical data can be regenerated on-chip and transmit

ted towards the next stage (transparent state). A block wagram representation of the

CMOS logic is shown in figure 3~12.
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Figure 3.12. Modes ofoperatian ofa smart pixel: extract, inject and transparent states.

The building black farmed by the combination ofa receiver, CMOS logic and a trans

mitter is often referred to as a "smart pixel" [16]. Due to the clustering configuration used

in our design, the dual-rail receiver is attached to a pair of detectors located in a detector

cluster while the dual-rail transmitter is attached to a pairofmodulators located in a neigh

bouring modulator cluster. The CMOS logic circuitry accupies the silicon area between

elusters. Note that in this case, the term Usmart pixel" (which suggests a sman physical

region) is misleading considering that the upixel" is physically distnouted aeross two clus

ters, a distance of800 Jlm. A detailed description of the design and layout of the CMOS

logie îs found in [14].

3.7 Optical interconnect design

The design of the optical interconnect was done by Dr. Brian Robertson (now \vith

TeraHertz Photonics, Edinburgh, UK) and is shown in figure 3.13. The design uses a large

number of components to illuminate modulators at stage i and route the retlected signal
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though the polarizing heamsplitter (PBS). A second quarter-wave plate (QWP2) converts

the beams hack to RHC polarization. A mini-lens arraYt located one focal length away

from the PMG, focuses the CW beams onto modulators (label Cl. Following reflection

froID the modulators, signal beams are left-hand circularly (LHC) polarized; they are con

verted into s polarization by QWP2 and thus get reflected by the PBS (label D). Beams are

relayed towards stage i+1 using a 4ftelecentric mini-Lens relay. A corner prism is inserted

between the PBS and the mini-Iens relay and is used to deflect the beams through an angle

of900; this is required to farm. the optical ring topology. Risley prisms are inserted next to

the corner prism and are required to perfonn the fme alignment of signaL beams onto

detectors at stage i+L Beams emerging frOID the mini-Iens relay (label E) are reflected by

the PBS towards the mirror sections of the PMG element (label F). Note that figure 3.l3

suggests that the PMG at stage i+1 must be inverted compared to the PMG at stage i for

signal beams to Land on the mirror sections. In realityt this is not the case (Le. both PMG

elements are oriented the exact same way) because a bearn inversion is introduced by the

mirror prism and cannot be shown in figure 3.13. Finally, upon reflection from the PMG

element, beams are converted ioto p polarizatioo by QWPlt transmitted through the PBS

and focused 00 the detectors 00 the OE-VLSI chip (label G) at which point opticaL data

can either he extracted off..chip or be regeoerated towards the oext stage.

3.7.1 Selection of focallength

The mini-Iens focal length was chosen to be 8.50 mm; this choice represents a com

promise between the need to generate a small spot size compared to the modulator active

area (. = 52.5 f.U1l) and the requirement for an interconnect length that matches the moth

erboard pitch (-50 mm). Using coops= 1765 ~m andf=8.50 mm, one calculates a beam

radius in the plane of the cbip to be coCH1P= ÀjT7tOlOPS= 13.1 J.lIIl. Assuming a diffiaction

limited spot size and a Gaussian intensity distribution, this corresponds to 99% ofthe opti

cal power being located in diameter of 3<OCHIP = 39.3 J.Ullt meaning that modulators are

oversized by an amount of13.2 ~m. The resulting optical path length between two stages

is approximately equal to 4f= 34 mm. As discussed in section 3.8, this distance can be

increased by inserting high-refractive-index glass in the mini-Iens relay.
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3.7.2 Power delivery system

The photonic backplane was designed such that the entire four-stage system be sup

plied by a 1W 852 nm laser source. This requirement was fulfilled using two extemal-cav

ity tunable 500 mW diode lasers, one laser for two stages. The 500 mW lasers were

purchased from Spectra Diode Labs (model SDL 8630). The free-space output ofeach 500

mW diode laser was directed through a 50:50 beamspliter and fiber coupled to the input of

two optical power suppIy (OPS) modules using the optical delivery system shown in fig

ure 3.14. The demagnifying telescope at the laser output was required to avoid clipping at

the isolator aperture. A half-wave plate (HWP) was inserted at the isolator output to com

pensate for the polarization sensitivity of the 50:50 beamsplitter. Free-space beams were

coupled into singlemode PM fibers. A HWP was required in front of each coupler to

ensure that the input polarization be aligned with the polarization axis orthe PM fiber. The

optical power at different points in the delivery system was measured and the results are

included in figure 3.14. The measured power at the OPS input is 128 mW \vith a polariza

tion extinction ratio of>30 dB.

(2.33mW
perbeam)

(2.33mW
perbeam)

Figure 3.14. Power delivery system. Numbers in parentheses represent measured optical
power (in IDW) at different points in the delivery system.

The OPS module uses a diffraction fanout grating with 4 phase levels (theoretical

maximum efficiency of81%, down to 73% ifuncoated) in combination with a multi-ele

ment Fourier tens and a mini-lens array to generate a 8 x 4 array ofcollimated beams. The

fanout grating was left uncoated; its diffraction efficieocy was measured to be 70% (thus

only 3% below the theoreticallimit). The efficiency of the Fourier leos was measured to
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be 95.6%. The mini-lenses were diffractive Fresnellens with 8 phase levels; they were AR

coated for 852 Dm and exhibited a diffraction efficiency of87% (8% below the theoretical

limit of95%). Combining efficiency and fanout losses, this results in 2.33 mW ofoptical

power in each beam at the OPS output. This result was confrrmed experimentally.

Referring to figure 3.13, the OPS output beam must propagate through the 4 x 4 grat

ing sections of the PMG element, through the QWPIIPBS/QWP2 assembly and through a

mini-lens array before reaching the modulator array. The 4 x 4 PMG grating had 8 phase

levels and was left uncoated; its diffraction efficiency was measured to be 73% (14°;ô

below theoretical limit). The losses due to the QWPIIPBS/QWP2 assembly are mainly

due to imperfect p polarization and a small reflection leakage; its efficiency was measured

to be 94%. The mini-Jens was the same as the one used in the OPS (8 phase levels, AR

coated, diffraction efficiency of87%). Combining efficiency and fanout losses, tbis results

in 87 IJ.W ofoptical power incident on each modulator device.

3.7.3 Modulator-to-detector link efficiency

Upon reflection from a modulator, a signal beam must pass through several optical

components before reaching a detector at the next stage. The efficiency of individual com

ponents was measured. Using these results, the expected modulator-to-detector link effi

ciency was calculated to be 44%. However, this number must be interpreted as an upper

bound because (i) it does not take ioto account the effects due to multiple-beam interfer

ence (cavity effects) and (ii) it neglects the fact that every component will suffer sorne

misalignment which can lead to considerable clipping lasses.

Using the above information and assuming a modulator reflectivities of Rhigh = 82%

and Rlow = 37% (section 3.6.1), an upper bound for the optical power at the detector is

equal to Phigh =311J.W andPlow = 141J.W.

3.8 Optical packaging considerations

The optical system of figure 3.13 uses a total of Il components pel' stage, excluding

the components ofthe OPS module. Each component is required to be aligned in multiple

degrees offreedom (DOFs).. rn sorne cases, the alignment tolerances are not critical (e.g.
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the lateral and longitudinal alignment of the QWPs); in other cases, componeots must be

accurately aligned in aU six DOFs (e.g. OE-VLSI chip and mini-Iens array). Aligning each

component individually is not practical because it results in a large number ofDOFs to be

precisely cootrolled and maintained over time. A better strategy consists of integrating

compooents together to fonn rigid modular subassemblies. This reduces the total number

ofOOFs and facilitates system assembly and maintenance.

This approach raises the following question: what is the optimal way of partitioning

the optical system ioto modules? To illustrate this, consider the system design of figure

3.13 and the following packaging alternatives: should the mini-Iens array next to label G

be integrated with the PBS or should it be packaged with the other mini-Iens in the relay?

Similarly, should the mini-Iens array next to the OE-VLSI chip be integrated with the

PBS/QWP assembly or integrated with the chip? Usually, the optimal packaging choice

can be identified by considering the following aspects:

• Misalignment tolerances: the objective is to partition the optical system in such a way

that it results in modules with large tolerances to misalignment. The work done by

Neilson [19] on this subject is helpful here; ms results indicate that the amount oftoler

ances to misalignment tolerances depends only on the propagation properties of the

optical beams at the interface between modules. Specifically, two modules ïntercon

nected with wide collimated beams are tolerant to lateral misalignments but have tight

tilt tolerances. Conversely, the opposite is true for a pair ofmodules separated by small

focusing beams. This suggests a trade-offbetween lateral and tilt misalignment, a point

which will be further exammed in chapter 7.

• Practicality: in addition to the alignment issues, packaging choices are aIso influenced

by their ease of implementation. Simply put, components with similar geometries are

easier to integrate together. For example, integrating a bulk refractive Jens with a beam.

splitter cube is not practical; however, ifthe same lens can be fabricated as a diffractive

Fresnellens etched on a flat optical substrate, the integration is greatly simplified. This,

in fact, is one ofthe main motivation behind the use ofdiffractive lenses in our system.
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The above considerations has lead to the packaging choices shown in figure 3.15.

Each stage is composed of four separate modules: optical power supply (OPS) module~

beam combination module (BCM), chip module and relay module. Note that the optical

system has been partitioned in such a way that the beams at the interface between any two

modules are wide and collimated~ resulting in modules that are more tolerant to lateral

misalignment~ but less to tilt. This fact was confirmed by a misalignment tolerance analy

sis [20]. Favoring lateral tolerances (at the expense of tilt tolerances) was desirable

because it facilitated the integration of the modules on a common optomechanical base

plate fabricated using standard machining capabilities (see section 3.9.1).

Wherever possible, the air gaps within a module were removed to create a solid subas

sembly. To this end, a block ofglass (material = SF56A, index = 1.7622 at 850 nm) was

inserted between the pair ofrelay mini-Ienses. The use ofa high-index glass increases the

stage-to-stage distance up ta 47 mm. Similarly, the thickness ofQWP1 \vas increased ta

facilitate the integration of the PMG in the aCM and the corner prism was also abutted to

the pas. Also, a flat transparent substrate (referred as the jointing plate) was fixed to

QWP2. The purpose of the jointing plate is to provide a well-defmed alignment plane at

the interface between the aCM and the chip module (see chapter 6).

stage i stageM

Figure 3.15. A modular implementation ofthe interconnect design offigure 3.13.•
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• 3.9 System implementation and performance

The OPS, BCM and relay modules were assembled and mounted in a stainless steel

precision-machined optomechanical baseplate. A photograph of the demonstrator system

appears in figure 3.16. Four motherboards are inserted in a standard chassis; the four-stage

photonic backplane is located in the back of the chassis. The following sections present

the performance obtained from various parts ofthe system.

•
motherboards __..;;,;;

,i/.
~

//:
,

f,,
Il

r ,.

'1
".:Ji ..'"

. _. ,.:~"' ~.:.;,,-:.:.

PM fiber

~--OPS

module

r
f,

•

Figure 3.16. Photograph ofthe final system implementation.

3.9.1 Optical modules

Four OPS modules were assembled and characterized. A photograph ofan assembled

OPS module is shown in figure 3.17. The components were precisely aligned to optimize

the spot array at the output of the Fourier leos. At a laser wavelength of852.0 ± 0.2 Dm,

the average array pitch was measured to be 1602.0 ± 0.4 !JlD. x 800.8 ± 0.21lID (compared

to a nominal pitch of 1600 x 800 (.lm). Using a beam profiler, the spot size was measured

to be 13.2 ± 0.1 J.Ull (compared to the nominal value of 13.1 J.1Dl, see section 3.7.1). The

power unifonnity of the array was quantified by measuring the power in each spot,
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approximating a normal distribution and calculating a standard deviation; a standard devi

ation of Il ± 1% was measured for ail 4 OPS modules. The optomechanical interface

between the OPS module and the baseplate was designed to be kinematic; this allowed for

the OPS module to be removed and replaced repeatably. The OPS insertion repeatability

was measured to be less than 0.018° angularly and 15 J.lm laterally. More details concem

ing the design and characterization orthe OPS module cao be found in [18][21].

Figure 3.17. Photograph ofthe OPS module (after [18]).

Fourier
lens

•

PM fiber
input

\

collimating
lens

Risleys QWP

1\ /
fanout;ling

---
mini-Iens

array

The BCM and relay modules were assembled by M. Frédéric Lacroix using an in-situ

interferometric alignment technique originally developed by Dr. Brian Robertson [22].

Details of the experlmental setup and technique cao be found in [23]. Photographs of the

assembled modules are shown in figure 3.18.

PBS

aWP1

PMG

mini-tens
arrays

•
Ca) (b)

Figure 3.18. Photographs of(a) the BCM module and (h) the relay module (after [23]).
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3.9.2 OE-VLSI chip

A dedicated optical rig was assembled to perform the experimental testing ofthe OE

VLSI chip. Most of the testing was performed by David Rolston; a detailed description of

the testing procedure and results can be found in [14]. The first test consisted ofverifying

the inject mode ofoperation (electrical in, optical out). This was done by sending electri

cal data to a transmitter in the arrayand applying a CW beam to one ofthe modulator con

nected to that transmitter. The reflected modulated signal was captured on a high-speed

avalanche photodetector. The maximum bit rate that was achieved was 56 Mb/s, consis

tent with the 50 MHz specification of the 1.5 Jlm CMOS process. The measured rise and

faU times were 1.6 ns and 1.8 ns respectively.

The second test verified the e.xtract mode ofoperation (optical in, electrical out). Two

modulated light beams were directed at a dual-rail receiver in the array. The optical power

of the two beams were complementary to simulate dual-rail operation. The modulated

light sources were commercial TO-cao 850 nm VCSELs, each mounted on a dedicated

printed circuit board capable of 1 Gb/s operation. The maximum receiver sensitivity was

determined by operating the receiver with no feedback (this can be done by turning offthe

PMOS transistor that implements the feedhack resistor) and operating the receiver at low

bit rates. At 1 Mb/s, the receiver showed proper operation with incident beams

Phfgh = 4 JlW and P10w = 2 JlW. For higher bit operation, a low feedback resistance is

required to reduced the input signal rise time. However, a lower feedback resistance

means a lower gain and thus the incident optical power must be increased. Proper receiver

operation was demonstrated at 60 Mb/s with .Phfgh = 44 JlW and P10w = 24 I.lW.

3.9.3 MQW modulator reOectivity

The mirror reflectivity of flip-chip modulator devices was measured to be Rhfgft = 20%

and R[ow = 10% for a SV swing under optimal biasing and temperature conditions. Assum.

ing an incident power of87 JlW on the modulator (section 3.7.2) and a link efficiency of

23% (section 3.9.1), this results in Phigh =41.lW and P[ow=2 p.W at the detector plane.

This is already al the limit of receiver sensitivity, a situation wmch precluded the opera

tion ofthe OE-VLSI chips in the optical backplane.
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Further investigation was carried out to determine the cause of the poor mirror reflec

tivity. Previous experiments bad demonstrated that the reflectivity problem could not be

attributed to the flip-chip process nor the annealing of the metal contact (see section

3.6.2). It was suggested that the mirror reflectivity problem was due to the presence oftita

nium in the p-contact mirror. The titaniurn layer had been included to improve the adhe

sion of the gold layer to the GaAs cap layer. To verify this hypothesis, two samples where

prepared. The first sample was a GaAs substrate with a pure gold mirror; the other was a

GaAs substrate with a titanium/gold mirror (the thickness of the titanium layer was not

recorded). The mirror reflectivity was measured by directing a long-wavelength (>900

nm) beam from the substrate side. The reflectivity of the pure gold mirrorwas round to be

RAu =96% whereas the titaniurn layer degraded the reflectivity down to R,t/Au = 26%.

Researchers al Bell Labs have round a similar problem with their devices [24]. They

noticed that the performance of their flip-chip modulator devices was significantly lower

than what was measured on laboratory devices (Rhigh = 17%, R/ow = 9% for flip-chip

devices compared to Rhigh = 76%, R/ow = 26% for laboratory devices). In reference [24],

they write that the decrease in mirror reflectivity for flip-chip devices "is due to the fact

that, ,vhereas our relatively large laboratory devices had a pure gold mirror, the flip-chip

bonded devices require a sticking layer oftitanium between the gold mirror and the device

in order to achieve high yield. This layer of titanium lowers the mirror reflectivity and

degrades performance."

A potential solution to this problem consists placing a distributed Bragg reflector

(DBR) undemeath the p-contact. The use of a DBR mirror effectively separates the tasks

ofproviding a good mirror reflectivity from the one ofproviding a good ohmic p-contact.

3.9.4 Chip module

Despite the above difficulties, the chip module was assembled, integrating the chip,

the mini-Iens array, a copper heat spreader, a thermoelectric cooler (TEe) and an alumi

oum heatsink. A photograph ofan assembled chip module is shown in figure 3.20.

The OE-VLSI chip was wirebonded to a flexible printed circuit board (flex-PCB)

using a chip-on-board approach, providing 200 bond pad connections in a 44 x 44 mm!
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area. Electricallines on the flex-PCB are 50-ohm impedance-controlled and were operated

at 1.0 Gb/s with a crosstalk of 4.0% between nearest-neighbour Mes. The junction-to

TEC thermal resistance was measured to be 0.31 ± 0.02 °C/W, allowing for the use ofa

single-stage TEC to regulate the chip at an operating temperature of40 oC under a maxi

mum thermalload of 13.1 W. Electrical and thermal aspects orthe design and testing of

the chip module are presented in chapter 4.

The mini-Iens array was aligned and packaged to the OE·VLSI chip using a novel six

DOF technique described in chapter 5. The module was designed with a semi-kinematic

interface; this allows for the manual insertion of the chip module into the system with no

need for further adjustrnents. Details of the interface design are given in chapter 6.

-L4-layerftex-PCB

Figure 3.20. Photograph ofan assembled chip module.

3.10 Author's contributions

The work presented in this chapter is the result of the efforts of a large group ofpeo

ple. The purpose of this section is to explicitely specify the portion of this work that has

been performed by the author ofthis thesis. These contributions are listed below.
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• OE devices: defined geometry and layout of modulators and detectors; designed e

beam photomasks (on Autocad) used for device fabrication and flip-chip process; per

fonned characterization ofmodulator devices (absorption and responsivity spectrum as

a function ofwavelength, applied voltage and temperature) before and after flip-chip~

• CMOS chip: designed, simulated and tested (\\tith David Rolston) the dual-rail tran

simpedance amplifier receiver; perfonned the design, layout and testing of on-chip

Fresnel zone plates and quadrant detectors (used for mini-Iens arrayalignment).

• Optics: defined the layout and specifications of the fanout gratings, PMG, mini-Iens

anay (with Frédéric Lacroix); detennined and measured optical power budget; simu

lated and experîmentally measured the polarization losses in the system (with Frédéric

Lacroix); designed and assembled the diagnostic chip modules (DCM) used to align the

optical ring; implemented and characterized the power delivery system; assisted in the

implementation and testing ofthe OPS module.

• Chip module: designed and specified tolerances ofa11 mechanical parts (on Autocad);

performed alignment tolerancing analysis; developed techniques for aligning the mini

lens array to the chip; assisted in the design of the flex-PCB (the layout was done by

Alan Chuah); developed a first-order thermal network for the package and validated the

model experimentally; perfonned electrical high-speed characterîzation (time·domain

reflectometry, eye diagrams, crosstalk); assembled and tested the chip module.

3.11 Conclusion

This chapter presented the design and implementation ofa free-space photonic back

plane demonstrator system, developed to provide low-Iatency high-bandwidth optical

interconnections between four nodes in a multiprocessor system. The interconnect topol

ogy is a unidirectional multi-hop optical ring based on a sender-reserve scheme. The dis

cussion ofsection 3.5 underscored the large set of considerations involved in turning the

topological description of the system into a physical implementation, taking into account

the relative strengths and weaknesses ofthe underlying technologies•
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aspects of the optical interconnect, including optical power budgetting, misalignment tol

erancing, module alignment and assembly. Eric Bernier was responsible for the mechani

cal design of the baseplate, making sure that a11 modules would fit together properly.

Daniel Brosseau designed and assembled the optical power supply modules. Alan Chuah

and Feras lVlichael were responsible for the design and layout ofthe flex-PCB and mother

board electronics. Rhys Adams aIso assisted in assembling OPS modules and integrating

optical modules in the baseplate. The following individuals are also acknowledged for

stimulating technical discussions: Michael Venditti, Marc Châteauneuf: Emmanuelle

Laprise, Julien Faucher, Pritha Khurana, Madeleine Mony, Tsuyoshi Yamamoto.
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Chapter 4: Chip module design and testing

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the design, implementation and testing ofthe chip module, with

a focus on the electrical and thennal aspects~ The work presented here builds on an earlier

design that was developed for the first-generation BiCMOS chip [l]~ The chapter is orga

ruzed as follows. First, the design constraints in terms ofmechanical alignment, electrical

signal integrity and temperature stabilization are described (section 4.2). Next, the

meehanical design of the chip module and its assembly are presented (section 4.3)~ Sec

tion 4.4 present the electrical design and inelude the result of signal integrity tests~ The

thermal design of the module including the experimental evaluation of its thermal resis

tance is round in section 4.5. The remaining section acknowledges other contributors ta

this work.

4.2 Design choices and constraints

4.2.1 Alignment issues

A critieal design requirement was for the chip module ta be manually replaeeable~

This is necessary because the OE-VLSr chip is the only active element in the photonic

backplane; it is prone to failure and is likely to be upgraded with time. This requirement

caUs for a misalignment-tolerant design that uses a kinematic alignment scheme at the

interface between the chip module and the photonic backplane~

Figure 4.1. Packaging alternatives: (a) mini-Iens array can be integrated with the chip or
(b) mini-Iens array can be integrated with the BCM.•
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With the discussion of section 3.8 in mind, two different packaging choices were

examined and are shown in figure 4.1. In the first case, the mini-lens array IS aligned to the

chip and integrated as part of the chip module (figure 4.1(a)). In the second case, the mini

lens array is integrated as part ofthe beam combination module (BCM) (figure 4.1(b».

Packaging the mini-lens array \vith the BCM is certainly more practical (this is

because the mini-lens array is directly adjacent to the BCM) but it does not lead to a mis

alignment-tolerant design. To see this, consider the results of the misalignment tolerance

analysis shown in table 4.1. The tolerances correspond to the amount of misalignment

required for the modulator-to-detector power throughput to drop by 1%. The analysis is

performed by varying one degree of fteedom (DOF) al a time. Only optical power losses

caused by clipping effects are taken ioto account. Calculations are based on paraxial Gaus

sian beam propagation theory; geometrical optics is used for off-axis ray propagation. A

detailed description of the tolerance analysis IS round in [2][3].

Table 4.1. Results ofmisalignment tolerance analysis.

• Degree of freedom Mini-Iens with chip Mini-Iens with BCl\J(
(DOF) (figure 4.1 (a» (ligure 4.1(b»

lateral (x, y) ± 26 J,lffi ±8J,lm

tilt (9.T, 9y) ±0.03° ± 0.120

rotational (9J ±0.36 ° ± 0.10 0

longitudinal (z) ± 500 f.1m ± 125 J-lm

•

The results oftahle 4.1 indicate that integrating the mini-Iens array with the OE-VLSI

chip relaxes lateraI, longitudinal and rotational alignment tolerances by a factor ofapprox

imately 4 but tightens the tilt alignment tolerances by the same factor. These results are

consistent with the discussion ofsection 3.8 to the effect that modules interconnected with

collimated beams are tolerant to lateral misalignment but have tight tilt tolerances. This

trade-offbetween tateraI and tilt tolerances is inherent to the alignment problem and can

he linked to the principle ofoptical invariance (see chapter 7).
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By choosing to integrate the mini-Iens array with the chip, a kinematic interface with

the BCM module becomes possible because the resulting lateral and rotational misalign

ment tolerances can be achieved with standard machining capabilities (the accuracyof

modem computer numerically controlled (CNC) machines being limited to about ±10 J.lm

[4]). This choice also gÏves rise to the following design challenges. First, the mini-Iens

array must be accurately aligned to the OE-VLSI chip in a116 DOFs. This is achieved by a

novel alignment technique that uses off-axis diffractive elements placed on the CMOS

chip along with Metal aligmnent markers located on the mini-Iens array substrate; this

technique is presented in chapter 5. Secondly, the design of the interface mechanics must

exhibit outstanding angular repeatability to satisfy the stringent tilt tolerance of the mod

ule (9.t , Gy = ± 0.03°). This is accomplished by adding a flat transparent substrate to the

BCM (referred to as the jointing plate) and taking advantage of the optfcal flatness orthe

mini-Iens array and jointing plate substrates to use them as passive alignment planes that

defines the tilt ofthe chip module (see chapter 6).

4.2.2 Electrical issues

The basic functions of the chip module are to provide stable mechanical support for

the OE-VLSI chip, distnoute power, control and data lines to the CMOS chip and offer an

adequate means for removal ofheat. The CMOS chip (figure 3.10) has a total of232 bond

pads, ofwhich 207 are used during normal chip operation (25 unused pads are dedicated

to device testing). In order to meet the spatial constraints imposed by the optical intercon

nect design, a packaging scheme capable ofproviding the required connectivity in an area

smaller than 47 x 47 mml was needed (this is because the pitch between stages is 47 mm,

see section 3.8). In addition, the design had to support a mechanically flexible connection

to the motherboard PCB.

These objectives were realized using a chip-on-board (COB) packaging scheme in

combination with fleXlole PCB (flex-PCB) technology with impedance-controlled micros

trip liDes [5]. The OE-VLSI chip was mounted directly on a copper heat spreader that was

subsequently inserted through an opening machined in the flex-PCB. The chip was wireb

onded directly to the flex-PCB, thereby eliminating the need for an electronic chip carrier.

This resulted in a small, simple, and low-cost method ofchip packaging. This packaging
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scheme also improves high-frequency performance due to the absence of package lead

inductance and the ability ofplacing surface MOunt components (Le. decoupling capaci

tors and termination resistors) in close proximity to the chip bond pads.

4.2.3 Thermal issues

The basic principle behind the operation of MQW modulators is the \vavelength shift

of the excitonic absorption peak with applied voltage described in section 2.3.3. For

MQW modulators based on a GaAs!AlGaAs quantum weil structure, the position orthe

exciton peak is temperature dependent, with a sensitivity equal to -0.27 mn/OC. This

dependence on temperature is undesirable because it limits the temperature range over

which MQW modulators can operate efficiently under constant biasing conditions.

The useful temperature range ofMQW modulators has been investigated by Venditti

[6]. His measurements were perforrned on GaAs!AlGaAs modulators \Vith a quantum weil

structure identical to the one used here. Assuming constant biasing conditions and a 5 V

swing, his results show that the operating temperature must be within ± 5 oC of the

designed temperature in order for the difference in reflectivity (M) not to faU below 90%

ofits optimal value. Ifthe lattercriterion is relaxed to 70%, the useful temperature range is

effectively doubled to ± 10 oC. Thus, it can be concluded that without any means ofcon

trolling the operating temperature, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to operate

MQW modulators efficiently. Forthis reason, a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) was incorpo

rated into the chip module. This choice was motivated by the small size, the light weight,

and the ability ofTECs to achieve precise temperature stabilization \vhen combined with a

thermistor in a closed-Ioop configuration.

4.3 Cbip module design overview

4.3.1 Physical dimensions

An exploded view of the chip module is shown in figure 4.2. The chip module inte

grates a mini-lens array, a OE-VLSI chip, a copper heat spreader, a TEe and a heatsink.

The design. results in a compact module with a footprint of 44 x 44 mm2, satisfYing the

physical constraints imposed by the optical interconnect design. The length ofan assem-
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• bled module, measured from the front ofthe mini-lens array to the backofthe heatsink, is

45 mm, half ofwhich is occupied by the heatsink fins. The mechanical drawings specify

ing the dimensions and tolerances ofeach component can be found in appendix A.

•
copper heat spreader

thermally isolating spacer

thermoelectric cooler

minj.probe thermistor

•

Figure 4.2. Exploded view ofthe chip module design.

4.3.2 Materials selection

AIl components were custom-designed and fahricated on a CNe machine (except for

the TEe and heatsink, which were available commercially). The mini-lens holder, mount

ing spacer, flex-PCB mount and protective cover were machined out ofaluminum 6061,

foIlowed with a clear sulfuric anodization finish. The choice of this alloy was motivated

by its ease of machining, lighmess, low residual stress, low cost and availahility. In addi

tion, the high. electrical conductivity and nonsparking properties of aluminum make it an

excellent electrical shielding materia!. The purpose ofthe anodization step was to electri

cally isolate the mechanical components to eliminate any possibility of electrical shorts

with the nearby chip-on-board electronics. Sulfuric anodization was chosen instead of

hard anodization to maintain the tight machining tolerances specified on sorne orthe com-
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ponents; this is because sulfuric anodic coatings are typically 5-15 J.lm thick while hard

anodizing coatings can he as much as 50 Jlm thick [4].

The tinned heatsink was made of6063 aluminum, followed with a clear sulfuric anod

ization fInish. The use of 6063 aluminum for beatsinking applications is common and is

due to the fact that 6063 conducts 15% more beat than 6061 and cao more easily be

extroded into complex sbapes. The heat spreader was made of a bigh-copper alloy

(C18500), a choice motivated by its high thermal conductivity, its satisfactory machinabil

ity rating and its availability. High thermal conductivity was required to provide an effi

cient thermal path between the chip and the TEC. AIso, the heat spreader was nickel

plated to prevent copper oxidation.

4.3.3 Chip module assembly

A photograph ofan assembled chip module was shown previously in figure 3.20. The

design of the chip module offers a high degree of modularity. Components are joined to

one another using dowel pins and screws. A module can be disassembled and reassembled

in a few minutes. The design also allows for the OE-VLSI chip to be removed and

replaced (of course, this requires the wirebonds to be reworked). The assembly process

can be broken down in three main steps: (i) mounting and \virebonding the chip to the

flex-PCB, (ii) mounting the mini-lens array onto ils holder and (iii) alignment ofthe mini

(ens array to the chip. What follows is a description ofthis assembly sequence.

Referring to figure 4.2, the chip was passively aligned and fixed to the beat spreader.

Chips were precision-diced to within 50 Jlffi of the bond pad frame and the pedestal por

tion of the heat spreader \vas machined to within ± 10 Jlm of the chip's nominal dimen

sions. This allowed for the alignment of the crop to be performed manually using the

sidewalls of the beat spreader pedestal as passive alignment references. The chip \vas

attached using silver-filled conductive epoxy, providing an efficient electrlcal and thermal

path to the heat spreader. Next, the chip was inserted through the opening ofthe flex-PCB,

the latter having previously been glued ooto the flex-PCB mount usrog high temperature

thermal set lamination techniques. A 1.0 mm tbick acetal spacer was placed between the

flex-PCB mount and the beat spreader. The chip was then centered on the flex-PCB open

ing using a pair ofacetal dowel pins and the beat spreader was fastened to the back ofthe
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flex-PCB mount using nylon screws. The use of plastic screws, pins and spacers is to

avoid a uthennal short" between the heat spreader and the aluminum mount. The chip was

then wirebonded to gold-on-nickel plated printed circuit using an aluminum wedge wireb

onder. The TEe, protective coyer and heatsink were then incorporated. The TEC was

clamped in place by fastening the heatsink directly to the back of the flex-PCB mount

using a pair of nylon screws. Thermally-conductive, self-adhesive, 250-J,lm thick elas

tomer interface pads (T-pli 210 from Thermagon Inc.) were placed on both sides of the

TEC to ensure efficient beat flow across the interfaces.

Next, the mini-Iens array was positioned and glued to its holder. The mini-Iens sub

strate (fused silica, 1.0 mm thick) was precision-diced to within ± 25 J,lm ofa lithographi

cally-defined metal frame. The positioning of the mini-lens array was done manually

using a semi-kinematic passive alignment scheme. As shown in figure 3.20, the lateral

position (X, y) and rotation (9J ofthe mini-Iens substrate are constrained by three press-fit

precision dowel pins inserted in the mini-lens holder (dowel pin positional tolerance =

± 10 flm). The remaining DOFs, tilt (ex' ey) and longitudinal (z), are constrained by the

mini-Iens holder pedestal (flatness tolerance = ± 20 flm). The mini-Iens array was fixed in

place using ultraviolet curing optical epoxy.

The last step involves the alignment of the mini-Iens array to the chip. First, an alumi

num spacer (see figure 4.2) was glued onto the flex-PCB. The mini-lens array was then

positioned in front of the chip and the two were brought into alignment using a technique

described in chapter 5. During the alignment process, the mini-Iens holder was free to

move in aIl six DOFs and did not come ioto physical contact with the aluminum spacer

(there was a 400 J.Ul1 gap separating the two components). Once alignment was completed,

the mini-Iens holder was fixed to the mounting spacer using roorn temperature epoxy.

4.4 Electrical packaging and high-speed testing

4.4.1 Electrical packaging design

Aphotograph of the flex-PCB is shown in figure 4.3. The flex-PCB provides connec

tivity to 207 bond pads on the CMOS chip, 64 ofwmch are high-speed lines. A total of48

pads are dedicated to ground or power connections. To minimize routing area, power and
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ground wirebonding rings are placed around the periphery of the chip. The rings are

directly connected to their respective copper plane through multiple vias. The use of

ground and power rings reduces the number ofwirebonding fingers down to 159, allowing

for ail signal traces to be routed using a four-layer flex-PCB in an area smaller than

44 x 44 mm2• A photograph ofthe region surrounding the chip appears in figure 4.4.

185mm

200-pin
high·speed
connector

;

" 0. - ~,~. 7'-~--..-- .J

OE-VL51 chip

mounting spacer

four·layerflex·PCB

Figure 4.3. Photograph orthe flex-PCB assembly.

•

44 mm

OE-VLSI chip

four-layer flex pee

.~aluminum mounting spacer
,<C

~~--powerwirebonding ring

ground wirebonding ring

~---~decoupling capacitors

Figure 4.4. Photograph showing chip-on-board flex-PCB assembly.
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Ali four copper layers (signal, power, ground, signal) are 0.5 OZ/fi2 (17 J,lm) in thick

ness and are separated by 3 mils (76 J.lIll) ofkapton (&= 3.7). The outside copper tayers are

coated with 2 mils (50.8 J.Ull) ofkapton; this results in a total board thickness of 15.8 mils

(400 J.lIll). Signal traces are 5.5 mils (140 J.1m) in width and are placed at a minimum pitch

of 10.5 mils (267 J.lI11). Given nominal material thicknesses and dielectric constant, the

calculated impedance for this coated microstrip stackup is 47.3 Cl and the propagation

delay is 5.2 ps/mm [7].

The electrical packaging bas been designed for high-speed operation (> 100 Mbit/s),

with fall and rise times shorter than 2 ns. The nominal physicallength of a signal trace

between the chip and the motherboard is about 180 mm. This corresponds to about halfthe

effective length ofa 2 ns rising edge; this means the flex-PCB must be treated as a distnb

uted system requiring proper line terminations for both input and output signais. The

choice of the line termination scheme is an important design issue. To minimize signal

reflections and maximize switching speed, one would like to terminate high-speed signal

lines with 50 Q resistors. For our implementation, however, load termination was oosuit

able for the following reasons. Input signaIs ta the chip could not be load terminated

because this required a large number ofexternal 50 Q resistors to be placed close to the

chip, resulting in a prohibitively large footprint. Output signais from the chip could not be

terminated with 50 Q loads because this would have exceeded the corrent driving capabil

ity of the CMOS output pad drivers, not to mention the thermal problems associated with

every output driver generating an average power of0.25 W. For these reasons, series ter

minations were used for both inputs and outputs to the chip. Inputs to the chip were series

tenninated by placing a 33 n series resistance at the output of the motherboard driving

electronics, this value corresponding to the difference between the line impedance (50 Q)

and the nominal output resistance (17 Q) ofthe driving electronics. Outputs from the chip

didn't require the use ofexternal matching resistors because the CMOS output driver out

put resistance was aIready slightly larger than the line impedance.

An important signal integrity issue is related to the noise created by high supply cur

rent switching transients, often referred to as simultaneous switching noise (SSN) [8].

This noise is caused by a rapid change in corrent consumption ofthe circuit (due to many
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Figure 4.5. Time-domain reflectometry (TOR) measurement showil1g typical response.

t
500mV

~

Figure 4.6. Eye diagram at 1.0 GbiVs NRZ modulation rate (pRBS 223-1).

4.4.3 Crosstalk measurements

Considering the large number ofclosely packed high-speed lines on the flex-PCB, an

important signal integrity issue is the amount of crosstalk between adjacent lînes. Here,
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• we define crosstalk as the ratio of the induced voltage amplitude to the driving voltage

amplitude. As a voltage pulse propagates down a linet it generates both forward and

reverse propagating crosstalk on adjacent lines. In generalt for traces above a ground

planet the inductive and capacitive components of reverse crosstalk are approximately

equalt have the same polarity and therefore reinforce. The amount ofreverse crosstalk cao

be calculated using [7]:

(4.1)

•

•

where D is the center-ta-center spacing between two lines and H is the trace height

above the ground plane. For our designt the closest lines have D = 105 mils and H = 3

mils, resulting in a worst-case theoretical reverse crosstalk of 7.5% between nearest

neighbor lines. Unlike reverse crosstalkt the inductive and capacitive components of for

ward crosstalk are of opposite polarity and therefore tend to cancel. For microstrip linest

however, most ofthe electric field travels through air instead ofthrough the dielectric; this

reduces the capacitive cornponent of forward crosstalk and usually results in small nega

tive forward crosstalk [7].

The amount of forward and reverse crosstalk was measured using dedicated microstrip

lines on the flex-PCB. As illustrated in figure 4.7t a 2 V pulse with 200 ps rising and fall

ing edges was applied to the near-end of an aggressor line and the amplitude of the

induced voltagest Vi and Vl! were measured at the far-end ofvictim lines 1 and 2 respec

tively. Crosstalk for other remote lines was negligible. The length of the interfering

microstrip lines was 100 mm. Measurements were performed undel different termination

conditions.

First, the forward crosstalk component was determined by using 50 il terminations at

both ends ofthe aggressor and victim lines (Rload = 50 il and &source: = 50 a). This arrange

ment eliminates the near-end refiection of reverse crosstalk. This waYt the crosstalk

response measured at the far-end is mainly due to forward crosstalk. As shown in figure

4.8, forward crosstalk is negative; it appears as a narrow negative peak on a rising edget

the width ofthe peak: being approximately equal ta the rise time.
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Figure 4.7. Experimental setup used to characterize forward and reverse crosstalk.
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Figure 4.8. Crosstalk response on both victim lines with R10ad = 50 Cl and Rsource = 50 Cl.
In this case, the response is due to negative forward crosstalk.

•

Next, the near-end of the victim lines were shorted to ground (R\oad = 50 a and

Rsource =0 a). This arrangement provides total ref1ection of the reverse crosstalk at the

near-end and results in the superposition ofboth forward and reverse crosstalk at the far

end. As shown in figure 4.9, reverse crosstalk appears as a wide negative pulse at the far

end, the width of the pulse being approximately equal to nvice the delay ofthe microstrip

line. Reverse crosstalk is positive; it appears as a negative voltage at the far-end due to the

negative ref1ection at the near-end. Reverse crosstalk amplitudes of-160 mV and -60 mV
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These measurements indicate that 5 V NRZ data propagating down a line in our sys

tem will generate a 200 mV crosstalk pulse on its nearest lines and 75 mV on the next, the

width orthe pulse being equal to twice the line delay. This translates into 4.0% and 1.5%

respectively, which is tolerable. In a worst-case situation, however, crosstalk components

origffiating from nearby lines add together. In this case, rising edges occurring simulta

neously on multiple Hnes on both sides ofa victim Hne cao generate as much as 550 mV of

crosstalk, which is significant.

4.5 Thermal design and experimental evaluation

The MQW modulators were designed to provide a change in reflectivity !:1R of 45%

when operated at Â. = 852 nm and T = 40 oC (see section 3.6.1). For tiR not to faU below

40%, the chip temperature must be stabilized to 40 ± 5 oC. Temperature stabilization is

easily achieved \vith ± 0.01 oC precision by using a TEC (from Melcor Corp., PIN CP-l.O

71-05L) in combination with a precision mini-probe thermistor (from Betatherm Corp., PI

N 10lGA1) in a closed-loop feedback configuration. The thermistor probe is 1.0 mm in

diameter and 5.0 mm long; it is inserted and fixed using thermal epoxy in a small hole

drilled on the side of the copper heat spreader pedestal, j ust undemeath the chip. The ther

mal resistance between the thennistor probe and the chip surface must be minimized to

ensure that the thermistor temperature reading is close to the actual chip temperature.

HSPICE simulations were performed to determine the average power dissipation of

the CMOS chip. Results indicate a worst-case dissipation ofabout 7.5 W, ofwhich 3.5 W

is due to the pad drivçrs. Given this thermalload, minimizing the package thermal resis

tance is essential in order to avoid the need for a multi-stage TEC or a prohibitively large

heatsink. The thermal resistance was minîmized by mounting the chip directly onto a

high-copper alloy (C18500) heat spreader using a thin layer ofsilver-filled epoxy (Epotek

mOE). This arrangement provides an excellent thermal path to the TEC due to the high

thermal conductivity ofa1loy C18500 (324 W/rnJOC).

The thermal components of the chip module are shown in figure 4_1 L A first-order

thermal network model was developed to determine the thermal resistance between the

surface ofthe silicon chip to the cold side ofthe TEC (this is referred to as the junction-to-
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• epoxy layer: the thickness of the epoxy layer was estimated to he 10 f.Ull. This was

determined experimentally by applying equal layers of epoxy between a pair of micro

scope slides and using a high-precision micrometer to measure the total thickness ofthe

slides with and without the epoxy. The thermal conductivity orthe epoxy was available

from the manufacturer: kepoxy = 2.0 W/(m·oC). This results in Repoxy = 0.062 °C/W.

• copper heat spreader: the thermal conductivity of C18500 is kcopper= 324 W/(m·oC)

[4]. The top portion of the heat spreader has an area 9.0 x 9.0 mm2 and a thickness of

3.7 mm which yields R IOP =0.14 °C/W. The bottom portion ofthe heat spreader has an

area 23 x 23 mm2 (to match the TEe dimensions) and a thickness of3.0 mm. Note that

Rbollom cannot be calculated directly using equation (4.2) because the heat originating

from the top section must spread over the area of the bottom section. One \vayof

including the thermal spreading resistance in the calculation of Rbollom is to use

Kennedy plots [5]. Using this approach, we find that Rbollom = H2/(kcopper1tII2d), where d

is the lateral dimension orthe heat source (here, li = 9.0 mm) and H2 is a parameter tbat

depends on the aspect ratio of the component and that can be read directly from the

Kennedy plots. In our case, H 2 = 0.5, which results in Rbollom = 0.097 °C/W. The beat

spreader thermal resistance is thus Rspreader = R cop + Rbollom = 0.24 °C/W.

• thermal interface pad: the manufacturer data sheet specifies a thermal resistance of

0.14°C-in2fW for an elastomer pad of20 mils (500 ).lm) thickness and assuming no

contact pressure. For a 250 J.lIll thick pad of area 23 x 23 mm!, this translates into

Rpad = 0.085 °C/W. Note that the actual value of Rpad is expected to be lower because

significant pressure results from the heatsink being clamped to the flex-PCB mount and

the fact that thermal resistance decreases with increasing pressure [12].

Using the above, one calculates the junction-to-TEC thermal resistance as follows:

Rjunccion-to-TEC = Rc:hip + R epoxy + Rspreader + R pad = 0.47 °CfV{~To validate this result, a calori

metrie assembly was built to measure the thermal resistance along the thermal path. This

was done by replacing the silicon chip with a square resistive heating element (0.5" x 0.5"
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are~ Rhealer=7.5 Cl, from Minco Corporationt PIN HK5572R7.5L12B) and substituting

the TEC with a brass spacer of identical size and known thermal resistance (for C36000

brass: kbrass = 116 W/(m·oC) [4]). Five thermistor mini-probes were inserted into small

holes drilled at specific locations in the assemblYt as shown in figure 4.12. The thermal

resistance between any two thermistors is equal to the difference in temperature (.~1)

divided by the amount ofheat f10wing through the assembly.

Theatsink

mm

Tspreader

heat~ T~ l
!!! ~

- -'~2 heater
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~
.. brass spacer
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Figure 4.12. Design ofthe calorimetric assembly.

The heating element was attached to a tall brass post made ofC36000 brass which was

attached to the heat spreader usmg a thin layer ofsilver-filled epoxy. The brass post served

two purposes. Firstt it was used to convert the 0.5n x 0.5" area ofthe heating element into

the required 9.0 x 9.0 mm2 in order to properly simulate the heat generated from the chip.

SecondlYt by inserting a pair of thermistors at a known distance in the post (heret

20.0 mm)t the amount ofheat going mto the module (QiJ can be monitored according to

the fo1I0wing equation:

• Q_ = TpOSll - Tpost2
ln R

th,post
(4.3)
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•
where TpostI and Tpost2 are the temperature readings ofthe thermistors and Rth,post is the

thermal resistance between the thermistors: Rth,pOSI = 1/(kbrasS'·area) = 2.13 °CIVI. A photo

graph of the assembled calorimetrie assembly is shown in figure 4.13. The front of the

assembly was thermally insulated to ensure that Most of the heat generated by the heating

element (Pheater= V2/Rheater) flows through the heat spreader and is not lost to the sur

rounding environment through natural convection

•

Tpost1
heating
element

Figure 4.13. Calorimetrie assembly to measure thermal resistances.

Table 4.2. Thennistor temperature data for different power settings (~oom = 23.6°C).

Pheater Tpostl Tpost2 Qin Tspreader T brass Theatsinfc
Rjunction-

la-TEe

(W) (OC) (OC) (W) (OC) (OC) (OC) (OC/W)

1.54 40.12 37.02 1.46 36.37 36.17 35.40 0.292

2.09 46.36 42.34 1.89 41.55 41.27 40.24 0.275

2.60 50.63 45.65 2.34 44.65 44.23 42.78 0.315

3.13 55.58 49.56 2.83 48.42 47.83 46.27 0.320

3.64 60.22 53.36 3.22 52.06 51.39 49.30 0.320

• 4.16 65.06 57.22 3.68 55.78 54.92 52.70 0.333
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The heating element was set to a known power setting (Pheater) and the steady-state

temperature data at each thennistor was recorded. This step was repeated for several

power settings of the heating element and the results appear in table 4.2. Note that the

amount ofheat fiowing through the brass post (QiJ is systematically less (by about 5% to

10%) than the power generated by the heating element (Phealer)' indicating that sorne ofthe

heat is being lost to the environment in spite ofthe thermal isolation. The data of table 4.2

can be used to derive the value ofRjunction-lo-TEC according to:

R - (TpOSI2 - Tbrass) R R
junction - to - TEe - Q. - bottom,post - half,brass (4.4)

ln

where Rborrom,posr corresponds to the thermal resistance between the thermistor at Tpost2

and the silver-filled epoxy and Rha/f.brass corresponds to the thermal resistance between the

thermistor at T brass and the thermal interface pad. The thermistor at TposI2 is located 2.5 mm

from the heat spreader and so Rbortom,poSI = 0.266 °Crw. The thennistor at Tbrass is located

1.6 mm into the 23 x 23 mm2 brass spacer and so Rha/f.brass =0.026 °C/W. Using the above,

the experimental value ofRjunction.to-TEC can be calculated; the results appear in the last col

umn oftable 4.2. The average value ofRjunclion-lo-TEC is equal to 0.31 ± 0.02 °CfW, which is

weil below the theoretical calculation of0.47 °CfW. A significant portion ofthis discrep

ancy is expected to originate from the interface pad having a much lower thermal resis

tance than expected due to the high contact pressure.

Another important quantity to determine is the maximum thennal load that the chip

module can dissipate under forced air convection. To do this, the brass spacer was

replaced by the TEC in the assembly of figure 4.13 and the temperature of the heat

spreader thermistor (Tspreader) was stabilized at 40 oC. The power generated by the heating

element was slowly increased and eventually reached a point where the TEC was unable

to pump additional heat out orthe module while keeping the thermistor at the set tempera

ture. This point was round to correspond to Qin = 13.1 W, which confirmed that the design

can easily withstand the worst-case thermalload produced by the chip (7.5 W)•
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4.6 Conclusion

The design and testing ofa high-performance chip module accommodating a 32 x 32

array of MQW modulators flip-chip bonded to a 9 x 9 mm2 CMOS chip was descnDed~

The module integrates a mini-Iens array, a copper heat spreader, a thermoelectric cooler

and an a1uminum heatsink~ The design simultaneously addresses the issues ofmechanical

alignment, electrical signal integrity and thermal heat dissipation~The key features of the

design are listed below:

• The chip module assembly is simple and modular~ Components are joined to one

another using dowel pins and screws~ A module can be assembled in a few minutes~

• The chip is mounted directly on a four-layer flex-PCB using a custom chip-on-board

approach, providing 207 connections to the OE-VLSI chip in an area of44 x 44 mm2~

• The electrical design uses series terminations for both inputs and output data paths~

Various techniques are used to minimize the amount ofSSN~

• Impedance-controlled lines can be operated at 1~O ObIs with an open eye diagram~ The

measured crosstalk between nearest-neighbor lines is 4.0%.

• The junction-to-TEC thermal resistance was measured to be 0.31 ± 0~02 °CIW~ This

low thermal resistance allows for the use ofa single-stage TEC and a compact heatsink

to regulate the chip at an operating temperature of40 °C~ Under forced air convection,

the module can dissipate a maximum thermal 10ad of 13~1 W while keeping the chip

temperature at T = 40 oC•

• The design implements a kinematic interface between the chip module and the înter

connect optics, allowing for the module to be manua11y replaced in the free-spaee pho

tonie backplane without the need for further adjustments~ The design and experimental

evaluation orthe kinematic interface is presented inchapter 5~
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Chapter 5:
Intra-module alignm.ent techniques

5.1 Introduction

The stringent alignment requirements of2D-FSOI systems can be significantly allevi

ated if components are packaged together to form rigid modules. The philosophy behind

this approach is to shift the burden of high-precision alignment towards the assembly of

modules in order to relax misalignment tolerances between modules and thus facilitate

system assembly and maintenance. This approach was used in the design of the photonic

backplane system described in chapter 3. The alignment ofthis system was divided into

two steps:

• Intra-module alignment: the fust step consists of aligning components together to

form rigid modules and is referred to as intra-module alignment. A good exarnple is the

assembly of the relay module, where two mini-Iens arrays are accurately aligned and

attached at each end of the block ofglass. Another example is the assembly ofthe chip

module, where a mini-Iens array is aligned and packaged with the OE-VLSI chip. Intra

module alignment techniques usually require expensive high-precision staging equip

ment and dedicated assembly rigs.

• Inter...module alignment: the second step consists of aligning modules to one another

and is referred to as inter-module alignment. A desirable attnoute is for modules to

have large misalignment tolerances, enough for passive alignment techniques to be

used during system assembly. A good example of this is the OPS and chip modules

which were designed ,vith a kinematic interface, alIowing them to be manually inserted

and removed from the system repeatedly \vith no need for further adjustments.

This chapter focuses on intra-module alignment techniques. In the general case, intra

module techniques are used to aligned a pair of20 array components in all six degrees of

freedom (DOF). The separation between the components to be aligned May range from
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10's ofmicrons to 10's ofmillimeters. The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 is

a review ofpreviously published intra-module alignment techniques, both active and pas

sive. Section 5.3 examines the problem ofaligning a lens array with an OE-VLSI chip and

two techniques are proposed. The tirst technique uses off-axis Fresnel lenses on the lens

array substrate in combination with silicon quadrant detectors on the chip (section 5.4).

The second technique uses linear off-axis Fresnel zone plates (FZPs) implemented

directlyon the CMOS chip combined with metal alignment markers on the lens array sub

strate (section 5.5). The design and experimental evaluation of each technique is pre

sented. Alternative implementations are also proposed (sections 5.5.8 and 5.5.9).

5.2 Review of previously published techniques

Several techniques for a1igning lens arrays to 2D device arrays have been proposed in

the past. These techniques can be categorized as either active or passive, the difference

being that active alignment techniques require the activation of the OE devices, whereas

lhis is not the case for passive alignment [1]. One common active technique consists of

operating an array of emitters (typically VCSELs) above threshold and brioging the lens

array ioto alignment while observing the far-field diffraction patterns of the laser beams

with a CCO camera [2][3]. Another active method uses laser feedback effects due to

reflections from the microlenses [4]. Drawbacks to active techniques are that they are time

consuming, labor intensive, expensive, and not amenable to high-volume production.

For this reason, current research has focused on the development ofpassive alignment

techniques which can be further divided into two categories: mechanical and optical meth

ods. The most conunon mechanical method uses flip-chip technology to pull parts into

position with an accuracy typically better than 2 ~m [5][6]. This technique takes advan

tage of the self-alignment capability arising from the high surface tension forces of

reflowed solder. This is shawn in figure 5.1 where a lens array substrate is a1igned to an

optoelectronic chip. The metal pads on the chip and their counterparts on the microlens

substrate may he initially separated by as much as three times the average bump radiust

but ifthe mating surfaces touch and are reasonably wettable then selt:alignment will occur

[7].
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Figure 5.1. Reflowed solder self-alignment technique.

Other mechanical methods include the selective etching of silicon material to form

grooves and hollows [8]-[10], the fabrication ofmicro-connecting plugs and sockets made

with thick photoresist [11], and the use ofdeep proton lithography to fabricate mechanical

alignment structures directly into PMMA (polymethylmethacrylate) components [12].

Mechanical methods are very promising because, beyond reducing cost, they provide an

avenue for wafer-scale integration. Ho\vever, they are generally limited to cases where the

alignment planes are close together (Le. less than a few 100's of microns) and thus they

cannot be used in situations where components are separated by Many millimeters.

Optical methods use lenses, gratings, fiducial markers, and other structure to transfer

the alignment information ofone component into the plane of the other. Optical methods

are commonly used to achieve mask-to-wafer alignment in microlithography applications

[13]. Other examples include techniques employing dual-side lithography for the mono

lithic integration ofmicrolenses on the GaAs substrate [14] and the use of Moiré fringes

[15]. These techniques were developed for applications where the gap between compo

nents is typically less than a few 100's ofmierons.

In situations where components are separated by Many millimeters, other optical tech

niques must be employed. One simple approach consists of focusing an aIignment micro

scope baek and forth between the alignment planes and using fiducial markers on both

components to perform the alignment [16J. This technique requires high-precision

micropositioning equipment because the alignment accuracy relies on the microscope

moving along a line exactly perpendicular to the alignment planes. The method is also

very tedious and cannot he readily automated. The technique is significantly improved by
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introducing a beamsplitting element halfway between the alignment planes, allowing both

planes to be imaged simultaneously with a static microscope. In one implementation of

this approach, the components are moved a\vay from each other, leaving enough space for

a beamsplitter assembly to he placed halfivay between the two [17][18]. Once both images

are registered, the beamsplitter assembly is removed and the components are carefully

brought in contact. Although this technique avoids the problem of having to focus a

microscope back and forth between the alignment planes, it requires high-quality microp

ositioners and cannot detect misalignment errors that might occur during the last steps of

the assembly process when both components are fixed together. This difficulty can be

resolved by permanently inserting a partially reflecting surface halfway between the com

ponents [19]. Although this approach does not suffer from the drawbacks of the previous

method, it requires an additional component and relies on the precise positioning of the

reflecting surface. This additional component May also introduce optical losses.

An alternative strategy relies on the use ofdedicated Fresnellenses fabricated directly

on the array components. One technique uses identical Fresnel lenses on both compo

nents, with focal lengths equal to half the component separation [20]. The lenses are pur

posely designed such that a significant fraction of the incident light be diffracted into the

zeroth order; this is easily achieved by fabricating the lenses with the wrong etch depth.

The technique is based on the monitoring ofinterference fringes generated by the overlap

ping zeroth and first diffraction orders at the output. In the implementation described in

[20], it achieved a lateral sensitivity of± 3 J.lm. This technique was used for the assembly

ofthe BCM and relay modules ofthe photonic backplane demonstrator [21].

Another technique uses ref1ective on-axis circular FZPs on one component with align

ment targets on the other [22]. In this case, the focallength ofthe FZPs is equal to the dis

tance between components. Alignment is obtained by registering the spots generated by

the reflective FZPs with the alignment targets. This method was demonstrated with a lat

eral sensitivity of± 9 f.Ull [22].

A significant advantage of the last t\vo techniques is that they allow for the state of

alignment to be monitored as the components are attached to one another. This is very

convenient because it allows for misalignment errors (e.g. misalignment during glue cur-

•

•
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ing due to glue shrinkage) to be detected and compensated for. White these techniques can

provide accurate lateraI and rotational alignment information, their sensitivity to longitu

dinal and tilt misalignment is limited by the.fnumber of the Fresnel lenses. For example,

the sensitivity to longitudinal misaIignment of the techniques demonstrated in [20] and

[22] was of the order of± 50 J.1rn, making them inappropriate for applications requiring

accurate alignment in the longitudinal and tilt DOFs.

5.3 Problem definition: aligoing a lens array to a OE-VLSI chip

•

The misalignment tolerance analysis of section 4.2.1 showed that integrating a mini

lens array with the OE-VLSI chip improved the lateral, rotational and longitudinal toler

ances orthe chip module at the expense oftighter tilt tolerances. The discussion ofchapter

7 will fonnalize this classicaI trade-off between lateral and tilt tolerances; it will also be

shown that a proper balance between lateral and tilt tolerances (a requirement for mis

alignment-tolerant systems) cao only be achieved by integrating lens array compooents

with the OE-VLSI chip. There is thus a need for cost-effective and accurate intra-module

alignment techniques for aligning lens arrays with OE-VLSI chips.

8 x 8 arrayof
mini-Ienses

Figure 5.2. Six-DOF alignment ofa mini-fens array to an OE-VLSI chip.

z~ longitudinal (xl =± 125 1lm

123

tilt (Ox, Oy) :: ± 0.120

lateral (x,y) :: ±8.0 flm

rotational (Oz):: ± 0.100

misalignment toleranees
OE-VLSI ehip
(9 x 9 mm2)

fused sUiea substrate
(14 x 14 mm2, 1 mm thiek)
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The following sections present two novel intra-module alignment techniques designed

for the assembly of the chip module. The alignment prohlem they each try to solve is

descrihed in figure 5.2: an 8 x 8 array of diffractive mini-Ienses fahricated on a

14 x 14 mm! fused silica substrate is required to he aligned to a 32 x 32 array of GaAs

MQW modulators flip-chip on a 9 x 9 mm! OE-VLSI chip. The mini-Iens array must be

aligned in ail six OOFs (x, y, z, 9x' 9y, 9J. The tolerances associated with each OOF are

included in figure 5.2; they are the same as the tolerances found in the last column oftable

4.1. This is because the tolerances of table 4.1 were calculated for the case of the chip

being misaligned with respect to a perfectly aligned optical system, which is equivalent to

a chip module having sorne misalignment between the chip and the mini-lens array.

Note that the techniques to be presented are not limited to the specific problem of

aligning a lens array ta a chip; they are general and can he used in a variety ofother situa

tions. Bath alignment techniques use off-axis Fresnellenses on one component to generate

optical alignment features in the plane of the other. These techniques differentiate them

selves from previous optical methods in that they are sensitive to ail six OOfs and amena

ble to automated assembly.

5.4 Technique #1: off-axis Fresnellenses and on-chip quadrant detectors

The ÎJ.rst alignment technique is presented in figure 5.3 and works as follows. Four

collimated beams are incident orthogonal to off-axis Fresnel lenses located on the periph

ery ofthe mini-Iens substrate. As shown in figure 5.4, an off-axis Fresnellens represents a

portion ofa larger on-axis Fresnel lens and focuses an incident beam at an off-axis angle

«p. The focallength ofthe off..axis Fresnellenses is chosen to be equal to that of the minî

lenses,fmini = 8.50 mm.

The off-axis Fresnellenses focus the incident beams on quadrant detectors located on

the OE-VLSI chip. In our implementation, the quadrant detectors are silicon photodiodes

fabricated using the 1.5 J.lm CMOS process; details orthe photodiode design are given in

section 5.4.3. Because the off:axis lenses and quadrant detectors are fabricated using

microlithographic techniques, their position is detmed to micron precision. The design is

such that under conditions ofperfect alignment~ each beam is focused exactly at the center
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ofils respective quadrant detectors. An essential feature of this alignment technique is the

off-axis operation ofthe Fresnellenses, resulting in an increased sensitivity to tilt and lon

gitudinal misalignment.

off-axis Fresnellenses

Figure 5.3. Description ofalignment technique #1.•

mini-Iens array

diffractive off-axis
Fresnellens

~ -/on--chip quadrant
detectors

14+---- f ----...

• '

Figure 5.4. Operation ofa diffiactive oft:axis Fresnellens.
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tivelYr Each element has- dimensions d x d. Elements are separated by a small gap, g,

whose minimum size is determined by the design mies ofthe CMOS process.

Vi

~I
,....-------.,

-----+ Ui

@
Figure 5.6. Representation ofquadrant detector i and its relevant parameters.

It is assumed that the incident beams are focused ioto spots with a Gaussian intensity

distnoution ofradius Cl) and that the detector elements have equal and unifonn responsivi

ties. It is useful to define the following functions:

( lb -+ 1 .) - (1 .+ I d -)M . = 1 CI al 1

:CI lai + lbi + Ici + Idi

( l .+ lb -) - (l .+ I d -)M . = al l Cl 1

yr lai + lbi + ICi + ldi

(5.1)

(5.2)

Using the parameters detined in figure 5.6, itcan be shown that (see appendix B):

{
g/2+cl-U.ri} rt{g/2-Uri} ~g/2+Uxi} ~g/2+cl+U.ri}erf -e . +er -er

m/ .fi CJ) / Ji fi / .fi m/ .fi
M.ri(uri) = (5.3)

. erJg/2+d-U.ri}_erJg/2- U.ri}_erJ g/2 + U:ci} + erJg/2+d+ U:Ci}
Jl m/.fi Jl m/Ji il m/.fi il m/.fi

•
~
g/2+d-VVi} rt{g/2-VVi} ~g/2+VVi} rt{g/2+cl+VVi}er -e +er -e

oo/.fi 00/Ji m/.fi ro/.fi
Myi(vyi) = -----------------------

erJg/ 2 + d-VVi}_erf{g/2-VVi}_erJg/2+VVi} + e..Jg/2+d+VYi}
Jl m/.fi m/Ji il o>/.fi 'Jl m/Ji
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The final step consists ofcorrecting for chip misalignment~ This is achieved by mount

ing the chip on a six-OOF micropositioning stage. The best approach at implementing the

alignment system is to use an analog-to-digital (A-to-D) convertercard to sample the pho

tocurrent signais and a computer to calculate the six-DOF misalignment of the chip. Fur

thennore, by controlling both the A-to-D converter and the micropositioning stage with

the computer, it becomes possible to operate the alignment system as a closed feedback

loop, opening the way for high-accuracy automated alignment in aU six OOFs.

Considering that the accuracy ofa quadrant detector improves as the beam gets closer

to its center, the sequence of (i) measuring photocurrents, (ii) calculating chip misalign

ment and (Hi) correcting for chip misalignment, is required to be iterated a few limes for

the alignment to be optimized.

5.4.3 Design of CMOS..compatible quadrant detectors

Four different types ofvertical photodiodes can be implemented in a standard p-well

CMOS process and they are shown in figure 5~7. The photodiodes of figure 5.7(a), (h) and

(c) are created by fonning a reverse-biased junction between a p-doped region and the n

type substrate. The structure of figure 5.7(d) is different; it comprises oftwo photodiodes

operating in parallel, one formed between the n+ implant and the p-well, the other

between the p-well and the n-type substrate.

oxide layer metal contact

•

n+ p+ n+ p+ n+ p+ n+ n+ p+

n-type substrate

p-n p+-p-n p+-n n+-p-n
photodiode photodiode photodiode photodiode

(a) (b) {cl (d)

Figure 5~7. Four-different types ofCMOS-compatible vertical photodiodes.
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Note that lateral photodiodes are also possible in a CMOS process but were not con

sidered here beeause of their limited photodetection area, making them poor candidates

for their use as large-area alignment detectors.

Electrical and optical properties (dark current, eapacitance, responsivity spectrum) of

vertical CMOS~compatible photodiodes have been characterized by Aubert et aL [27].

The desirable attnoutes of a large-area alignment detector are a high responsivity and a

low surface resistivity. Capacitance and dark CUITent are not critical in this case because

measurements are performed at low speeds and the signal photocurrent is Many orders of

magnitude larger than the dark current. Considering the long absorption lengili in silicon

at 850 nm (-14 J.lm [28]), a high responsivity requires a thick depletion regjon. The thick

ness of the depletion region is maximized by forming a JUDction between regions of low

doping levels that extend as deep as possible into the substrate. In a CMOS process, the

best way of achieving this is to fonn a junetion between the p-well and the n-type sub

strate. Forthis reason, the photodiode structure of figure 5.7(c), fonned between a shallow

p+ implant and the n-type substrate, was promptly discarded due to its poor responsivity.

The responsivities ofthe remaining three structures are approximately equal [27].

•

•

oxide layer
i4---d--~

metal contact

•
n-type-substrate

Figure 5.8. A quadrant detector implemented in a standard 1.5 J.lID. CMOS process.
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For large-area detectors, the surface resistivity of the anode contact must be minï

mized. This is required to facilitate the collection of charges generated far from the con

tact. Surface resistivity can be reduced by placing a p+ implant across the surface ofthe p

weil. This is the reason why the photodiode structure of figure 5.7(b) was preferred over

the other designs. A photograph and layout orthe quadrant detector used in our alignment

system is shown in figure 5.8.

To minimize the possibility of crosstalk between adjacent detector elements, distinct

p-wells are used, separated by a n+ implant. Anode contacts are located at the far corner of

each element, away from the detector center, avoiding shadowing effects as the spot con

verges towards perfect alignment. Parameters cl and g, introduced in figure 5.6, are speci

fied by the layout ofthe detector elements: cl corresponds to the width of the p-well region

and g corresponds to the width of the central metal contact. In our design, cl = 139.1 J.1m

and g = 10.9 J,lm.

An important design detail concems the presence ofa silicide mask in the CMOS pro

cess [29]. As CMOS technology proceeds further into the deep sub-micron regime, poly

silicon traces are increasingly being silicided to reduce their resistance. This causes a

problem for CMOS detectors because silicided regions are opaque. The 1.5 J.l.m CMOS

technology used in our design was non-silicided and so this was not issue. For silicided

CMOS processes, this problem can be avoided by protecting the detector area by specify

ing appropriate blocking regions in the silicide mask.

5.4.4 Responsivity measurements

Detector responsivity was initially measured at 852 nm using a large Gaussian spot

size (3coSpOI - 100 J,lm), enough to cover most of the area of a detector element. A 5 V

reverse-bias was applied to the diode. Measurements performed on multiple detector ele

ments yielded an average responsivity of0.15 ± 0.02 A/W.

Due to the large spot size used~ the previous measurement was not sensitive to non

uniformities across the area of the detector. To cbaracterize the detector uniformity, a

measurement setup was constructed that aUowed for a small spot me (3COspOI"" 21 J.111l) to

be scanned across the surface orthe detector, foUowing a high-resolution 2D grid. At each

point on the grid, the incident optical power and the generated photocurrent on aU four ele-• Chapter 5: Intra-module alignment techniques 131
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ments were measured. This process was automated using the GPm capabilities ofthe opti

cal power meter and micropositioning stage. Photocurrent signais were amplified and

sampled using a 16-bit A-to-D card inserted in a computer. The measurement setup was

automated using Lahview.

A typical responsivity scan appears in figure 5.9. The responsivity is not uniform, with

more than 50% variations across the surface ofan element. Multiple detectors were char

acterized; in aIl cases, a responsivity profile similar to that of figure 5.9 was round.
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Figure 5.9. Responsivity map ofa four-element CMOS detector.

5.4.5 Discussion

The main motivation behind the use of on-chip quadrant detectors was the ease with

which the alignment setup could he controlled by a computer.. Furthermore, the alignment

system can readily he operated as a closed feedhack loop, with the computer a1so control

ling the positioning stage holding the chip, resulting high-accuracy automated alignment

in all six DOFs..

Unfortunately, the non-uniformities found in the detector responsivity were fatal to the

proper operation of the alignment technique. The mathematical derivation ofappendix B,• Cbapter 5: Intra-module alignment techniques 132



•
ments: (i) the use of linear FZPs (instead of circular FZPs), resulting in a more efficient

use of silicon area and (ii) the use of off-axis FZPs (instead of on-axis FZPs), offering

increased sensitivity in the longitudinal and tilt DOFs.

CCO image showing
cross pattern aligned

to metal targets.

\
~

~

1
1

1,
~ ,';

..... _-------_.-,-...-

optical
cross

pattern

fused silica
substrate

mini-Jens ---i-+---,.

array ~~~~~~~~

incident beam:
wide, collimated

and monochromatic•
Figure 5.10. Description ofalignment technique #2.

The allgnment technique works as follows. A wide, collimated, and monochromatic

beam is incident orthogonal to the OE-VLSr chip. The portion ofthe incident beam. falling

outside the region occupied by mini-lenses traverses the fused silica substrate and illumi

nates reflective off-axis linear FZPs located on the periphery of the OE-VLSr chip. The

facallength ofFZPs is equal to the focallength orthe mini-Ienses:f",ini = 8.50 mm_

The FZPs are fabricated using the top Metal layer of the CMOS process, as shawn in

figure 5.11. The use of linear FZPs, as opposed to circular FZPs offer two significant

advantages. First, linear FZPs are easier to design and their rectangular geometries are

readily compatible \vith commercial integrated circuit layout CAD tools. Secondly, linear

FZPs consume much less silicon area. For example, the FZP in our design could be made

as small as 100 J.Ull x 1000 ~. Assuming a pair ofFZPs at each corner of the 9 x 9 mm2
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chip, the area consumed by the FZPs represents less than 1% of the total silicon area. In

comparison, four on-axis circular FZPs with the same.fnumber would consume 3.9% of

the chip area, about four times more.

Figure 5.11. Photographs ofthe off-a.xis FZP fabricated on the CMOS chip.

A single linear FZP focuses the incident plane wave into a Hne; a pair ofoff-axis linear

FZPs oriented at 90° to each ather is used to generate a cross pattern in the focal plane.

Due to the off-axis operation of the FZPs, the trajectory traversed by the center point ofa

cross pattern does not follow a line perpendicular ta the chip. This means that the center

point ofthe cross pattern shifts lateraUy as it is imaged at different planes along the optical

axis, as shown in figure 5.12.

In the împlementation offigure 5.10, one FZP pair is placed in every cornerofthe OE

VLSI chip. Chrome alignment targets, in the form ofinverted crosses, are deposited on the

mini-lens array substrate; these are lithographically-defined with respect to the minî

lenses. Six-OOF alignment is achieved by positioning the mini-lens array substrate such

that all chrome targets are registered with the focused cross patterns. Note that only three

FZP pairs are necessary; the fourth pair 1s redundant. This is because the center of three

•

•
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cross patterns in the focal plane uniquely specifY the position and orientation (Le. aU six

nOFs) orthe mini-Iens substrate with respect to the chip.

100 Ilm in front
of focal plane.

Exactly at the
focal plane.

100 Ilm behind
the focal plane.

Figure 5.12. ccn images orthe cross pattern at 3 different planes along the optical axis.

S.S.1 Sources of errors

Three sources oferror limit the accuracy ofthis technique. The most important error is

due to the incident beam not being perfectly orthogonal to the chip, resulting in the lateral

shift orthe optical crosses in the plane orthe mini-lens array. We define the angle between

the incident beam and the chip to be 90o-~. Techniques developed to minimize the value

ofJ} are presented in sections 5.5.4 and 5.5.5.

The second contribution is due to the error injudging when an optical cross is properly

centered on its alignment target. This decentration error is defined by a quantity Ô,

expressed in microns. The value of ô depends on various features of the experirnental

setup, including the magnification orthe imaging system, the width ofthe focallines mak

mg up the cross patterns, the resolution ofthe CCD camera, the mechanical stability ofthe

positioning equipment and the use of image processing software. The value of ô for the

setup descnDed in sections 5.5.4 and 5.5.5, which use a x50 microscope objective, was

estimated to he 2 J,lm. Finally, the third source oferror is due ta the finite accuracy of the

microlithography processes that are used to fahricate the FZPs on the chip and the align

ment targets on the mini-Iens substrate. This last contribution is usually negligible com

pared to the previous two and so it is discarded in what follows.

•
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5.5.2 Design considerations

The longitudinal and tilt alignment sensitivity improve as the off:axïs angle, ct-,

ÏDcreases. The oft:axis angle is defined in figure 5.10; it corresponds to the angle between

a vector nonnal to the chip and the vector connecting the center ofthe FZP to the center of

its corresponding alignment target when perfectly aligned. The off-axis angle can be

increased in two ways: (i) by increasing the diffraction angle on the outside edge of the

FZP (gedge) by adding high-order zones and (ii) by removing low·order zones on the inside

ofthe FZP. The maximum value ofaedge is limited by the minimum feature size allowable

by the fabrication technology. In our Implementation, this limitation was dictated by the

CMOS design mie for the top metal layer that specifies a minimum Metal width of2.0 J.lm

and a minimum spacing of2.0 J,lm. The relationship between 8edge and the grating period,

p, is specified by the grating equation [30]:

where nt i5 the diffraction order and À. is wavelength. Assuming "' = 1, À. = 0.85 J.1II1

andp = 4.0 f.lm, this results in a maximum edge diffraction angle ofaedge = 12.3°.

The removal oflow-orderzones increases the value of~ but reduces the FZP aperture;

this increases the width of the focal lines fonning the cross patterns, resulting in an

increase or5. This leads to the following design compromise. On the one hand, too small a

value of 4l yields a poor sensitivity to longitudinal (z) and tilt (e.l:' ay) misalignments. On

the other hand, increasing the value of ~ by removing low-order zones increases ô and

eventually decreases the sensitivity in the lateral (x, y) and rotational (aJ DOFs. Deter

mining the optimal value of ~ using an analytic approach is difficult to do in general

because it requires the prior knowledge ofthe relationship between et- and Ô, which is spe

cifie to the experimental setup.

S.S.3 Experimental setup requirements

The experimental setup must fulfill the following set of objectives: generate a wide,

collimated and monochromatic incident beam, minimize the value ofl3 (defined in 5.5.1),

•

•

. (e ) nt À.SIn edge =-
p
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provide a higb-magnification image of the optical crosses and the alignment markers, and

provide accurate and stable 6-DOF positioning ofthe mini-Iens array substrate.

Two techniques were developed to achieve the above; they differ in their approach at

minimizing the value ofp. The first approach (section 5.5.4) is derived from the technique

used in [31]; it uses the retroref1ection 0 f an incident wave from the surface 0 f the cbip to

determine and minimize the value of 13. The second approach (section 5.5.5) is novel and

uses in situ diffiactive structures fahricated directly on the mini-Iens substrate to control

the orthogonality ofthe incident wave.

5.5.4 RetroreOected beam alignment technique

This technique is descnoed in figure 5.13. The optical train generates a wide beam that

is collimated using a lens of focallengthh. First~ the chip is inserted and secured in place

(the mini-Iens substrate is not present at this point). As shown by the dotted lines in figure

5.13, the beam reflected trom the chip is refocused by the lens and can be observed (using

CCD camera #1) at the front focal plane where a thin pellicle has been inserted. The pelli

cie is partially reflective; this allows for the retroreflected spot to be observed at the same

time as the spot incident in the opposite direction. The pellicle is a few microns thick; tbis

avoids undesirable ghost images of the spots. The use of a pellicle is preferred to the pin

hole used in [31] because it allows for the retroreflected spot to remain visible even under

conditions of large beam misalignments.

pelliele Risleybeam
steerers

4..--1;--.

oe·VlSI
chip

cm #1 cm #1-

Figure 5.13. Experimental setup using the retroreflected beam alignment technique.

Next, Risley beam steerers are rotated until the retroretlected spot overlaps with the

incident spot at the pellicle plane. At this point~ the incident beam is orthogonal to the chip

and the value of 13 is minjmized. The worst-case value of 13 is given by:• Chapter 5: Intra-module alignment techniques 138
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(S.7)

where & corresponds to the decentration error involved injudging the aligmnent ofthe

retroreflected spot relative to the incident spot. Equation (5.7) remains valid regardless of

the distance separating the collimating leos and the chip (i.e. the chip is not required to be

one focal leogth away from the collimating lens). Next, the mini-Iens substrate is attached

to a 6-DOF micropositiooiog stage and inserted in front of the chip. Final alignment is

obtained by registering the alignment targets of the mini-Iens substrate to the optical

crosses geoerated by the oo-chip FZPs using CCD camera #2.

An important limitation of the retroreflectioo technique is that it relies 00 the surface

of the chip to be optically flat, which is not necessarily the case with standard CMOS

chips. Furthermore, the addition of flip-chip üE devices 00 the CMOS chip further

degrades the surface flatness. This translates ioto an abberated retroreflected spot, leading

to a large value of&. To demonstrate this, the setup of figure S.13 was constructed using a

collimating lens withh = 100 mm and the OE-VLSI chip of figure 3.10. A photograph of

the retroreflected spot in the plane ofthe pellicle appears in figure 5J4(a), showing a large

aInount ofaberrations and a spot diameter 0 f -120 J.lm.

(a) (h)

Figure 5.14. Retroreflected spot from (a) the OE-VLSr chip and (h) a 100% minor.

Taking the value of & to be equal ta halfthe spot diameter, equation (S.7) leads to a

worst-case ~ = 0.017°. Next, the OE-VLSI chip was replaced with. a 100% dielectric mir-
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ror with an optical flatness of VIO. The resulting retroreflected spot, shown in figure

5.14(b), is much smaller with a diameter of-20 1lID, leading to a worst-case 13 = 0.0030
•

This serves to illustrate how poor chip flatness can significantly degrade the accuracy

ofthe retroreflection technique. Although the accuracy can always be improved by further

increasing the focallength fc, this can only be done at the expense ofa bulkier setup.

5.5.5 ln Situ beam alignment technique

A novel alignment technique was developed to address the limitations orthe previous

method. A diagram orthe optical train is shown in figure 5.15. The technique works as

follows.

CCD

Figure 5.15. Experimental setup using the in situ beam alignment technique.•

collimating
lens

Risley beam
steerers

mini·lens
substrate

OENLSI
chip

First, the mini-Iens substrate and the chip are both inserted in the alignment setup. The

chip is secured in place and the mini-lens is attached to a 6-00F micropositioning stage.

The next step consists ofremoving tilt misalignment between the mini-Iens substrate and

the chip. Tilt misalignment can be observed using the interference fringes produced by

partial reflections from the mini-lens substrate and the chip surface, as shown in figure

5.16. This requires the use ofa laser source with a coherence length that is at least 2 X fmini.

Interference fringes are difficult to observe ifthe reflectivity ofthe mini-Iens substrate

is low, which is especially true ifthe substrate has been anti-reflection coated at the oper

ating wavelength of the OE devices. To avoid this problem and increase the fringe con

trast, it 1S often necessary to design and operate a11 alignment features at a different

wavelength (e.g. ReNe laser at 633 nm)•
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Figure 5.16. Interference fringes between the mini-lens substrate and the chip surface, due
to tilt misalignment. The upper-Ieft corner of the chip is shown.

The amount of tilt misalignment (~ax, ~ay) is determined by measuring the fringe sep

aration; tbis can be conveniently done by counting the number of fringes, N, over a dis

tance L along a line perpendicular to the fringe pattern. The tilt misalignment (about an

axis paral1el to the fringe pattern) is given by:

For example, the fiinge pattern in figure 5.16 shows 12 fringes (oriented at approxi

mately 45° in the figure) over a distance of2.2 mm, which translates in a tilt misalignment

of0.13° at Â. = 850 om. By carefully adjusting the tilt orthe mini-lens substrate, the num

ber of fringes was brought down to 2 over the same distance, leading to a worst-case tilt

misalignment of0.022°.

Next, the incident beam. is aligned orthogonal to the chip. This is acmeved using in situ

linear FZPs fabricated directly on the mini-lens substrate, as shown in figure 5.17. The

focallength ofthe FZPs is equal to 2 X hini. As a result, the incident beam is focused back

ioto a line towards the center of the FZP. Using this scheme, any angular deviation

between the in~identbeam and the chip results in the decentration ofthe focalline relative

to the FZP center. Risley beam steerers are used to center the focalline on the FZP. To

facilitate this adjustment, metal alignment targets are deposited in place of the central

•

•

(N'À.) NA
~a = atan 2L :: 2L
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Fresnel zone~ As shown in figure 5.17, two linear FZPs, oriented at 90° to each other, are

required to perform S,r and Sy beam angular alignment.

Figure 5.1 7. Orthogonal beam alignment using in situ 0 ff-axis linear FZPs.•
incident beam:

wide, collimated
and monochromatic
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The worst-case angular deviation between the incident beam and chip is given by:

where 3 corresponds to the error made in judging when the focalline is properly cen

tered on the alignment targets. For the experimental setup of figure 5.15, it was round that

3 = 2 ).lm andfroini = 8.50 mm, whîch results in 13 = 0.0067°. This is to be compared with

13 = 0.017° obtained using the retroreflection technique and with 13 = 0.09° obtained in

[22]. Comparison of equations (5.7) and (5.9) shows that the in situ technique is more

accurate than the retroretlection technique if ô/fmini < elfe, which. may be the case with a

textured or non-planar chip surface.

A significant advantage ofthe in situ technique is its ease ofuse; it allows for all ofthe

misalignment information (angular deviation of the incident beam. and the 6-DOF mis-•

( 3) 813 = atan -- =--
2fmini 2fmini
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alignment of the mini-lenses) to he simultaneously monitored, in the same observation

plane, using a single CCD camera~ Additionally, the in situ technique is more compact

because it does not require the use ofa long focallength collimating lens~

5.5.6 Worst-case misalignment errors

General closed-fonn expressions for the worst-case misalignment errors are derived as

follows. We start by assuming a perfectly aligned mini-Iens array, with an incident coUi

mated beam making an angle 90° -13 with the surface of the chip. For each OOF, the

worst-case misalignment error is obtained by determining the maximum misalignment of

the mini-Iens substrate, in that OOF, which results in optical crosses being decentered by

an amount equal to Ô. Given the above, the worst-case lateral error(~x, ây) corresponds to

the mini-Iens array being laterally misaligned by an amount:

âx = ~y = Ô+fminitan(l3) (5.10)

•
The rotational error (~9J is derived by considering the rotational angle required for

optical crosses located at opposite corners of the mini-Iens array to be decentered by an

amountô:

(5.11)

where dt corresponds to the center-to-center distance between a pair ofalignment tar

gets located on the same side of the mini-Iens substrate. The longitudinal error (Az) is

given by the axial displacement required for optical crosses to be decentered by an amount

less or equal to ô:

where, is the ort:axîs angle of the linear FZPs, defined in section 5.5.1. In practice, a

large value of~ is desirable because it reduces Az and so we can assume .p » Il.
The tilt misalignment error (~9v Aey) corresponds to alignment targets on opposite

sides orthe mini-lens substrate being defocused by an amount~ in opposite directions:•

~z = ô
tan(~ -13)
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As indicated by equations (5.12) and (5.13), the larger the off-axis angle, the more

sensitive the technique ta longitudinal and tilt misalignments.

S.S.7 Experimental results for the accuracy of technique #2

Given the value of~, equations (5.10)-(5.13) are used to calculate the worst-case mis

alignment error between the mini-Iens arrayand the OE-VLSI chip. In our design~ the sep

aration between the mini-Ienses and the chip is fmini = 8.50 mm, and the center-to-center

distance between a pair alignment targets on the same side ofthe rnini-Iens array substrate

is dt = 7150 flm. The FZPs were designed with an off-axis angle cp = 8.90°. The value ofô

was determined experimentally ta be 2 flrn under x 50 magnification. The worst-case error

is calculated for both orthogonal beam alignment techniques and the results are compared

in table 5.L The techniques differ rnainly in their sensitivity to tilt misalignments, the use

ofinterference fringes improving the tilt sensitivity by an order ofmagnitude in this case.

Table 5.1. Worst-case misalignment errors forboth beam alignment techniques.

Worst-Case
RetroreOected Beam In Situ Beam

Misalïgnmeot Error
Aligoment Technique Aligoment Technique
(ô = 2 J.Ul1, & = 50 J.1m) (ô = 2 J,lm)

Bearn Deviation «(3) 0.017° 0.0067°

Lateral (~, ây) 4.5 J,lm 3.0 f.Ull

Rotational (L\9J 0.023° 0.023°

Longitudinal (Az) 13 J-lm 13 flrn

Tilt (L\Ox, â9y) 0.20° 0.022°

The results of table 5.1 are to be compared with the tolerance budget listed in figure

5.2 and repeated here for convenience: àx", L\y = 8.0 J-lm, L\9;: = 0.10°, ôz = 125 J.1Dl and

L\9x , L\9y = 0.12°. The results indicate that the in situ beam alignment easily satisfy ail

requirements of the tolerance budget. The in situ beam alignment technique is also pre

ferred because ofits ease ofuse and compactness.• Chapter5: Intra-module alignment techniques t44
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S.S.8 Improved implementation of technique #2

The implementation offigure 5.10 was found to be awkward to use in practice because

no alignment information could be inferred from measurements perfonned on a single

alignment target. For example, the decentration ofa cross pattern May be caused by a lat

erai misalignment, a longitudinal misalignment, or a combination ofboth. This ambiguity

could only be resolved by measuring the decentration of another cross pattern, located at

the other corner orthe chip. The consequence ofthis is that the operator is forced to travel

back and forth between two alignment targets to determine the misalignment in one DOF.

This inconvenience has led to the proposai of an alternative implementation which is

shown in figure 5.18.

• - ~~--t-Ti':t:N:r

IIIIIIIII~II
1IIIllii

metal alignm
enrrufer

incident beam:
wide. collimated

and monochromatic

mini-tens
array

Figure 5.18. An improved implementationofalignment technique #2.

This implementation uses pairs ofoff-axis linear FZPs on each side of the chip com

bined with metal alignment features fabricated on the mini-lens substrate. As before, a

wide and collimated beam is incident orthogonal to the on-chip FZPs and the light is

reflected from the FZPs and focused ioto lines in the plane of the mini-Iens array. In this

case, the alignment features are designed as Metal mlers and are used to measure the posi

tion and separation between two parallel focallines: the separation between focallines is a• Cbapter 5: Intra-module alignment techniques 145
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measure of longitudinal misalignment whereas their position relative to the center ofthe

Metal roler is a measure of lateral misalignment. The FZP3 are designed such that perfect

alignment of a Metal mler corresponds to a pair of focal lines being separated by a dis

tance D and symmetrically positioned about the center of the metal ruler. The advantage

ofthis type oflayout is that both lateral and longitudinal misalignment information can be

directly inferred from measurements perfonned on a single alignment feature. Defining x+

and x- to be the distance separating each focallines from the center ofthe horizontal Metal

rulels (see inset of figure 5.18), the lateral (àx) and longitudinal (&) misalignments of the

Metal mler are calculated as follows:

+ A.t: = x -x

+ -
~z = X +x -D

2 tanep

(5.14)

(5.15)

•
where cp is the off-axis angle defmed earlier in section 5.5.2. Using the definition of

equation (5.15) and the implementation of figure 5.18, a positive value of~ corresponds

to the mini-lens substrate being too close to the chip. Note that the lateral misalignment

infonnation from two alignment mlers located on opposite sides orthe mini-lens array can

be used to determine the rotational misalignment (à9J orthe mini-Iens. Similarly, the lon

gitudinal misalignment information from three alignment rulers is sufficient to determine

the tilt misalignment (~9X' à9y ) ofthe mini-lens substrate. Consequently, three alignment

mielS, combined with three pairs ofoff-axis FZPs on the chip, are sufficient to determine

the mini-Ienses misalignment in aU six DOFs.

5.5.9 Automating alignment technique #2 using on-chip detectors

Assuming that on-chip detectors with uniform responsivity are available, the imple

mentation of figure 5.18 can he automated by placing the oft:axis FZPs on the mini-Iens

substrate and position detectors on the chip, as shown in figure 5.19. Additional benefits to

this approach are that (i) quadrant detectors can be made compact and thus consume less

silicon area than FZPs and (ü) FZPs implemented as multiple phase levellenses on the

mini-Iens substrate offer a higher diffraction efficiency.• Chapter 5: Intra-module alignment techniques l46
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Figure 5.19. Novel implementation using on-chip quadrant detectors.

•

•
In the implementation offigure 5.19, the detectors are designed with elements that are

triangular in shape. Each pair of off-axis FZPs on the mini-lens substrate produces two

focallines in the plane ofchip, one line falling on elements a and b, the other on elements

c and d. Ail four elements produces equal photocurrents when each focal line is centered

on its respective pair ofdetector elements; this corresponds to focal lines being separated

by a distance D and centered on the four-element detector. The four photocurrents (la, lb'

le, Id) are used to calculate the lateral (Àx) and longitudinal (~) misalignments of that

four-element detector relative to the mini-lenses:

(
Ib+ld-l -l )âx = a C xD
la + lb + le + Id

(5.16)

(
lb+ld- l -[) ( D )M - a e X

la + lb + le + Id 2tan4l
(5.17)

Using previons arguments, it cao be shown that three four-element detectors, a total of

12 photocurrents, are sufficient to determine the chip misalignment in all six DOfs.

• Cbapter 5: Intra-module alignment techniques 147
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Careful examination offigure 5.19 reveal that it is very sunilar to alignment technique

#1 (figure 5.3) but with the following significant improvements. First, linear off-axis FZPs

are easier to design than circular off-axis Fresnellenses and consume much less area. Sec

ondly, the use ofa pair of focal Hnes on four triangular-shaped elements, as opposed to a

small focal spot on four square-shaped elements, results in a more robust measurement

technique. To see this, consider figure 5.20 which compares both types ofdetectors under

conditions ofperfeet alignment. For the detector with square-shaped elements, most ofthe

incident power is lost to the gap between elements; thus, as the spot converges towards the

center of the quadrant detector, the signal-to-noise ratio deteriorates. This problem cao be

reduced by increasing spot size, but this is done at the expense ofaceuraey [26]. This sig

nal-to-noise problem i5 not present if triangu1ar-shaped elements are used because only a

small amount oflight is lost to the gap, irrespective ofthe focal line position. Furthermore,

the use of focal lines, which extend over a larger area of the detector, make the measure

ment less sensitive to non-uniformities in responsivity.

@

@@

d @
square-shaped triangular-shaped

Figure 5.20. Comparing two types offour-element detectors.

Finally, the use of detectors with triangular-shaped elements dramatically simplifies

the calculation ofthe six-DOF misalignment ofthe chip, avoiding the intricacies ofappen

dix B. There are two reasons for this simplification. Filst, the position of the focal lines

can he solved explicitly frOID the photocurrent signais (see equations (5.16) and (5.17»,

whereas a numerical solution was required in the case ofquadrant detectors (see equations

(5.3) and (5.4», which prompted the use oflook-up tables. More importantly, the use of

focallines whose length extends beyond the area orthe triangular-shaped elements allows

for DOFs to be decoupled from each other. For example, the photoeurrents ofthe triangu-• Chapter 5: fntra-module alignment techniques 148
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= 13 J.U11, (à8x, à8y ) = 0.022°, à9: = 0.023°. This satisfies the requiréments of the mis

alignment tolerance budget listed in figure 5.2.
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Chapter 6:
Inter-module alignment techniques

6.1 Introduction

The previous chapter presented various alignment techniques used to package compo

nents together to fonn rigid modules, a task referred to as intra-module alignment. The

other aspect of the alignment problem, which is the subject of this chapter, concems the

alignment ofmodules to one another, a task referred to as inter-module alignment.

Intra-module and inter-module alignment techniques are inherently different in nature

due to the physical scale of the problem they each try to solve. Intra-module alignment

features (e.g. 50lder bumps, silicon V-grooves, fiducial makers) are typically of the micro

scopie scale. This introduces the demand for a complex micro-packaging infrastructure

capable of perfonning the tasks of component handling, misalignment monitoring and

micropositioning [1]. Once alignment is achieved, components are permanently fixed in

place, usually through the use ofadhesives or solder.

Conversely, inter-module alignment features are orders of magnitude larger in size

(e.g. dowel pins, baseplate grooves). The requirement here is for modules to be brought

into alignment without the need for complex optical setups and expensive staging equip

ment. Practical 2D-fSOI systems will need to be tield-serviceable and therefore allow for

the removal and replacement ofa defective module without upsetting the alignment ofthe

system. In that context, the ideal scenario is one where modules are manually aligned ta

each other, similar to the ease with which connectorized fiber components can be assem

bled.

To realize this, several inter-module alignment techniques bave been demonstrated

and they are descnoed in section 6.2. The remainder ofthe chapter is organized as follows.

Section 6.3 examines the problem of interfacing the chip module with the beam combina

tian module (BeM) and two inter-module alignment techniques are proposed. Both tech

niques are passive and use mechanical alignment structures. The first technique (section

6.4) uses a kinematic fixture between the modules. The mecbanical structures are imple-
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mented using miniature ball lenses and alignment grooves. The grooves are fabricated

using truck photoresist and so their position is lithographically-defined. The second tech

nique (section 6.5) uses a pair of dowel pins inserted in the baseplate and precision

machined holes in the chip module. The design, limitations and experimental evaluation

ofeach technique are presented.

6.2 Review of previously published techniques

Several inter-module alignment techniques have been demonstrated in the pasto These

techniques can be divided in three categories: mechanical methods, optical methods and

array redundancy methods.

6.2.1 Mecbanical metbods

These methods use high-precision mechanical structures to align one module to

another. The challenge is to fabricate mechanical structures with small positional and

dimensional tolerances such that the worst-case misalignment between modules never

exceeds the allo\vances of the misalignment budget.

One of the first mechanieal methods used in the construction of 2D-FSOI systems is

the slotted baseplate shown in figure 6.1(a). The baseplate approach consists of(i) ooooot

ing components together on cylindrical cells and CiÏ) laying out the cells on high-precision

slots milled in a solid support structure \vhich is typically about one inch thick. The eells

are oiten held in place via the restoring force generated by magnets located at the bottom

orthe milled slots. This alignment scheme is semi-kinematic: the lateral (x, y) and tilt (9v

9y) degrees of freedom (DOFs) are constrained by the slot while the longitudinal (z) and

rotational ceJ DOFs are adjustable. Materials used for machining baseplates include: alu

minum [2], electroless nickel-plated steel [3], Magnesium [4] and glass-filled nylon [5].

A significant drawback of the baseplate approach is the difficulty of assembling an

optical module on a single cylindrical eelL Optical components are usually mounted on

individual cells, resulting in a large number ofDOFs to adjust and maintain. Besides lack

ing modularity, systems implemented on baseplates tend to be bulky and heavy.

•
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Figure 6.1. Mechanical methods: (a) slotted baseplate and (b) L-shaped structure.

A different approach uses square-shaped frames mounted on a L-shaped mechanical

structure [6][7], as shown in figure 6.1 (b). Optical components are tirst aligned and fixed

to their frame; this step corresponds to intra-module alignment and requires the use of a

high-precision assembly setup and micropositioning equipment. Mounting frames can be

made with precisely the same shape and size by machining them out orthe same prefabri

cated block of material. The sides of the frame that come in contact with the L-shaped

structure are polished using conventional techniques. An optical module is realized by

stacking multiple frames into the L-shaped structure. The insertion of spacer frames of

precise thicknesses results in having aU frames passively aligned in an six DOFs. A pair of

L-shaped modules May be aligned using the same approach, that is, by stacking the mod

ules ioto another L-shaped structure. This approach was successfully demonstrated in [7].

Unlike the slotted baseplate, the L-shaped structure allows for modules to be rapidly

assembled with no need for further adjustments. In addition, the geometry ofthe L-shaped

structure is more compatible with square-shaped components such as optical substrates,

beamsplitter cubes and electronic chips. This is illustrated in figure 6.1(b), where a beam

splitter cube is passively aligned by mounting it directly on the L-shaped structure.

Although the L-shaped structure offers a high degree ofmodularity and easyassembly, the

burden ofprecision is placed on the alignment orthe optical components and the machin

ing and polishing ofthe mounting frames.
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An approach similar to the L-shaped structure was used for aligning the relay module

in the photonic backplane demonstrator system described in chapter 3. The approach is

shown in figure 6.2; it uses three precision-ground rods mounted on the system baseplate.

The use ofthree rods, as opposed to two perpendicular planes, is preferred because Ci) it

provides only three lines ofcontact which improves repeatability, (ii) it avoids the require

ment for high-precision machining and polishing of mounting frames and (iii) precision

ground rods are available commercially at low cost.

The alignment and attachment ofthe mini-Iens arrays to the block ofglass is described

in detail in (8]. The mini-lens array substrates are precisely diced (± 10 J.1IIl) along Htho

graphically-defined chrome Hnes deposited on the substrates during the fabrication of the

mini-Ienses. The cross-sectional dimensions of the block of glass are specified to be

slightly smaller than the dimensions of the diced substrates; this is to ensure that only the

mini-Iens substrates come in contact with the rods, thereby constraining the module in live

OOfs. The remaining DOF (longitudinal position) can be constrained by inserting a preci

sion dowel pin in the baseplate, as shown in figure 6.2. The repeatability ofthis assembly

technique was demonstrated during the implementation of the photonic backplane demon

strator; it was shawn that the relay module couId be manually removed and reinserted with

negligible misalignment ofthe spot array at the receiver plane.

dowel pin

front view side view

Figure 62. Alignment ofthe relay module using an improved L-shaped structure.

The important aspect ofthis alignment method is that the edges orthe mini-Iens sub

strates (used as passive alignment features) are precisely defined (to within ± 10 JllD.) rela-• Cbapter6: Inter-module alignment technïques 157
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tive to the mini-Ienses. This requirement is also true of other mechanical methods in

general, that is, the mechanical alignment structures must be precisely defined relative to

the optical elements. This suggests an approach where the mechanical structures can he

integrated directly during the fabrication of the optical elements.

A technology that promises to fulfill this goal is high-precision injection molded plas

tic [9]. This technology can provide I-J.Ull dimensional tolerances and is widely used

today in the fabrication of liber connectors [10]. High-precision injection molding also

allows for the integration ofrefractive and diffractive optical elements [11], which means

that it is possible to fahricate single-component plastic modules which combine multiple

optical elements with built-in mechanical alignment structures. The main drawback to

plastic molding - which is what has limited ils use in demonstrator systems - is the large

setup cost which can only amortized by producing parts in large volumes.

•
6.2.2 Optical metbods

Optical methods achieve inter-module alignment by displacing light beams as they

propagate from one module to the next. Conventional approaches include the use of

wedge prisms [3][4] (also referred to as Risley prisms) and tilt plates [12]; both are shown

in figure 6.3. A wedge prism with a wedge angle ~ will impart an angular deviation ô to a

paraxiai beam such that ô =~x(n-l) where n is the index ofrefraction of the glass. A tilt

plate positioned at an angle e will laterally deviate a paraxial beam by an amount

A = tx9x[1-(1/n)), where t is the thickness of tilt plate. These components are used in

pairs and rotated manually about the optical axis, allowing for beam adjustments in both

directions. There is an inherent trade-offbetween travel range and alignment resolution; a

large wedge or tilt angle increases travel but decreases resolution, and vice-versa.
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Stronger beam-steering action has been achieved using Le microprism arrays [19], as

shown in figure 6.4. This device consists of a homogeneously aligned nematic LC cell

sandwiched between two transparent glass plates. Microprisms are fabricated on the bot

tom plate and an indium tin oxide (lTO) transparent electrode Is deposited on it. The top

transparent glass plate is stripe-pattemed with ITÛ electrodes. When assembled, a small

gap (-la J.lm) exists between the plates and so the LC molecules are trapped by the bound

aries defined by the microprisms; this i5 to ensure that the voltage applied to one electrode

has no influence on neighbouring microprisms. Bearn deflection is acmeved by varying

the voltage on an lTO electrode. This is because the presence ofan electric field modifies

the orientation of Le molecules which changes the index of refraction. This device was

demonstrated with a maximum deflection angle of 10° at a RMS voltage of2.8 V.

•
biasing +
circuit -

indium
tinoxide~---~~

electrodes

input beams

glass

output beams

Figure 6.4. Liquid-crystal microprism array.

Recent advances in the field of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) open a

new avenue for the development ofminiature beam-steering devices. For example, the use

of MEMS translation actuators has been considered for the active alignment of a micro

lens arrayon top ofan OE-VLSI chip [20). Another example uses a MEMS micro-mirror

to actively compensate for misalignment between a 4 x 4 VCSEL arrayand an 4 x 4 MSM

detector array, as shawn in figure 65 [21]. In this case, the device arrays are ïntercon

nected using a hybrid optical relay (see section 2.7.3) where ooly haIfthe aperture of the
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conventionallens is being used. The micro-mirror is positioned at the focal point between

the conventionallenses.

oeNLSI chip conventionallens microlens array

•

Figure 6.5. Bearn steering using a MEMS micro-mirror.

6.2.3 Array redundancy methods

A straightforward approach at relaxing misalignment tolerances and increasing system

robustness would be to use very large detectors (e.g > 100 flm). Unfortunately, large

detectors are undesirable because their large size and high capacitance result in low-den

sity interconnections and low-speed operation (see section 2.5). The advantages of small

detectors may be retained while still increasing rnisalignment tolerances through the use

of an oversized array of small detectors [22][23]. An example of this approach is illus

trated in figure 6.6, where a 4 x 4 beam. array is incident on a Il x Il detector array.

Figure 6.6. Misalignment-tolerant detector array: (a) perfect alignment conditions and
(b) with misalignment in multiple degrees offreedom.•

(a)
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This approach may be used to remove the misalignment introduced during the assem

bly ofmodules. The method requires a beam tracking routine, which is performed as fol

lows. First, the array of laser sources are activated, allowing for the detectors being bit by

the signal beams to be identified. In the case where a signal beam overlaps with more than

one detector, the detector receiving the most optical power is selected. A critical design

consideration therefore concems the problem ofhaving a signal beam falling in the region

between detector active areas. This problem is minimized by designing a spot size that is

large compared to the gaps between detectors; these gaps are imposed by the design mies

ofthe detector fabrication technology and are limited to a minimum of- 5-10 Ilm in the

case ofPIN detectors [23]. Once the detectors are identified, their photocurrent signais are

routed towards a receiver anay using control electronics. Data transmission cao then be

initiated.

This technique may also be operated as a closed-loop system by continuously tracking

the aligmnent of the incident beams during data transmission and compensating for any

misalignment by re-routing the photocurrent signais. Adaptive tracking of the incident

beams May be required to compensate for mechanical vibrations and thermal drift.

Although the previous discussion has focused on the use of redundant detectors to

relax misalignment tolerances, redundant laser sources cao also be used, or a combination

of redundant laser and detector arrays. The latter scheme has been used to demonstrate

misalignment-tolerant free-space optical links between two printed circuit boards [24].

Each link was implemented using a 3 x 3 VCSEL array interconnected to a 3 x 3 detector

anay, a factor of9 redundancy. This system was designed to tolerate lateral misalignment

of±l mm and angular misalignment of±l0 between boards separated by a distance rang

mg from 5 to 22 cm.

The use of redundant lasers and detectors to compensate for misalignment is a good

example ofhow the close integration and cooperation of optics and electronics May help

improve the manufacturability of 2D-FSOr systems. As Tewksbury et aL write in [25]:

'~Just as optics May help relax sorne of the limitations confronting electrical interconnec

tions within microelectronics systems, sa a[so May microelectronics help relax the limita

tions which would confiont purely optical solutions to the interconnect problem."
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freedom (DOFs) it ~is intended to restrain~ assuming that no two contact points duplicate

the same restraining function~ As a result~ iftwo components are to be restrained in all six

DOFs~ then they must have exactly six points of contact~

6.4.1 The Kelvin clamp

One of the most common type ofkinematic fixture is shown in figure 6.8 [26]. This

type offixture was invented by Lord Kevin and so it is often referred to as a Kelvin clamp.

The fixture is based on having three bail points resting in a trihedral hollow, a V -groove

and a planar surface, respectively. This arrangement provides a total a six contact points

between the two components: three in the trihedral hol1ow, two on the faces of the groove

and one on the contact plane~ As a result, both components are coupled to each other with

no OOFs and no unnecessary constraints~

•
planar
surface

trihedral
hollow

Figure 6.8. Kelvin clamp implementation using a plane, a V-groove and a hollow.

The Kelvin clamp offers several advantages. The main advantage is an excellent inser

tion repeatability, less than 1~ [27]. In addition, any dimensional variations in the com

ponents due to thermal variations will simply cause the ball points on the planar surface

and the V-groove to slide, avoiding any strain in the fixture. Finally, since ooly six contact

points erist between the components~ the probability ofhaving foreign matter Ce.g. dust)

contaminating the interface and deteriorating the repeatability is minimal. Even in the case• Chapter 6:: Inter-module alignment techniques 164
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interferometric Fresnel lenses which are used to provide accurate alignment to the pat

terned mirror grating (pMG) element, as described in [28]. The alignment balls are imple

mented by mounting ruby baUs on donut-shaped structures on the mini-lens substrate.

Ruby balls are used because their red colour makes them easier to handle and they are

commercially available at low cost in a variety of sizes with dimensional tolerances of

± 0.000025" (± 0.64 f.lm) [29]. Note that the fixture could have equally weil been

designed with the balls on the jointing plate and the grooves on the mini-Iens substrate.

The alignment grooves and dODuts structures are fabricated using 8U-8 ultrathick pho

toresist. SU-8 is an epoxy-based negative-tone photoresist designed specifically for high

aspect-ratio MEMS-type structures [30]. It is made from EPûN 8U-8 resin (from Shell

Chemical) dissolved in an organic solvent GBL (gamma-butyloracton). It provides a low

cost alternative to the LIGA process (an acronym from the German Lithographie, Gal

vanoforming, and Abformung) wrnch requires an expensive X-ray source and a demand

ing mask technology to pattern very thick (e.g. 1 mm) PMMA (poLymethylmethacrylate)

layers [31]. The key property of SU-8 that makes it an enabling technology for high

aspect-ratio micro-structures is its low absorption in the near-UV (400 nm), allowing for

unifonn exposure conditions over the total thickness ofthe photoresist layer, giving rise to

vertical sidewalls and good dimensional controL Whereas standard resists used in micro

electronics fabrication are a few microns thick, SU-8 layer thieknesses up to 700 J.1rn have

been aehieved in a single-coat operation [32]. Following the development proeess, a bak

ing operation (200°C for 30 minutes) turns the photoresist features into bard epoxy.

For the application at hand, the use ofalignment structures fabricated using baked SU

8 photoresist is attractive because (i) it allows for the grooves and donuts to be lithograph

ically defined relative to the mini-Ienses, (H) structures with heights of 100's ofmierons

are possible in a single-coat operation, (in) the process oDly requires standard lithography

equipment such as a spinner and a mask aligner (iv) fabrication cao be performed at the

warer level and (v) SU-8 photoresist is ïnexpensive and commercially available [33].

6.4.3 Fabrication of aligoment micro-structures using SU-8 photoresist

As a chemically-enhaneed negative-tone photoresist, SU-8 must be spun, pre-exposure

baked, exposed, post-exposure baked and developed. Associated with these steps is a large• Chapter 6: Inter-module alignment techniques 166
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uniformity and repeatability problems were mostly caused by the very high viscosity of

SU-8 photoresist (a viscosity of990 cSt is similar to that ofliquid honey). A high viscosity

makes the photoresist hard to manipulate and difficult to apply in controLled amounts. It

was found that layer uniformity could be improved by carefully depositing the photoresist

across the surface ofthe sample priorto spinning.

Results of unifonnity measurements taken on four different samples are shown in

table 6.1. The layerthickness was measured over a 10 x 10 mm! area located in the central

region of the 25-mm diameter sample. Measurements were perfonned using a stylus pro

filer (Veeco Dektak 8). For each sample, the minimum and maximum layer thickness

were recorded and a minimum of 12 thickness profiles were collected to estimate the aver

age thickness.

Table 6.1. Layer uniformity data collected on four samples.

Measurements Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample3 Sample4

Lowest point 28 J,lrn 49 J-lm 41J.lm 37 J,lm

• Highest point 70 J,lm 80 J,lffi 90 f.Ull 78 J,lffi

Average thickness 47 J,lm 68 J,lm 67 J,lm 58 f.lIll

Various technical hurdles were encountered during the fabrication process. Foremost

was the problem ofhaving photoresist pouring over the edges of the sample and flowing

between the sample and the hot plate during pre-exposure bake. In Many cases, the surface

of the resist fol1owing pre-exposure bake was too tacky and got stuck to the mask during

contact printing. Finally, photoresist residues could be seen on most samples after devel

opment, suggesting that the exposure and developing steps were not optimal.

Next, the fabrication process was adjusted in order to improve uniformity and repeat

ability. The main objective was to develop a process \vith a layer thickness of 100 J.lffi or

more. Thick layers are required in order for large micro-structures and ruby balls ta be

used; this is desirable if the insertionlremoval orthe chip module is to be perfonned by a

human band. Determining the optimal process parameters is a laborious procedure

because there is a large set ofparameters that can be varied. The approach taken was sys-
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tematic: the process parameters were varied over a certain range and multiple combina

tions ofparameters were tested:

• spinning speed = 500, 1000, 2000 and 3000 rpm.

• spinning time = 5, 10 and 20 seconds.

• pre-exposure bake time = 10, 20, 30, and 60 minutes.

• exposure = 60, 85, 120, and 200 seconds.

• post-exposure bake time = 5 and 10 minutes.

• development time = 10, 15, 20, and 25 minutes.

The best results were obtained with the following recipe: spin at 2000 rpm for 5 sec

onds, pre-exposure bake at 95°C for 60 minutes, exposure time of60 seconds, post-expo

sure bake at 95°C for 10 minutes and development for 20 minutes. A longer pre-exposure

bake removed more solvent; this reduced the tackiness of the resist and minimized the

chances orthe sample getting stuck in the mask aligner. The development time was found

not to be critical. This recipe produced a layer thickness of 100::f: 20 ).lm. A SEM photo

graph ofSU-8 micro-structures afterdevelopment is shown in figure 6.10. Note that a ran

dom mask was used in this case and 50 the shape ofthe micro-structures is meaningless.

•
Figure 6.10. SEM photograph of 100-1llD- tall SU-8 micro-structures.
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6.4.4 Discussion

Despite a large number ofattempts, the layer uniformity was still found to be unsatis

factory. Assuming the Kelvin clamp implementation of figure 6.9 with pairs of alignment

grooves separated by a distance of 10 mm, a thickness variation of± 20 J.UD translates in a

worst-case tilt misalignment ofâ9x,y = 0.22°, which far exceeds the provisions of the mis

alignment budget (0.03°). Note that a uniformity of± 20% is very poor compared to what

has been achieved by others; for example, Electronics Vision Ine. quotes a typical unifor

mity of± 3% on 150 flm thick SU-8 layers [35].

With the unifonnity problem still unresolved, a Kelvin clamp prototype was neverthe

less implemented by fabricating SU-8 a1ignment micro-structures on two fused silica sub

strates. Following development, the micro-structures were baked at 200°C for 30 minutes;

this hardened the micro-structures and increased their adhesion to the substrate. Next, the

Kelvin clamp was tested by manually bringing the two substrates together. This experi

ment uncovered a fundamental design flaw: the fact that 100-J.UU alignment grooves are

too small for the human hand to feel whether the balls are in the grooves or not. Still, the

two substrates were brought togetber with moderate pressure a few times and the micro

structures were subsequently examined under an optical microscope; the repeated mating

operations showed significant damage to the grooves and in sorne cases complete removal

from the substrate.

The lessons leamed from this work are as follows. First, for inter-module alignment to

be performed by a human hand, the alignment structures must be significantly larger, per

haps as much as 1 mm. This is to ensure that when modules are brought together, the balls

faU somewhere on the slopes of the grooves. Fabricating micro-structures of this size is

pusbing the limits of SU-8 photoresist technology. A better approach would be to use a

separate guiding mechanism to perform a coarse alignment step, as shown in figure 6.1 L

In this case, a pair of dowel pins press-fit in the baseplate are inserted in guiding holes

machined in the chip module. The dowel pins should he a few millimeters in dïameter.

The guiding holes are oversized compared to the dowel pin diameter to facilitate manual

insertion. The design is specified such that the misalignment ofa dowel pin relative to the

center ofits guiding hole never exceeds the size ofthe V-groove slope (referring to figure

•

•
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6.11, this is ta say that à < 5 always). The design offigure 6.11 effectively uses the dowel

pins for coarse alignment and the micro-structures for fine alignment.

guiding hole

dowel pin

mini-Iens substrate

_---donut

---rubyball

V-groove

Figure 6.11. Alternative kinematic design assisted by guiding dowel pins.

Another issue concems the hardness of the material used ta fabricate the alignment

grooves. Although the use of six contact points constitutes sound kinematic design, it

results in a large contact pressure being applied to small regions on the grooves. If the

grooves are not hard enough (this was the case for SU-8 micro-structures), this leads to

structural bending which deteriorates insertion repeatability and therefore defeats the pur

pose of the kinematic approach altogether.

A straightforward solution consists of fabricating the alignment grooves using a hard

materia!. For example, the use ofV-grooves etched in a silicon waferboard should be con

sidered [36]. This, however, creates the additional problem ofaccurately a1igning the sili

con waferboard to the optical elements. This alignment step could be perfonned using

flip-chip techniques followed with epoxy underflow to reinforce the solderjoints. Altema

tively, for systems operating at a wavelength above the bandgap ofsilicon (e.g. 1.3 or 1.55

~m systems), this alignment step can be avoided by fabricating the optical elements

directly on the silicon waferboard. A different approach would be to fahricate the grooves

out ofsolid Metal. This can he done ta lithographie precision by evaporating Metal pads on

the fused silica substrate and using a thick layer of SU-8 photoresist as an electroplating

mask[37].

•
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A simpler strategy would be to replace the pure kinematic fixture by a semi-kinematic

one, an example of which is shown in figure 6.12. The tenn semi-kinematic is used to

reflect the fact that contact points are replaced by planes of contact. The use of a semi

kinematic fixture becomes possible by realizing that the precision of a pure kinematic

design «1 J.Ull) far exceeds the lateral requirement ofthe misalignment budget (26 f.Ull). In

the design of figure 6.12, the fine alignment is performed by inserting a micro-pin in a

donut. To facilitate assembly, the diameter ofthe micro-pin is made smaller than the open

ing of the donut by an amount equal to the lateral misalignment budget. Furthermore, by

making the micro-pins slightly shorter than the thickness of the donuts, the contact pres

sure is distributed over the entire surface ofthe donut. The use of large donuts allow for a

soft material (such as baked SU-S photoresist) to be used.

•
guiding hole

dowel pin

mini-tens substrate

---micro-pin

donut

Figure 6.12. Semi-kinematic design using pins and donuts micro-structures.

The final point concems the issue ofrobustness. Micro-structures are small and fragile

and therefore easily breakable. For example, any lateral force applied on the chip module

of figure 6.12 is likely to cause enough stress on the micro-pins to break them. In general,

the reliability of the inter-module fixture depends on the robustness of the micro-struc

tures. Ofcourse, the design offigure 6.12 can be modified by tightening the tolerances on

the guiding holes 50 that any lateraI stress is supported by the dowel pins (instead of the

micro-pins). But ifthis can be achieved, then the alignment is determined by the dowel

pins alone and the micro-pins are not required anymore. This is the approach considered in

the next section.
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strate cornes in full contact with the jointing plate. The dowel pins and alignment holes are

specified with tight tolerances, enough to provide adequate lateral and rotational align

ment of the chip module relative to the BCM. Hence, the dowel pins constrain the lateral

and rotational DOFs of the chip module while the flat optical substrates constrain the tilt

and longitudinal DOFs. The alignment ofthe chip module is achieved simply by applyjng

a force directed towards the BCM. This force is provided by a pair of spring-Ioaded

screws inserted from the back of the chip module through the clamping holes shown in

figure 6.14.

A potential problem ofsemi-kinematic designs in general is the possibility for compo

nents to be overconstrained. In the design of figure 6.13, there will always he a slight tilt

misalignment between thejointing plate and the dowel pins. Ifthe fit between the pins and

the holes is too close, then it may become impossible for the mini-lens substrate to come

in full contact with the jointing plate due to obstruction of dowel pins by the holes.

Increasing the size of the hales iocreases the angular play of the chip module, but this can

ooly he done at the expense of lateral precision. There is thus a trade-off between lateral

alignment and angular play.

Table 6.2. Tolerances contributing to the lateraI misalignment ofthe chip module.

Alignmeot Operations Tolerances Tolerances determined by•••

Dowel pin location ± 10 f.lIll CNC capability

BCM location ±20 J.lrn BCM mounting technique

Precision hole location ± 10 Ilm CNC capability

Mini-Iens array location ±20 Ilrn Mini-lens mounting technique

Pin-to-hole rnisalignment ±20J.U11 Specifications offigure 6.13

The worst-case lateral misalignment of the chip module relative ta the BCM depends

on (i) the locational accuracy of the dowel pins, (ii) the alignment accuracy of the BCM

relative to the dowel pins, (ili) the locational accuracy of the precision holes, (iv) the

alignment accuracy ofthe mini-Iens arrayrelative to the precision holes, and (v) the worst

case misalignment ofthe dowel pin inside a precision hole. Given the specifications offig-
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ure 6.13, this last item is calculated by cODsidering the case when the size of the pin is

minimum and the size ofthe hole is maximum, resulting in a worst-case pin-to-hole mis

alignment of± 20 J.1m. The tolerances associated with the above alignment operations are

listed in table 6.2.

The sum of the tolerances listed in table 6.2 indicates a worst-case lateral misalign

ment of ± 80 J.1m, which far exceeds the allowances of the misalignment budget (± 26

J.1m). To circumvent this problem, a pair oftiIt plates are inserted in the OPS module (see

figure 3.13) and used to adjust the lateral alignment of the beams incident on the chip

module. In effeet, the tilt plates allow for the first four entries in table 6.2 to be compen

sated for actively. Note that the tilt plates are required to be adjusted only once, during the

first insertion of the chip module, in a manner similar to a calibration procedure. This

results in subsequent insertions to have a worst-case lateraI misalignment determined

solely by the pin-to-hole misalignment (± 20 J.1m). Using the fact that the design of figure

6.14 uses dowel pins separated by a distance of 56.6 mm, the worst-case rotational mis

alignment is calculated to be ± 0.04°. Thus, the worst-case lateral and rotational misalign

ments are weIl within the allowances of the misalignrnent budget.

The last point to be considered concems the angularplay of the chip module. The fix

ture was designed such that the penetration depth of the dowel pins in the precision holes

is 3.0 mm. Thus, the minimum angular play is calculated to be ± 0.5°, which is plenty.

6.5.1 Experimental evaluation of insertion repeatability

To evaluate the repeatability of the flXture, a diagnostic chip module (DCM) was

assembled using the alignment technique described in section 5.5. A OCM is the equiva

lent of a chip module for wmch the heatsink, TEC and heat spreader have been removed

and the OE-VLSI chip replaced with a transparent fused silica substrate having litho

graphically-defined Metal targets replicating the location and size of the MQW modula

tors and detectors on the chip~ Thus, a OCM uses exactly the same optomechanics as a

chip module and provides easy access to the back of the module, allowing for the spots

position in the device plane to be directly observed with a CCD camera. The positional

information ofthe spots is used to quantify the repeatability ofthe chip module fixture.
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Prior to the repeatability measurements, the alignment of the OPS beam array is per

formed. To do this, a DCM is inserted in the system and secured in place. The lateral

alignment of the beams is adjusted using the OPS tilt plates; this is done by imagÏng the

mini-lens array from the back of the DCM and centering the beams on their respective

mini-lenses. The tilt alignment of the beams is adjusted using OPS Risley prisms; this is

done by imaging the device plane from the back of the DCM and centering the spots on

their respective Metal targets. The result of this alignment step is shown in figure 6.15,

showing aU 512 spots aligned ta the OCM metal targets.

512SPOTARRAY

1"'4--- 4.8 mm ----...1

Figure 6.15. CCO images showing alignment ofspots on OCM Metal targets.

Repeatability measurements were performed by removing the chip module com

pletely, inserting it back in the system and securing it in place. This removaVinsertion

operation was repeated 50 times. For each removal and insertion cycle, the lateral mis

alignments ofthe two spots located at the opposite corners ofthe array were recorded. The

upper-Ieft and lo\ver--right corner spots are separated by a distance of7.17 mm across the

chipa The misalignment data is plotted in figure 6.16. The radial misalignment was calcu

lated for each data point according to r = (xl +yy~ and the resulting standard deviation is

cr = 2.2 f.UI1. Assuming a random process and a normal distribution, this means that there is• Cbapter 6: Inter-module alignment techniques 176
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a probability of99.7% (3cr metric) for all spots to fall within a circle ofdiameter 6.6 IJ.m

centered on the MQW modulators. Using the fact that the 300 spot diameter is equal to

39.3 J.lm (see section 3.7.1), this corresponds to a minimum device diameter of45.9 flm.

This requirement was satisfied by designing modulators with a diameter of 52.5 flm and

square detectors with dimensions 66 x 66 ....m (see section 3.6.3).
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Figure 6.16. Repeatability data after 50 insertionlremoval cycles.

The above results validate the semi-kinematic design of figure 6.13 by showing that

the chip module cao be manually inserted and removed from the optical system with min

imal insertion 1055 and no need for further adjustments. This demonstrates that OE-VLSr

chips with large arrays (32 x 32 devices) cao be replaceable using a simple mechanical

interface.

6.6 Conclusion

This chapter focused on the inter-module alignment problem. A review of previous

techniques, both mechanical and optical, was presented. The main challenge behind the

use inter-module mecbanical techniques lies in the difficulty of accurately locating the

mecbanical structures relative to the optical elements. The use of high-precision molded• Cbapter 6: Inter-module alignment techniques 177
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plastic technology is very promising because it allows for modules to combine both opti

cal elements and buHt-in mechanical alignment structures in the same component.

The main challenge behind the use of inter-module optical techniques concems the

reliability, compactness and perfonnance ofthe beam-steering devices~ In multi-stage 20

fSOI systems (ones interconnecting many OE-VLSr chips), a large number of beam

steering devices are required and the corresponding increase in cost, volume and complex

ity (e.g. consider the requirements in control electronics) makes it unclear whether beam

steering techniques represent a viable solution. However, the agility of beam-steering

devices is likely to be exploited in specialized applications, where systems are subjected to

extreme mechanical shock and temperature cycling (military and aerospace applications).

The use ofredundant arrays of detectors and lasers represent an attractive alternative

to the above. Redundancy techniques essentially trade-off interconnection density for

more tolerance to misalignment. The use ofa snap-together mechanical interface, comple

mented by a small degree ofredundancy in the detector array, May represent the solution

ofchoice in future 2D-fSOI systems.

The problem ofinterfacing the chip module to the BCM was considered and two novel

inter-module techniques were presented. The frrst technique implemented a pure kine

matie fixture (a Kelvin clamp) using lithographically-defined photoresist micro-structures

(100 J.lm thick) fabricated directly on the optical substrates. Problems related to the lack of

unifonnity, hardness and robustness of the photoresist micro-structures precluded the use

of this technique in the system.

The second technique implemented a semi-kinematic fixture using a pair of dowel

pins and the front surface of the optical substrates to constrain the chip module in ail six

nOFs. This technique was used to insert the chip module during final system assembly.

Repeatability measurements (50 insertionlremoval cycles) show a lateral misalignment of

the spot array with a standard deviation of ooly cr = 2.2 IJ.m. This is a significant result

because it demonstrates that OE-VLSr chips with large arrays (32 x 32 devices) can be

replaceable using simple inter-module mechanical techniques.
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Chapter 7: Misalignment-tolerant nlodules
for free-space optical interconnects

7.1 Introduction

The previous chapter presented a variety of techniques for aligning modules to one

another, a task referred to as inter-module alignmenL Ideally, 2D-FSOI modules should be

assembled without requiring any adjustments, similar to the ease with wmch connector

ized fiber-based components can be put together~ Unfortunately, the accuracy of purely

mechanical a1ignment has so far proven to be insufficient considering the stringent set of

misalignment tolerances that is typical of large-scale 2D-FSOI systems. A direct conse

quence of this has been the large development effort invested in misalignment compensa

tion techniques, such as active beam-steering devices and array redundancy techniques~

Surprisingly, while most of the research has been focusing on misalignment compen

sation techniques, much less attention has been devoted ta the study ofoptical designs that

are inherently tolerant to misalignment. Research along this direction will initial reduce

the need for misalignment compensation and May ultimately lead to purely mechanical

solutions to the alignment problem.

With this in mind, the work presented in this chapter seeks to identify the types ofopti

cal designs that provide a more generous misalignment tolerance budget~ The analysis

focuses on the design of the chip module and five different optical configurations are

examined and compared~ The first objective is to deterrnine which of these configurations

is the most tolerant ta misalignment. The second and more relevant objective is to under

stand the underlying reasons that makes one configuration more misalignment-tolerant

than another.

7.2 Motivation

The development ofa 2D-FSOI system usually follows the basic design tlow outlined

in figure 7.1. The starting point consists ofidentifying the available technologies (CMOS,

optoelectronics, micro-optics, packaging, etc.) and specifYing the target performance
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specifications orthe system. rn-general, there is a close inter-relationship between technol

ogy and system performance; one influences the other and vice-versa.

Definition of a
misalignment metric

Perform misalignment tolerance
analysis (numerical solution)

NO

•

NO

Figure 7.1. Typical design flow of2D-por systems.

Next, the optical design of the interconnect is carried out and the parameters (wave

length, focallength, aperture size, etc.) ofeach optical element is specified. These param

elers are used as the input to an optical simulation software and the correct propagation of

the beams in a perfectly aligned system is verified. In sorne cases, a simple ray tracing

analysis May be sufficient; in other cases, a full diffractive analysis is required to accu

rately prediet the spot sizes and determine the effects of elipping at the Jens apertures. If

the simulation results tum out to be unsatisfactory, the design is modified accordingly.

This design cycle is iterated until the optical design meets the system requirements.

The next step consists of partitioning the optical system into separate modules. The

chosen partitioning scheme must (i) be practical, (n) minimize the number ofDOFs, and

(m) relax inter-module misalignment tolerances. This step was illustrated eartier in section

3.8 for the case of the photonic backplane demonstrator ofchapter 3.

The following step in the design flow consists of calculating the misatignment toler

ance budget ofeach module; this specifies the amount ofmisalignment that is aUowed in• Chapter 7: Mîsalignment-tolerant modules for free-space optical interconnects 184
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Few designers usually consider a third option, which consists ofmodifying the optical

design in a way that relaxes the misalignment tolerance budget without sacrificing system

perfonnance. Reasons for this are as fol1ows:

• Multiple design cycles are undesirable: the design flow of figure 7.1 is a long and

elaborate process that May require weeks ofdesign work. Contributing to this is the fact

that a complete tolerance analysis, performed using a statistical method such as Monte

Carlo analysis, is laborious and computer-intensive. Thus, optimizing the misalignment

budget by iterating through multiple design cycles is undesirable.

• Designers are not familiar with misalignment-tolerant design techniques: although

the outcome ofthe tolerance analysis specifies the alignability of a design, it provides

Httle or no infomtation as to how the design needs to be modified to further relax toler

ances. Contributing to this problem is the fact that the tolerance analysis uses complex

models that must be solved numerically, which completely hides the mathematical rela

tionships between the system parameters and the misalignment tolerances. The conse

quence of this is a lack of general knowledge on misalignment-tolerant design

techniques. The ooly relevant work on misalignment-tolerant techniques was found in

[23].

The above discussion motivates the need for a better understanding of the general

properties of misalignment-tolerant designs. One approach would be to derive analytical

expressions that fully describe the relationships between the system parameters and the

misalignment tolerances. However, deriving accurate, general, analytical expressions

would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, due to the complexity of the models and

the number ofDOFs to be considered simultaneously. To circumvent this, while retaining

the henefits ofanalytical expressions, the models are greatly simplified ifa straighforward

sensitivity analysis is performed. Ofcourse, the resulting analytical expressions will suifer

a los5 in accuracy, but this is acceptable because the matter ofinterest is the form of the

expressions, not their numerical values~
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The above definition ofthe misalignment metric is mcomplete because it does not take

into consideration the degradation in system performance resulting from optical crosstalk

between neighbouring channels. Optical crosstalk originates from clipping losses at the

microlens apertures. This is illustrated in figure 7.2(b), for the case of a chip module

where a microlens array is integrated with the chip. The presence ofoptical crosstalk can

be included in the misalignment metric by specifying a minimum clipping ratio, kh that

must be observed at alliens apertures in the system. The clipping ratio, kt, is defmed as:

(7.1)

•

•

where D~{ens is the effective lens aperture and CJ.)l1l'ens corresponds to the (lte2) Gaussian

beam radius [24]. To summarize, a system is considered to be misaligned ifit satisfies one

of the following conditions: (i) the link efficiency drops by 50%, or (ii) the clipping ratio

at a lens aperture falls below k[. Belland and Creon [25] have shown that a minimum clip

ping ratio ofkt = 2.12 ensures that c1ipping losses are limited to less than 0.1% and that the

diffraction effects do not significantly modify the bearn propagation characteristics.

7.4 Defining a figure of merit for alignability

The first step towards quantifying the alignability of a module involves the formula

tion ofan adequate alignment figure ofment (FOM). A general expression for the align

ment FOM should take mto account the misalignment tolerances in aU six OOFs.

However, the form of such an expression is likely to vary depending on the design and

May require the use ofweighing factors to account for the fact that sorne OOFs are more

difficult to align than others. Fortunately, these difficulties are avoided by realizing that in

the vast majority ofcases, only lateral and tilt misalignments need to be considered. Note

that this point is consistent with the misalignment budget ofthe chip module in table 4.1,

and it can be understood by considering the following:

• In most interconnect designs, the aperture oflenses and the active area ofOE devices

have identical lateral. dimensions, implying that ti-c = ày and à9.r = A9r Hence, the
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alignment information associated with ây and .!ley is redundant and oeed oot be

included in the expression for the FOM~

• The rotational misalignment tolerance (.!lez} ofa module corresponds to the angle asso

ciated with a beam located at the corner ofthe array being rotationally misaligned by an

arc distance approximately equal to the lateral misalignment tolerance (l\x). For exam

pIe, the rotational misalignment tolerance ofa two-dimensional array ofbeams incident

onto an array ofsquare detectors is approximately .!lez - 2/u/W, where W is the !inear

physical dimension ofthe array. Thus, the alignment infonnation associated with .!lez is

already cootained in A.~ and need not be included in the expression for the FOM.

• The longitudinal misalignment tolerance (llz) is generally orders of magnitude larger

tban the lateral toleranee (àx). To see this, eonsider a Gaussian beam being foeused on

a square detector, where the beam waist is 0)0 and the detector linear dimension is d.

Assume that d = 30)0' sa that perfeet alignrnent results in> 99% coupling efficiency. It

can be shown that a lateral displacement ofabout halfthe beam waist yields a 90% cou

pling efficiency, so that .!lXl\=90% = IDo/2. Similarly, a longitudinal displacement equal to

the Rayleigh range results in about the same reduction in coupling efficiency, so that

~1l=90% = 1troo2/Â.. Thus, even in the limit where the beam is focused down to a spot

radius equal to the wavelength of light (IDo - Â.), then âz would still be larger than .!lx.

Thus, in general, longitudinal toleranees are negligible compared to lateral tolerances

and need not be iocluded in the FOM.

The above discussion demonstrates that the alignability ofa module can be adequately

specified by its lateral (l\x) and tilt (A9.J misalignment tolerances, all other DOFs being

either redundant, dependent or negligible. Accordingly, we define the alignment FOM to

be equal to the product oflateral and tilt tolerances:

where the subseript on the tilt tolerance bas been dropped for simplicity. In what fol

lows, the quantity ofequation (7.2) will be referred to as the 66alignment productu ••
Alignment FOM = âx· .!le

Chapter7: Misalîgnment-tolerant modules for ftee-space optical interconnects
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7.5 Misalignment tolerance and scalability analysis

This section examines five different approaches to the design ofa module integrating a

Nx N detector array. The objective is to identify scalable optical designs that maximize

the alignment product. Designs are compared onder a common set of system parameters,

listed in table 7.1. These parameters are used to derive closed-form analytical expressions

for lateral and tilt misalignment tolerances. In addition, expressions for the maximum

array size (Nmax) are derived; these are used to determine the scalability ofeach design.

Table 7.1. System parameters and definitions.

Parameters Definitions

Â. operating wavelength

N linear size ofdetector array

W linear dimension ofthe chip

L interconnection optical length

d linear dimension ofdetector

Old beam waist at detector plane

k, minimum clipping ratio at a lens

7.5.1 Design #1: no optics integrated with the chip

The tirst approach is shown in figure 7.3. It corresponds to a 4:fmicrochannel design

where the microlens is integrated with the beamsplitter rather than the chip. It is assumed

that the Gaussian mode is focused to a small spot size, such that d = 3COd' ensuring a

> 99% power efficiency for a perfectly aligned system. A small spot size implies that the

Rayleigh range at the detector plane is much shorter than the focallength ofthe microlens:

7tcoi/Â. «~/ens. This results in a simple expression relating the beam waist at the detector,

Old' to the beam waist at the lens, C1)J&!ens:

•
CO~lens = coaJ 1+ (J.../;tlens /7tcoJ) :: J...~[ens /1tCOa
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To minimize clipping effects, the microlens diameter, DJ.Ùens, is maximized by setting

Dv./ens = WIN~ The microlens focallength is equal to one fourth ofthe interconnect optical

path length:fv./ens = LI4 (in reality, Lis slightly largerdue to the refractive index ofglass)~

l
w

l

•

Figure 7.3. Design #1: module without any optics (ShO\VD with N = 4).

The lateral misalignment tolerance is limited by a 50% detector efficiency drop:

ÂX =d/2. Considering that small-size detectors are desirable (see section 2.5), the lateral

tolerance is tight Tilt tolerance is"also determined by a 50% efficiency drop at a detector

located on the periphery of the array. The tilt misalignment condition can be written as:

~COS(~a) = ~(1 - cos(~9)] (7.4)

Using trigonometry, it can be shown that equation (7.4) is weil approximated by

~a=J2d/W. The square root function relaxes the tilt misalignment tolerance. The maxi

mum size ofthe array, Nmax, is limited by clipping losses at the microlenses:

where equation (7.3) bas been used~Equation (7.5) indicates that the scalability ofthis

design is poor, because Nma:c decreases rapidlyas the interconnection length (L) increases.

In what fol1ows, the quantity corresponding to equation (7.5) is referred to as N*•
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7.S.2 Design #2: microchannel design

A simple variation to the previous design consists of integrating the microlens array

with the chip module. This is shown in figure 7.4 below. The microlens diameter and focal

length are the same as in design #1.

l
w

l
.. L ..

Figure 7.4. Design #2: Module integrating a microlens array (shown with N = 4).

In this configuration, a lateral displacement of the module with respect to the incident

beams results in spots still being focused on the center of the detectors. Thus, the module

lateral tolerance is limited by the minimum clipping ratio (k[) at the microlens aperture:

(7.6)

where N* is given in equation (7.5). Equation (7.6) illustrates a classical trade-off

between âx and N: a more dense array means smaller microlenses, resulting in tighter lat

eraI tolerances. A tilt misalignment about the center of the microlens array results in spots

being displaced on the detectors. Thus, the module tilt tolerance is limited by a 50% drop

in detector efficiency:

âe = d/2 = 2d
~lens L

(7.7)

•
Because d «L, the tIlt tolerance is tight. The maximum array size, Nmax, is limited by

clipping losses at the microlens aperture and is given by equation (7.S)~ The scalability of

design #2 is limited in the same way as in design #1.
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7.5.3 Design #3: clustering using mini-lens array

A clustering configuration was used in the design of the chip module presented in

chapter 4. This approach groups detectors into m x m cLusters, as shown in figure 7.S

below. A mini-Iens is used to relay an entire cluster ofbeams through the interconnect.

Clipping effects are minimized by maximizing the mini-Iens diameter: Dmini = mWIN. The

mini-lens focallength is equal to one fourth the interconnection path length: fmini = L /4.

l
w

l
~ L

Figure 7.5. Design #3: Clustering configuration with mini-Ienses (with N =4 and m =2).

In this configuration, a lateral displacement of the module results in spots still being

centered on the detectors. Assuming, a detector pitch equaL to twice the detector size

(detector pitch = 2d), the module lateral toLerance is given by:

1 W( N)âx = -[D .. -2d(m-I)-2k{ID - -] = - m-- -Cm -l)d2 mIni mml 2N N* (7.8)

•

where C)mini is calculated according to equation (7.3). Considering that WIN» d,~ is

mostly dominated by the tirst term in equation (7.8). Note that by choosing a large cLuster

size (m» 1), the lateral tolerance is increased and can be made much larger tban in the

previous two designs. This can be understood by realizing that, for a given array size N,

grouping detectors mto larger cIusters maximizes the mini-Lens aperture, leaving more

room on the periphery orthe mini-lenses before the cLippmg condition is reached. In prac

tice, the maximum value ofm will be determined by the acceptance angle of the beam

splitter or the field of view of the mini-lens, whichever is smaLlest. For instance, if a

commercial polarizing beamsplitter is used, polarization aberrations will limit the half
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acceptance angle to about 5° [26l In general~ assuming a half acceptance angle of «P radi

ans, the maximum cluster size, mma.-c, is given by:

m =!f+ 1
max 4d (7.9)

The module tilt tolerance is identical to the situation ofdesign #2 and is thus given by:

â9 = d/2 = 2d
f mini L

(7.10)

Because d «L, the tilt tolerance is tight. The maximum array size, Nma:o is limited by

clipping losses at the microlenses. It can be calculated by equating â.~ to zero in equation

(7.8) and solving for N:

where N* was defined earlier in equation (7.5). Because 2d/W« 1~ equation (7.11)

demonstrates that scalability improves proportionally with cluster size (m), a signfficant

advantage ofthis design. To summarize, the use ofmini-lenses with large clusters signifi

cantly improves lateral tolerance and scalability, without sacrificing on tilt tolerance.

These results are consistent with the findings ofRolston et al. (22].

•
mN*

Nmax = ------
2d(m -1)N* + 1

W

(7.11)

•

7.5.4 Design #4: microcbannel telescope

While the clustering approach can offer loose lateral tolerances, it still suffers trom

tight tilt tolerances (same as design #2). This is explained by the fact that mini-Ienses must

have a long focallength, enough to meet the interconnection length requirement. The long

focal length produces the equivalent of a lever ann, such that a small tilt of the module

results in a large displacement ofthe spot on the detector. One way to solve this problem is

to separate the tasks of relaying and focusing the beams by using two lens elements

instead of one. This is shown in figure 7.6 below, where a microchannel telescope is

formed bycascading a pairofmicrolens arrays offocallengthsfJ1/ensl andf~ens2.
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•

Figure 7.6. Design #4: Microchannel telescope (shown with N = 4).

The first microlens array (fllensl) implements a Gaussian relay, 50 ~/ensl = 'ftIDo
2(A.,

while the second microlens array (J.11ens2) is used to generate a small spot size on the

detector, IDd = Â.~/ens:lrtroo. This requires that htlensl »~!ens2' and so ~!ens! - L/4. Both

microlenses have identical diameters, given by: DvJens! = Dv.lens2 = WIN. To maximize lal

eral and tilt tolerances, the second microlens should be as fast as possible. In practice, the

.fnumber is limited by the microlens technology and fabrication technique. It is assumed

thatj72 microlenses are available which result inhlens2 = 2W/N. The magnification factor,

M, of the microchannel telescope is M -~renslf.htrens2 = NLI8W.

As the chip module is displaced lateraUy, two different events occur simultaneously:

(i) the spot is misaligned relative to the detector and (ii) the incident beam is elipped at the

aperture of the first microlens. Which of these two events \viU satisfY the misalignment

metrie tirst depends on the value of the magnification factor, M. In the case where a 50%

efficiency drop at the detector occurs tirst, we can write:

AltemativeIy, in the case where the laterai tolerance is limited by clipping losses at the

aperture ofJ.1lens1, we ean write:

•

LU - (ffllensl) d - Md
efficiency - r 2 - 2

:lJ.llens2
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• The module lateral tolerance is equaL to the smallest of the two quantities given in

equations (7.12) and (7.13):

Ôx = minimum: {!!xefficiency, ,i:r:clipping } (7.14)

A similar situation occurs for the tilt tolerance, which can be determined by either (i) a

50% efficiency drop at the detector or (ii) clipping losses at J.llens2. The tilt tolerance for

these two cases are given by:

•

âeefficiency = -2-rd- = M
2d

JJ.llens2 L

? 2W_kJ4'A.
âO . . - D!!lens21 - - k[(J)J.llens2 - NL 1 xLcflppcng - = ....;...,.-_

~lens 1 +~lens2 1 + 11~~

The module tilt tolerance is equal to the smallest ofthese two quantities:

âe = minimum:{àeefficiency' /leclipping}

(7.15)

(7.16)

(7.17)

The above results indicate that both lateral and tilt tolerance are improved by maxi

mizing the magnification factor (M). If M is made large enough, then the tolerances are

solely limited by clipping at the microlenses.

The maximum size orthe array, Nma:c, is usuaUy limited by clipping losses at Jllensl. It

can be calculated by setting ô.x to zero in equation (7.13) and solving for N:

Comparing this result with the 4-fmicrochannel ofdesigns #1 and #2, one sees that a

microchannel telescope is much more scalable: Nmax is less sensitive to the interconnection

length (L) due to the presence ofthe square root function in the denominator.
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7.5.5 Design #5: microchannel with field lens array

A small variation ofdesign #4 is obtained by locating Jllens2 exactly at the focal plane

ofJ.1.lens1, as shown in figure 7~7~ In this case, J.1.lens2 is referred to as a field leos [27]~ The

motivation for doing this is explained below~

module

•
Figure 7~7~ Design #5: microchannel \vith field leos array (shown \vith N= 4).

As in design #4, both microlenses have identical diameters: Dv./cnsl = D"uensl = WfN~

The tirst microlens array implements a Gaussian relay, such that hlensl = 1t<OoltÀ. It is

assumed thatfl2 microlenses are available and the focal of J.1lens2 is set to f"uensl = 2WIN~

Sincehlensl »~lens2' thenklensl- L14~

The distance between J-llens2 and the chip, s, is selected such that the image of the

detector, imaged through J.llens2, falls exactly in the plane of J.11ens1:

!+ 1
s fJ.1lensl

1---
fJ,llens2

(7.19)

Since the image magnification is gjven by M =fpiens/s, equation (7~19) leads to:

s = /Hlensl = fë.lensL ::~
fJ;.lensl / !p.rens2) - 1 M 4M

\vhich means that the magnification factor cao be re\vritten as:

(7.20)
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LN1 = --1
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Unlike previous designs:J the field leDs approach of figure 7.7 is not a symmetric relaY:J

and so the relationship of equation (7.3) does not apply and the detector spot size (COd)

must be calculated using ABCO matrices [28]. The ABCD matrix correspoDding to the

relay offigure 7.7, from the mid-point ofthe beamsplitter(beam waist: mo) to the detector

plane (beam waist: COd) is given by:

•

[AB] = [-(sI~lenSl) -s J
C D -(I/~lensl) -(/;tlens(4lens2)

The detector spot size (ood) is calculated using the following set ofequations:

lm{.l} =-À
qcl 1tWd

(7.22)

(7.23)

(7.24)

(7.25)

where "'lm" means "the imaginary part of'. This leads to the following expression for O)d:

(7.26)

•

Considering that the beam waist at I-llens1 is Ji CO a ' equation (7.26) indicates that the

magnification factor relating COd to 0)0 is the same as what would be calculated using the

laws ofgeometrical optics. Using the ABCD matrix method, it can also be shown that the

faet that I-llens1 implements a Gaussian relay, combined with the choice of s in equation

(7.20):J leads to a minimum value for (iJà which is a fortunate consequence.

Depending on the magnificatioD:J the laterai tolerance may be limited by either a 50%

drop in detector efficiency orclipping losses at I-llensl (same as in design #4). As a result:J

equations (7.12):J (7.13) and (7.14) appIy, but with the value ofMgÏven in equation(7.21).
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The motivation for using a field lens is that it cao further relax tilt tolerances~This may

be understood by examining the propagation ofa Gaussian beam under conditions of lat

eral and tilt misalignments, as shown in figure 7.8. In the case of tilt misalignment about

the center of f.llens1 (figure 7.8(b», the field microlens (f.llens2) will always redirect the

chief ray towards the center of the detector~ This makes sense considering that s has been

chosen such that the detectoris imaged exactly in the plane off.llensl; thus, ifthe chiefray

traverses the center of f.llens1, then it must also terminate at the center ofthe detector.

~x

1.1--
T

•
Lateral misalignment ~x Tilt misalignment~e

(a) (b)

Figure 7.8. Field microlens design under (a) lateral and (b) tilt misalignments.

As a result, the tilt tolerance is ooly limited by clipping losses at f.llens2:

The important point is that the use ofa field lens effectively deseositizes tilt tolerance

from the size of the detector (i.e. ~e is oot dependent on d anymore). This allows for

small-size detectors to he used without sacrificing any tilt tolerance (although lateral toler

ance may be affected if tlxefficiency < 6XC:/ipping in equation (7.14».

The maximum size of the array, Nma:o is limited by clipping losses at the first micro

lens. It can be calculated by equating LU" to zero in equation (7.13) and leads to the same

expression as equation (7.18), indicating a good scalability ofdesign #5.
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~ 1 Table 7.2 Closed-fonn expressions for lateral (At) and tilt misaligmnent (L\9) tolerances and maximum array size (Nmax).
~

Lateral tolerance d "'( N)
(Âx) 2 2N 1-N.

-

Tilt tolerance 3 21/
(Âe) ", L

-
Max. array size 2nrod'" = N· 2nrodW = N·

(Nmax) ÀLk, ÀLk,

Design #4 Design #5

~..~~~...;........ .......... !

k,J2"ALln
w

2W-k gx
NL '47iï

Field microlens

.•{ d W lM}",,,,. M2' 2N- k'4'2n

M;;:; (NLI8W)-1
fnumber of fllens2 ;;:;fl2

A large Mis desirable
Loose lateral and tilt

Good sealability: Noc ll.{i

k,J2"A.Lln
W

Microlens telescope

. { d W lM}",,,,: M'i' 2N-k'~2n

{

2W-k [.U}
mi": M2d NL 1~TtL

L' 1+ J/M

M=NL/8W
fnumber of fllens2 =fl2

A large M is desirable
Loose lateral and tilt

Good scalability: Noc 1$

2(/
L

mN·

Design #3

(2d(m-l)N·]/W+ 1

W( N)
2NI!."- N. - (m - l)d
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", ;;:; eluster array size
A large", is desirable
Loose lateral: tu oc ",

Tight tilt: &0 oc d

Good scalability: Noc III

Design #2

Microchannel
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'/ 1

~
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7.S.6 Summary of results

For convenience, the expressions for â.'t", â9, and Nma:'C for aIl five designs are summa

rized in table 7.2. Relevant comments relative to the relative strengths and weaknesses of

each design are also included.

In addition, two numerical examples are included in the table. In both examples, the

chip measures 10 mm on a side and supports a 16 x 16 array of detectors. Following the

conclusions of Belland and Creon [25], the minimum clipping ratio is selected to be

k[ = 2.12; this ensures that clipping losses are limited to less than 0.1% and that the diffrac

tion effects do not significantly modify the Gaussian beam characteristics. The tirst exam

pie corresponds to an interconnection length ofL = 25 mm and detectors with d = 50 J.Ull.

The second example assumes L = 50 mm and d = 20 ~m.

Although the numerical values resulting from these examples do not represent the

actual misalignment budget of a practical Implementation (this i5 because the misalign

ment metric of section 7.3 Is not conservative enough), they provide a common ground

from which the different designs cao be compared.

7.6 Discussion

One approach at comparing the alignability of the five designs is to consider the align

ment produet (L\x~9) as the figure ofmerit. Using this metric, a close examination of the

alignment product for the first example indicates that design #5 is the most misalignment

tolerant whereas design #2 Is the least. However, using the value ofôxâ9 as the only mea

sure ofalignability cao be misleading. For example, although the module ofdesign #1 has

the same value ofL\xâ9 as design #4, it is far more diffieult to align because of the tight

lateral tolerance, especial1y ifsmall detectors are used (remember that ôx = 25 J.Lm results

from a 50% efficiency drop misalignment metrie while in practice a 1% metric Is more

likely to be used). The module ofdesign #4 is much easier to align because the tolerances

are better distributed between the lateral and tilt nOFs. To summarize: a large value of

âxâ9 is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a misalignment-tolerant design, the

additional condition being that the alignment product be weil distributed between âx and

ô9.
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Applying the latter conclusion to the results of the first example indicates that only

designs #4 and #5 are misalignment-tolerant, the other designs suffering from either a

tight LU (design #1) or a tight â9 (designs #2 and #3) because they are directly propor

tional to the size of the detector~ This indicates that integrating a single lens array compo

nent with the chip does not solve the alignment problem; it simply means that the tight

tolerance is being shifted frOID the lateral to the tilt nOFs.

Fundamentally, the poor alignability ofdesigns #1, #2 and #3 originates from the fact

that a single lens is used to perform both the tasks 0 f beam relaying and spot focusing~

These are conflicting requirements because (i) a relay lens requires a long focal length

while (H) a focusing lens requires a small f-number~ Trying to satisfy bath requirements

simultaneously leads to large-diameter lenses which limits scalability. This is the reason

why designs #1 and #2 cannot scale up to a 16 x 16 array in the second example.

The clustering configuration of design #3 mitigates this problem by allowing more

than one beam per lens. The use oflarger clusters (large m) maximizes the diameterofthe

mini-Iens, which leads to: (i) an increase in lateral tolerance (Ax ex m) and (ii) an improve

ment in scalability (Nma.'C ex ml. This explains why design #3 can easily scale up to a

16 x 16 array in the second example. Nevertheless, design #3 still suffers from having a

tight tolerance, due to the fact that â9 is directly proportional to d.

The alignability can be improved by integrating a second lens array with the chip mod

ule (designs #4 and #5). This way, a slow lens is used for relaying while a fast lens is used

for focusing. This has two significant advantages: First, it allows for a scalable design, as

indicated by the expression for Nmax which is now independent of (J)d and less sensitive to

L (see equation (7.18». Second, the lateral and tilt tolerances associated with the 50% effi

ciency drop metric are multiplied by the magnification factor, M, which results in loose

tolerances and a better balance between A.'\" and â9.

These observations are best visualized using figure 7.9, wmch sho\vs the module of

design #4 under lateral and tilt misalignment conditions. In this case, the detector is mag

nified (by a factor M) and imaged an optical distancehtlensI in front orthe module. Because

the microchannel telescope is a telecentric relay, the trajectory and magnification of the

Gaussian beam is the same as that ofthe detector image. This means that the coupling effi-

•

•
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ciency of the Gaussian spot size on the detector is equivalent to the overlap orthe incident

beam on the detector image~Using this and referring to figure 7~9, the laterai and tilt toler

ances are readily seen to he equal to .âx = Mdl2 and ~e = (Md/2)~lensL = 2Md/L, which is

the same as equations (7.12) and (7.15) respectively.

•

•

Lateral misalignment âx Tilt misalignment âe

(a) (h)

Figure 7.9. Design #4: (a) lateral and (h) tilt misalignment (50% efficiencydrop metric).

UsuallY,hlensl is fixed by the interconnection length ~Iensl - L/4) and so the magnifi

cation factor can ooly he increased hy reducingJ;.densl. Beyond a certain point, increasing

}.II does not improve tolerances because .âx and .â9 are limited hy clipping losses at ~lens1

and J.llens2 respectively. When this bappens, .âx and.â9 hecome independent ofd which

means that a smaller detector size can be used.

Figure 7.9(b) helps visualizing the reason whythe tilt tolerance ofdesign #4 is limited

by the size of the detector while this is not the case for design #5. This is because the

detector image in design #4 is located one focallength in front orthe plane where the chip

module interfaces with the beamsplitter cube. Consequently, a tilt misalignment about the

center of fllens 1 results in the detector image being displaced by an amount ôeXkrensl with

respect to the incident Gaussian beam. The displacement of the detector image under tilt

misalignment is avoided in design #5 because the detector image is located exactly in the

plane offllens1. The general conclusion is that the separation between ,.dens2 and the chip

should a1ways be chosen such tbat the detector image faUs at the interface between the

modules because this desensitizes the tilt tolerance from the detector size.
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misalignment tolerances. A proper balance is achieved by designing the interconnect with

slow beams on both sides of the optical elements. This observation lead him to conclude

that Gaussian relays represent the Most misalignment-tolerant method of interconnecting

free-space modules.

7.8 Invariance of the aUgnment product

Consider the simple case of the module in figure 7.11, which integrates of a single

detector of size d. The detector is imaged (tram right ta left) through an optical relay

which May consist ofone or more lens elements. The optical design is sucb that the detec

tor image falls in the plane of the inter-module interface. It is assumed that the magnifica

tion factor (M) results in the size of the detector image (d') being smaller than the clear

aperture orthe optics such that ~x is limited by d'and not by clipping losses.

•
Incident beam

misaligned by AX -..--....~~....."""""~--I

optical
relay

detector
module

Figure 7.11. Derivation ofthe relationship between ~xôe and the optical invariant.

The image of the detector is drawn using one oblique ray and one axial ray. The angle

the oblique ray makes with the optical axis is equal ta ij' and a in the image and object

plane respectively. These angles correspond ta the eottance and exit numerical aperture

(NA) orthe optical system. Using parmdal ray trace equations, it can be shown that the

following relationship is always true, irrespective orthe design ofthe optical relay [29]:

The quantity gjven in equation (7.28) does not vary with the opticaI system, and for

this reason, it is referred to as the optical invariant.

•

~e = d'a'
2 2
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The chief ray of a Gaussian beam propagating through an optical system always fol

lows the same trajectory as that of a light ray [30]. Referring to figure 7.11, consider a

Gaussian beam incident trom the left and laterally misaligned by an amount âx. This

beam is coincident with the axial ray and so will follow the same trajectory and terminate

at the edge of the detector, yielding a coupling efficiency of 50%. Note that this case is

equivalent to a module being laterally misaligned by an amount equal to halfofthe detec

tor image size: Ax = d' /2. Second, consider the Gaussian beam incident at an angle ~a;

this beam is coincident with the oblique ray and thus terminates at the center ofthe detec

tor. In this case, the Gaussian beam is clipped at the aperture ofthe optics and so the mod

ule tilt misalignrnent is directly proportional to the entrance NA: ~9 ex: e'. Using this and

equation (7.28), one can write:

(7.29)

•
Equation (7.29) indicates that the alignment product is directly related to the optical

invariant, which is given by the product of the detector size and the NA of the optics on

the side of the detector. This is an important result which signifies that: (i) the alignment

product is also an invariant of the system and (ii) misalignment-tolerant modules have in

common that they have a large optical invariant. The alignment product is maximized by:

• Increasing d: which means using large detectors, which is obvious. The detector size is

limited by its associated capacitance which usually impacts the receiver bit rate (see

section 2.5).

• Increasing 9: which means designing the optical relay with a large NA on the side of

the detector. Fortunately, detectors have a very large acceptance angle, which far

exceeds the NA ofthe optical relay. The use ofhigh-NA optics effectively takes advan

tage of this attnoute. This is to he compared to the situation where the detector is

replaced with an optical fibre; in this case, the alignment product may be significantly

reduced, due to the limited NA ofthe fibre.
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The fact that the alignment product is directly linked to the optical invariant provides a

quick and easy way ofassessing the alignability ofan optical design. One simply needs to

determine the value of the optical invariant in the plane of the detector; if the invariant is

small (due to a small detector and/or a limited NA of the optical relay) then the design is

inherently difficult to align. For example, the poor alignability ofdesigns #1 and #2 is eas

ily justified by the fact that they both have a small optical invariant, limited by the small

NA of the slow microlenses. Furthermore, the clustering configuration of design #3

increases the diameter orthe lenses by a factor ofm compared to design #2; this increases

the optical invariant by m and so it should not be surprising that the alignment product is

increased by about the same factor. Finally, it now becomes apparent that designs #4 and

#5 are inherently misalignment-tolerant because they both use a low.fnumber (large NA)

microlens close to the detector plane, leading to a large optical invariant. Note that the

optical invariant ofdesign #4 is slightly larger than the one ofdesign #5 because f;:lens2 < S

(see equation (7.19». However, design #5 provides a superior alignment product because

the field lens places the image of the detector exactly in the plane corresponding to the

module interface.

Using the same assumptions used in table 7.2, expressions for the optical invariant

have been derived and are given in table 7.3. Although the optical invariant ofdesign #1 is

large (due to the large detector NA), it is still very difficult to align due to the poor balance

between lateral and tilt tolerances. Note that the integration of a second lens element

(designs #4 and #5) results in the optical invariant being multiplied by the magnification

factor M compared to the single-lens module ofdesign #2.

Table 7.3. Expressions for the optical invariant of the module designs.

Module Design

Design #1 (no optics)

Design #2 (microchannel)

Optical Invariant Notes

( JI") NA NAd---or is usually largeu, - dctcctor ".,,~.

dWINL

•
Design #3 (clustering)

Design #4 (micro-telescope)

Design #5 (field microlens)

d~ 2d(m-l)~

NILm w-J

M(dW/NL)

M(dWINL)

m = c1usterme

M=NL/8W

M=(NL/8W}-1
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This result is significant because it had previously been thought that optical intercon-

nects did not suffer from an aspect-ratio limitation (see [32]). From a purely theoretical

standpoint, if a FSOI system cao be aligned with infinite accuracy, then âx = .dO = 0,

wmch makes the right side ofequation (7.32) go to infinity. Thus, FSOI systems do not

suffer from tms aspect-ratio limitation ooly if they be can aligned with infinite accuracy.

Since practical systems will invariably have sorne degree of misalignment, their band

width capacity will be limited by the aspect-ratio of the system in a way that is similar to

electrical interconnects. The value orthe constant relating both sides ofequation (7.32) is

likely to be orders of magnitude larger and also depends on the details of the optical

design. For example, the corresponding expression for designs #4 and #5 is:

B ex: A(2., x A., (designs #4 and #5)
(à;~â8)- L-

(7.33)

•
indicating that designs #4 and #5 can relax the alignment product by a factor of M

white still providing the same bandwidth performance as design #2. Conversely, ifdesigns

#4 and #5 cao be aligned to the same accuracy as èlesign #2, then their bandwidth capacity

cao be increased by a factor ofAtP (because designs #4 and #5 are more scalable).

7.10 Conclusion

This chapter addressed the issue ofalignment in 2D-fSOI systems by investigating the

alignability ofdifferent optical configurations used for the design ofa chip module. It was

shown that the alignability of a module can be adequately specified by the product of its

lateral (ôx) and tilt (.d9) misalignment tolerance. This '6alignment product" is an invariant

of the optical system. Although the alignment product is the same at any plane in the opti

cal system, what changes is the relative distribution between .1x and .de. Thus, a necessary

condition for misalignment-tolerant modules is that the alignment product be (i) large and

(ii) properly balanced between Ar and â8.

A large ~x is obtained at planes where the signal beams are large in size. Conversely,

a large âO is obtained at planes where the signal beams are small in size. A good balance

between these conflicting beam requirements is achieved by implementing a Gaussian
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relay at the inter-module interface. The consequence ofthis is that a second lens element is

required to focused the beam. to a small spot on the detector. This lens should be designed

with the lowestFnumber possible because this maximizes the alignment product. Gauss

ian relays have the additional advantage that they are scalable to dense arrays.

The use of a clustering configuration was shown to improve both misalignment toler

ances and array scalability, the amount of improvement scaling proportionally with the

size of the cluster. Improved designs can be realized by combining, for example, the

advantages of field lenses with a clustering configuration. These novel designs may allow

future FSOI systems to be assembled using purely mechanical alignment techniques.

A significant outcome of this work is the demonstration that practical FSOI systems

suffer from an aspect-ratio limitation similar to the one found in electrical mterconnects.

The aspect-ratio limitation of FSOI systems can be relaxed by using misalignment-toler

ant designs.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion

8.1 Summary

In principle, two-dimensional parallel optical interconnects (2D-PÛls) can solve most

of the problems encountered in electrical interconnections, which includes: signal distor

tion, skew, crosstalk, attenuation, impedance matching, electromagnetic interference, lim

ited interconnection density and high-power dissipation. 2D-POI technologies offer the

promise of providing Tbit/s data communication between silicon VLSI chips using low

power (- 1 mW) dense interconnections (> 1000 channels/cm2) operating at on-chip data

rates (> 1 Gbit/s). In particular, two-dimensional free-space optical interconnects (20

FSOIs) are expected to fulfill the requirements of short-distance (l - 10 cm) applications

that require highly parallel multi-point interconnections between multiple VLSI chips

located in different physical planes.

One major obstacle that prevents the commercial dep loyment of 2D-FSOI systems is

the problem ofalignment which originales from the fact that these systems are constructed

using discrete array components that must be accurately aligned in six degrees of freedom

(DOfs). This problem is further exacerbated by the requirements that the systems be field

serviceable and able to sustain the harsh conditions ofindustrial environments.

The work presented in this thesis addresses the alignment problem of 2D-fSOI sys

tems and has significance in three areas. First, it has made a major contribution to the

design and implementation ofa large-scale photonic backplane demonstrator system con

ceived as a vehicle to demonstrate Tbit/s free-space optical interconnections between sili

con VL81 chips. Secondly, it proposes a generic packaging strategy, which consists of

partitioning the optical system ioto separate modules in such a way that the loose toler

ances are between the modules while the tight tolerances are between the components

inside the modules. Novel mechanical and optical methods for aligning both components

and modules have been designed and demonstrated. Thirdly, it identifies the fundamental

reasons behind the tolerances of2D-FSOI systems and proposes a set ofguidelines for the

design of modules that are inherently tolerant to misalignment. Conclusions drawn from

this research are described below.
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supported by the simulation resuIts obtained by Lacroix and Kirk [2] ~ Thus, for a more

realistic misalignment budget to be calculated, a rigorous approach that includes the

combined effects orall six OOFs is required (e.g. Monte-Carlo simulations).

• For purely mechanical alignment to be used in this system, the misalignment budget

must be (i) further relaxed and (ii) better distributed between the lateral and tilt DOFs.

The design of the system demonstrator was biased towards lateral misalignment toler

ances at the expense ofthe tilt tolerances, making the overail alignment difficult.

• The semi-kinematic fixture of the chip module was shown to be highly repeatable. The

design takes advantage orthe optical-grade flatness oftwo optical substrates to fix the

tilt and longitudinal nOFs, while a pair of dowel pins fix the lateral and rotational

DOFs. The success ofthis approach relies on the fact that the accuracy of the alignment

structures (precise substrate flatness, dowel pins having a loose fit) matches the

requirements ofthe misalignment budget (tilt is tight, lateral is relaxed).

• The use of a kinematic fixture, fabricated using ultrathick photoresist micro-structures,

was found to be inadequate for inter-module mechanical alignment, due to problems

related to the lack ofunifonnity, hardness and robustness ofthe micro-structures. How

ever, it is believed that ultrathick photoresist technology is a good candidate for intra

module mechanical alignment, where components do not have to he separable~

• The use of the chip-on-board (COB) approach for packaging OE-VLSI chips was

proven to be successfuL This packaging scheme allows for (i) the close integration ofa

mini-Iens array with the chip, (H) an excellent thermal connection to the back of the

chip for temperature control, (Hi) high-speed performance due to the absence ofpack

age lead inductance, and (iv) the ability of placing surface Mount components (e.g.

decoupling capacitors) in close proximity to the chip. The flex-PCB can support

> 1 Gbit/s/line data rates while providing the required mechanical flexibility.

• Diffractive elements such as Fresnel Zone Plates (FZPs) or amplitude gratings cao be

laid out using the top-Ievel metallayer ofa standard CMOS process~ These optical ele

ments can be used to perfonn the alignment ofa leDS array to a chip~ The use ofoft:axis

diffractive elements can provide alignment sensitivity in aIl six DOFs.
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8.3 Packaging strategy and alignment techniques

Building on the experience orthe backplane demonstrator system, this thesis proposes

a generic packaging strategy whose objective is to facilitate the alignment of 2D-FSOr

systems. The strategy divides the alignment problem ioto three steps as fol1ows:

• System partitioning: the optical system is fust partitioned ioto separate modules in

such a way that the misalignmeot tolerances between modules be relaxed as much as

possible. This is done to facilitate the alignment of modules during system assembly

and servicing.

• Intra-module alignment: the second step consists of aligning components ioto mod

ules. Intra-module alignment requires a high level ofaccuracy and so there is a need for

dedicated micro-packaging infrastructures using high-precision positioning equipment

and specialized techniques for handling and fixing miniature components. In Many

cases, the use ofoptical techniques might be the only way to achieve the required level

of accuracy. Techniques that are compatible with automated assembly are preferable.

Wherever possible, the air gaps within a module should be filled with glass spacers to

create a solid subassembly.

• Inter-module alignment: the last step concems the alignment of modules to one

another. To ensure field-serviceability orthe system, it is important that the inter-mod

ule interface allows for the removal and replacement of a defective module without

upsetting system alignment. To reduce cost and complexity, this alignment step should

be accomplished using purely mechanical methods. To do this, misalignment-tolerant

designs are required.

A broad range of intra-module and inter-module alignment techniques, both optical

and mechanical, have been discussed in chapters 5 and 6. For convenience, a summary of

these techniques is shown in table 8.1. The technique ofdevice arrayredundancy falls in a

category ofits own.
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Table 8.1. Summary ofintra-module and inter-module alignment techniques.• Category

Mechanical

Optical

Electronic

lotra-module alignment

flip-chip technique
silicon micromachining

nUcro-connectors

fiducial markers
in-situ interferometry

diffractive structures

Moiré techniques

Inter-module alignment

slotted baseplate
L-shaped structure

precision dowel pins

wedge prisms t tilt plates
variable-angle prisms

liquid-crystal devices

optical MEMS

device array redundancy

•

8.4 Design of misalignment-tolerant 2D-FSOI modules

This work examined the alignment problem of2D-fSOI modules by investigating var

ious approaches to the design of misalignment-tolerant modules. The fo11owing conclu

sions are drawo, which are relevant to a11 designers ofoptical packaging:

• The alignability of a module can be adequately specified by the product of its tateral

(Ax) and tilt (~9) misalignment tolerance.

• The alignment product ofmisalignment-tolerant modules must satisfy two conditions:

(i) its value must be large and (ii) it must be properly distributed between Ôx and ô9.

• The alignment product is an invariant of the system. At different planes ofthe system,

the product is conserved but the relative distribution between ôx and ô9 changes.

• To achieve a proper balance between ôx and Ô9, 2D-FSOr systems should be designed

with Gaussian relays at the interface between modules. Gaussian relays have the addi

tional advantage that theyare scalable to dense arrays.

• Misalignment-tolerant chip modules must integrate two lens arrays. This a1lows to sep

arate the tasks ofbeam relaying and spot focusing.

• The alignment product is maximized by (i) using large detectors and (ù) using the low

est possible Fnumber lens in front of the detector. The position of the focusing lens
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be reliably produced in high volume [8]. The main disadvantage ofinjection-molded plas-

tics is its large setup cost, making this technology prohibitively expensive when only a

few pieces are required, as has been the case for 2D-fSOI demonstrator systems to date.

The general conclusion is that cost-effective intra-module alignment solutions require

that ail packaging aspects be taken into consideration during the design, development and

processing of the optical components.

8.5.2 Inter-module issues

The work of chapter 7 should impact the optical designs of future 2D-FSOI systems.

At the time ofwriting, the design ofchip modules based on a microchannel telescope or

using a field microlens have not yet been implemented. These designs and others should

be prototyped and validated. VCSEL·based chip modules should be investigated as weil.

Progress made in this area is important because it will initial reduce the need for beam

steering devices and May ultimately lead to purely mechanical solutions to the inter-mod

ule alignment problem.

In addition, the use ofanay redundancy techniques must be investigated further. Pre

vious laboratory prototypes [9][10] have been limited to a few optical channels. Large

scale demonstrations, using dense arrays, are required. There still remains several open

questions conceming the use ofredundant arrays in large-scale systems, including the lay

out of the OE devices ta avoid blind spots, the optimal method of monitoring beam align

ment, the design of the control algorithm and the complexity of the circuitry that is

required to route the selected photocurrents to the receiver array.

It is believed that the use ofa snap-together mechanical interface, complemented by a

small degree ofarray redundancy, may represent the solution ofchoice of future 2D-FSOI

systems.
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Appendix A: Mechanical drawings of the
chip module assembly

This appendix contains the mechanical drawings of the parts used in the chip module.

The following drawings are included: the mini-Iens holder, the mounting spacer, the f1ex

PCB mount, the thermally isolating spacer, the coppe.. heat spreader and the protective

cover. The heatsink was procured off-the-shelL

The drawings were made using Autocad version 14. They conform to the ANSI

Yl4.SM 1982 standard.
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Appendix B: Mathematical derivations ror
intra-module alignment technique #1

This appendix is a complement to section 5.4; it presents the mathematical equations

that are used to calculate the six-OOF misalignment of the chip given the photocurrent

measurements ofthree quadrant detectors.

B.l Coordinate system definitions

In the derivation that follows, three different coordinate systems are used:

• (x, y, z) coordinate system: this is an absolute coordinate system, in the sense that it is

independent of the position and orientation of the chip. The origin of this coordinate

system is chosen ta be centered with the mini-lens array, one focal length bemnd the

mini-lenses. This origin corresponds ta the center ofa perfectly aligned chip. The x and

y axis follow the row and column directions ofthe mini-lens array.

• (x', y', z') coordinate system: the origin ofthis coordinate system is always located at

the center of the chip. The x' andy' axis follow the horizontal and vertical directions of

the chip. The x'-y' plane is defined as the front surface of the chip. This is a relative

coordinate system because it is defined with respect to the chip center.

• (Ui' Vi) coordinate system: the origin of this coordinate system is located at the center

ofquadrant detector i (with i = [1, 2, 3]). The Ui and Vi axis follow the horizontal and

vertical directions of the detector. The UrVi plane is defined as the front surface orthe

detector (which is the same as the front surface of the chip). This is a relative coordi

nate system because it is defined with respect to the detector center.

B.2 Solving for the spot positions

A quadrant detector is drawn in figure B.L There is a minimum of three quadrant

detectors on the chip and they are labelled i = 1, 2 and 3. The elements ofdetector i are

labelled ai' hi' Ci' and di and they each generate a photocurrent!ab [hi' [ci' and Idi respec-
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•
tively. The incident beam is focused to a spot located at coordinates (Uxi, Vyi) on detector i;

the spot is assumed to have a Gaussian intensity profile and a radius CI):

fG)
d

J~
t
g

• Figure B.l. Representation ofquadrant detector i and its relevant parameters.

The optical power incident on a given element is obtaincd by solving the overlap inte

gral between the intensity distribution and the element area. For example, the optical

power, Pab falling on element ai is given by:

f+d -~ 2 2

f f
- {-2[(U.-U .) +(v.-v -) l}

Paf = loe.'(p l .~l., l Vl duidvi
0)-

( -(-4
2 2.

(B.2)

which leads tO:

•
_ lo0)2rt [~-g/2-U:ci} ~-g/2-d-U:Ci}] [~g/2+d-VVi} ~g/2-VVi}Jp - - -- x er -er x er - er

al 8 w/.fi ro/.fi ro/.fi ro/Ji

where the function erf(x) is defined as follows:
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•
x

er/ex) = Jexp[-l]dt

o
(B.4)

The photocurrents lai' lbi' Ici' and Idi are obtained by multiplying the overlapping optical

power by the detector responsivity, R:

RI a?lt [~-g/2-U -} ~-gI2-d-U '}] [ {g/2+d-V -} ~gI2-V "}]l ,= _o_x er XI -er XI x er} YI -er YI

al 8 roi Ji ro/ .fi ro/ .fi roiJi

lb' = R_I_oro_
2
_1t X [erf {g/2+ d- U.ri}_erf {g/2-U.t:i}] x [erf {g/2+d- Vyj}_erf{g_/_2_-~VFYi}]

1 8 00/.fi ro/Ji 00/.fi roiJi

_ Rloro
2

1t [{gI2+d-UXi} {g/2-UXi}] [~-g/2-Vyj} ~-g/2-d-VYi}]1" - --x erf -erf x er -er
CI 8 ml.fi ro/ .fi roiJï ml.fi

(B.5)

(B.6)

(B.7)

•
Id" = Rlom

2
1t x [erJ -gl! -U.ri}_erf{-g/Z-d -u.ri}] x [erf{- g12- VVi}_erJ-gI2-d - Vyi}] (B.8)

1 8 Jl rol.fi roIJi ml.fi Jl ro/Jï

It is useful to define the following functions M.~ and My:

•

(1 ,+ lb') -(1 ,+ Id')M "= al 1 CI l

YI l ,+ lb -+ l ,+ 1J'
al 1 Cl ul

which results in MXi being a fonction ofUxi only, and Myi a function ofVyi only:

~
g/2+cl-U:ci} ~g/2-Uri} ~gI2+Uri} ~g/2+d+Uri}er· -er . + er . - er .

mlJi m/Jï ml.fi ro/Ji
M· =- ------------------------

xr rJ{g/2 + cl- UXi} ~g/2- Uri} ~g/2 + Uri} {g/z + d + U:ci}e -er' -er . +erf -- ~

ro/.fi mlJî roiJi ro/ ,fi

erJ g/2+cl-VYi}_erf{g/2-VYi}+ erJg/2 + VVi}_erJg/2+d+ VVi}
Jl rol,fi ro/Jî Jl rol.fi Jl m/,fi

Myi = -----------------------

erJg/2+d-VVi}_erf{g/2-VYi}_erJg/2+VYi}+erJgI2+d+Vvi}
Jl ro/Ji 00/Ji Jl rol.fi Jl ro/Ji
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•
In order to determine the six-DOF misalignment of the chip with respect to the mini

[ens array, one must solve for the positional coordinates of points Pb P2, P3 in the x-y-z

coordinate system:

(B.14)

This is done by equating the sides of triangle P 1-Pr P3 in both coordinate systems. The

side PiPj ofthe triangle has a length:

where (.'roi, YoÏ7 Zoi) is a reference point on line i and p = <Pxi' PYi' Pz;> is a unit vector paint

ing towards the chip and parallel to line é. Both the reference point and the unit vector are

known by design because they are detennined by the specifications ofthe ofi:axis Fresnel

lenses. Equations (B.14) and (B.16) are used to write the sides of triangle Pt-P2-P3 in the

x-y-z coordinate system:

•

The parametric equations ofline i in the x-y-z coordinate system are given by:

Xi = .'Coi + miP.ti

Yi =Yoi + miPyi

Zi = Zoi + miPzi

(B.IS)

(B.16)

Equating (B.15) and (B.17) leads to a system of three non-lînear equations with three

unknowns: mit mb m3. This system ofequation can be solved iteratively using the New-

ton-Raphson method. The solutions are ml = m(, ml = mt, m3 = mt. The positional

coordinates ofpoints Pl' Pb P3 in thex-y-z coordinate system are thus:
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8.4 Solving for the chip misalignment

The last step consists ofusing the absolute coordinates of points Pl' P2' P 3 (equation

(B.l8)) to solve for the six-DOF chip misalignment. Ta do fuis, one must solve for the

center point of the chip in the absolute x-y-z coordinate system. Referring to figure B.3,

the center point of the chip (the origin of the x'-y' coordinate system) is labelled C.

delectorJ

Figure B.3. Vector construction to solve for the chip center C and the chip nonnal li.•

c

delector2

~

Vector PIC cao be written as:

where vi2 and v23 are defmed as:

(B.19)

and (8.20)

•

Using equation (B.19), one can write:
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Solving equations (B.21) and (B.22) for k l2 and kn leads to:

(B.23)

(B.24)

•

Equations (B.23) and (B.24) are first evaluated by expressing the terms on the right

hand side in the relativex'-y' coordinate system: C =(0,0) and with Pl' P2, and P3 defined

in equation (B.13). The solutions are k l2 = kit, k23 = k23*. These scalar quantities are

then substituted back into equation (8.19) along with Pl' VI2 and vn expressed in the

absolute x-y-z coordinate system (equation (B.18». This allows for the absolute coordi

nate ofthe chip center C = (xc, YC' zc) to be solved for.

Note that the absolute coordinates ofpoint C are unaffected by rotational and tilt mis

alignments; they correspond directly to the lateral (L\x and L\y) and longitudinal (tll) mis

alignment of the chip with respect to the mini-lens array:

ây = Yc

âz = zc

(B.2S)

(B.26)

(B.27)

To solve for the remaining three angular DOFs (â9.t , â9Y' â9J, the unit vector normal

to the chip, Ît, is defined; it can be evaluated with the values ofPl' Pb and P3 defined in

the absolute x-y-z coordinate system ofequation (B.lS):
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Under perfect alignment condition, the unit normal vector is no = (0,0, 1) . The vec

tor nonnal il can be written as follows:

Since matrix multiplication is not commutative, the sequence ofthe matrix multiplica

tion in equation (8.29) is criticaL The chosen sequence is arbitrary; it implies that the chip

tilt and rotational misalignment is calculated as ifthe chip had been misaligned by the fol

lowing sequence ofoperations: (1) rotational misalignment of6.9;:, (2) y-tilt misalignment

of 6.9y and (3) x-tilt misalignment of 6.8x• These angular operations are defined with

respect to the relative x-y-z coordinate system. Substituting matrices (B.30), (8.31) and

(B.32) into equation (B.29) leads to:

•

•

,. ~~~,.

n = 8 ·8 ·8 ·nx y Z 0

~ ~ ~

where 8.l:' 8y , 8z are the following three-dimensional rotation matrices:

[

cos(60.) -sin(60.) 0]

e: = sin(60~) cos (60:> 0

001

which allows for the tilt misalignment ofthe chip (Â9.~ and â8y) to be calculated:
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(8.31)

(8.32)

(B.33)
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• â9 = -atan(?1)x nz
(8.34)

(B.3S)

The rotational misalignment of the chip is calculated as follows. Under conditions of

penect alignment, the vector joining the center ofthe chip to point Pl' in absolute coordi-

Dates, is given by (x~l1 + ".t"Ï'Y~l1 + vYi' 0) (see equation (B.13)). Following a series of

misalignrnent operations (â9z4L\9y~L\e.t'~&~L\y4ÔX), this vector points to the loca

tion of Pl calculated by equation (B.18). This cao be expressed mathematical as:

(B.36)

•
At this point, the ooly unknown in equation (B.36) is the angle L\e:, allowing for rota

tionai misalignment to be solved for directly.

B.5 Summary

Starting with the photocurrent rneasurernents from three quadrant detectors (a total of

12 photocurrents), the six-OOF misalignment of the chip (At', ây, &. L\9x, â9y, L\9J bas

been derived and can be found in equations (B.2S), (B.26), (B.27), (8.34), (8.35) and

(8.36) respectively.
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